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A. THEORY
Ai INTRODUCTION
The advent of the high speed computer has revolutionized structural
design in all spheres of Engineering. Up till then structural stress
analysis was limited to over-simplification of the structure in ques=
tion to comply with derived classical mathematical solutions.
In practice however the picture is very different, the structure
usually being complex and highly redundant in nature. The techniques
involving Energy Methods to solve such structures have been known for
a long time. However they required weeks of hand calculations to
solve only a small number of redundancies in a structure. Neville Shute
mentions this in his book Slide Rule.
The development of Matrix algebra and the finite element method has made
it possible to analyse, say, a complete aircraft structure in a matter
of days. using a large capacity high speed computer~
Experimental results have shown that finite element stress analysis comes
much closer to reality than the dated classical methods.
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A2. THE FINITE ELEMENT METHOD
A2.1 Introduction
Let us look at a very simple example to start off with.
Consider a spring fastened at one end and a tensile force applied to its
other end as in Figure 1.
F
I I-u.
Figure 1
The spring will stretch a distance u and we have the well known spring
equation
ku
1
F
Figure 2
..... . a2.1.1 .
it would be necessary to determine the overall stiffness of the structure
in the y-direction then apply the force to determine the deflection Uy•
','... = F
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If the roller supports were removed from the point 4 a deflection in the
x-direction would also be experienced and the deflection uy would not
be the same as in the first case. The deflections ux and Uy can now
be split up into components parallel to the springs and the forces in the
springs can be calculated.
This is in effect what the finite element method does.
A structure can be split up into elements e.g. Rods, panels, plates and
beams all connected at their ends or corners. These connection points
are called nodal points.
Each element has a certain stiffness which can be expressed, in terms of
its geometry and elastic properties, at each of its nodal points.
Figure 3
In the structure shown in Figure 3 there are 5 nodal points. Each element
has a certain stiffness in each of the 3 global axes directions and the
sum of the stiffnesses, in a specific direction at a nodal point, then
represents the stiffness of that nodal point in that direction. In Figure
3 there are thus 5 x 3 unknown deflections i.e. 15 simultaneous linear
equations are needed to solve for the unknowns.
Written in matrix form the equations for the entire structure looks similar
to equation a2.1.1
KU p . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. a2. 1 .2
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Where ~ is a square symmetric matrix of nodal point stiffness coeffi=
cients, ~ is a column vector of the unknown displacements and e is
the column vector of the nodal point loads.
The set of equations a2.1.2 are solved by inversion of the ~ matrix
.................... a2.1.3
and then the solved deflections back substituted into the stiffness
matrices of the individual elements. to determine the stresses and strains
in them.
This method is known as the displacement stiffness method, and is now
widely used in many large finite element programs such as ASKA and NASTRAN.
The reciprical of the displacement method is the force or flexibility
method in which the forces are the unknowns. This method is more compli=
cated to apply and is thus not as popular as the displacement method
although hybrid elements incorporating both the methods are in use.
A2.2 Formulation of the Displacement Method
The theory of finite elements can be extended to incorporate special
material properties such as non-isotropy and non-linearity, however this
discussion will be based on the assumption that the materials used have
a linear elastic region. This assumption is made in most books on Strength
of Materials and Elasticity Theory.
A2.2.1 Basic elasticity equations
It can be shown (Ref. 6) that if a body is deformed in such a way so
that the deformation in the x, y and z directions can be expressed as
functions u, v, and w respectively, then the strains can be expressed
as follows in the kinematic equations.
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E
dU= dXxx
E
dV a2.2.1= "'dY ....................yy
Ezz =
dW.az
E
dV dU
ax +-xy dY
Exz dW dU a2.2.2dX + - ....................dZ
E
dW dV
ay + azyz
In the one-dimensional case the stress and the strain are related as
follows
E = '1 II II ., •••••••••••• a2.2.3
where E is the Modulus of Elasticity and a the stress in the direction
of the chosen strain. Poisson discovered that in the three-dimensional
strain case the relationship is as follows.
Exx
Eyy
Ezz
1
[axx - \lea + a )1E yy zz
1
[ayy - \lea a )] a2.2.4+ ................E xx zz
1 [a - \lea + a )]E zz xx yy
where \I is called Poisson's ratio.
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For shear strain we have
= 0xy£xy G
uxz
£xz = G a2.2.5
£yz =
0yz
G
where G is called the Modulus of Elasticity in Shear and is found to
be related to E as follows
G = E2(1 + v) a2.2~6.
"Special" cases of the general theory are frequently encountered. such as
Plane Stress which occurs approximately in thin sheet panels and which
obviously has application in an aircraft structure.
To derive the plane stress equations the terms °zz °xz and °yz are
set to zero and the state of stress is then specified by Ox' 0y and 0xy
only. After manipulation equations a2.2.4 and a2.2.5 can be written
E VE
1 _ v2 £xx + _ v2 £yy1
VE £ E v2 £yy+1 _ v2 xx 1 -
E
v) £xy2(1 +
which can be expressed in matrix form as follows
° = EE
or
° 1 V 0 [:::xx E0yy 1 \)2 V 1 0-
0 0
1-V
°xy 2 £xy
\, •.. L •• )\- E° £
a2.2.7
a2.2.8
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A2.2.2 Work and Energy
Work is defined as a force multiplied by the distance through which it
moves.
- -W = F. s
or in differential form
......dW = F d s
a2.2.9
a2.2.10
Thus if a linearly elastic system (e.g. a structure) undergoes a deflec=
tion du then the work done on the system is
dW P du a2.2.11
P is the applied load.
The work done by the structure in resisting the applied forces is
dU = F. du a2.2.12
where F are the internal forces of the system (material Stresses)
F
-II-0'4.
Figure 4
u.
At this stage the principle of virtual or imaginary displacements is
introduced which states that:
For a system which is in equilibrium, the sum of the internal and external
work done during a virtual displacement is equal to zero, on condition
that the kinematic equations and the geometric boundary conditions are
satisfied.
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Mathematically the virtual displacement CU behaves the same as the
differential quantity duo
For virtual displacements the equations of work now become
oW = P ou a2.2.13
oU F.ou .................... a2.2.14
and from the above stated Principle of Virtual Displacements
oU .•. oW o .................... a2.2.15
The next step is to relate the internal forces to the external ones by
means of the structures elastic properties.
Consider now the well known linear stress-strain diagram of a material
Figure 5.
cr
€
Figure 5
The expression aCE has as its dimensions N2. m which is Work/unitm m
volume. Thus if the integral is taken over the volume of the system, or
a single element, the variation of the strain energy of the system can
be found.
oU J a 5£ dV
v
a2.2.16
The system is acted upon by external forces and body forces (gravitational,
initial strains, temperature effects) and these are also given per unit
area (external) and per unit volume (body) and integrated over the area
of application and volume of the system respectively.
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oW =
fv
g o"U"' dV +
fA
q o"U"' dA • • • • t.. • • • • • • • • • a2.2.17
Substituting a2.2.16 and a2.2.17 into a2.2.15 gives
Iv (J aE dV + Iv g au dV + fA q au dA = o • a2.2.18
The minus sign in front of the aU term arises from the fact that the
stresses oppose the applied forces. Equation a2.2.18 is subject to the
conditions that the kinematic equations and the prescribed boundary con=
ditions are satisfied.
As was seen previously, a structure is divided into a finite number of
elements, connected at their nodal points, the next step thus, is to
establish functions for the displacements in the x, y and z directions
and express the displacements within the system in terms of the nodal
paint deflections which arise out of the solution of equation a2.1.3.
To obtain the strains E in the system it follows that the chosen
displacement functions must be continuous differentiable at least once.
If they still satisfy the geometric boundary conditions then they are
allowable functions (Ref. 4).
It can be shown that if the displacement functions
1. include all possible rigid body displacements
2. include uniform strain conditions i.e. constant stress conditions
3. satisfy the geometric interelement and boundary conditions
Then the finite element method converges monotonously to the correct
solution as the number of elements is increased.
If conditions 1. and 2. only are satisfied then convergence still takes
place but not monotonously.
It has been seen from equations a2.2.1 and a2.2.2 that the displacement
functions have to be partially differentiated in one form or another to
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produce the strains. These partial differentiations will be signified
by the comma.
•• •
-E. •• U,
-where E takes into account all the strains in the system and u the.
displacements.
•• • dV + Iv g au dV + I q au dAA .. o a2.2.19
let the displacement functions be
Au(x, y, z) ~(x, y, z) u
• au .. ~au }• • Aau, ~, au• . a2.2.20
-where u are the nodal point deflections. Substituting a2.2.20 into
82.2.19
a~ {-Iv ~, cr dV + Iv g ~ dV +IA ~ q dA}. = 0
• -Iv~' cr dV + Iv g ~ dV + IA ~ q dA
From equation a2.2.8 it can be seen that
cr = E£
o a2.2.21
-also E u,
A
~, -= U
A- E ~, -• cr u• • II •••••••••••••• I" 82.2.22
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Substituting into a2.2.21
Iv ~, E ~,~ dV + Iv g ~ dV + IA q ~ dA = 0
-But the terms ~, , E , u , ~
algebra where
=
•• • we get
are matrices, thus from the laws of matrix
o .. a2.2.23
from the first term in equation a2.2.23 must come a stiffness multiplied
by a deflection thus
f
T
V ~, E ~, dV is the stiffness matrix of the system and
u the nodal point deflections. The stiffness matrix is signified by
the symbol k for an element and K for the complete structure.
The last two terms of the equation represent the loads on the system~
The g vector can incorporate initial strains due to lack of fit, tempe=
rature strains and gravitational forces due to the system's own weight.
The q vector represents the external loads on the system. Now as men=
tioned previously the system is divided up into a finite number of
elements connected at a finite number of nodal points thus the external
and internal forces must be applied at the nodal points. If point loads
are applied to the system then there should be no problem, the system
can be split up in such a way that the point load coincides with a nodal
point. If however the system is loaded with a distributed load then
equivalent nodal point forces must be determined using the integral
expression in equation a2.2.23.
Thus taking the force terms to the RHS of the equation and combining
them gives for the whole structure.
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a2.2.24
which is the same as the original simple spring equation a2.1.1 and for a
single element
k u = P
A2.3 Some Common Element Stiffness Matrices
A2.3.1. Endload or Rod Element
a2.2.25
This is the simplest element used in finite element analysis. It is
generally used in the modeling of a structure where a component is
expected to be in pure tension or compression i.e. it has no bending
stiffness. It is ~sed to model pin jointed truss structures, beam
flanges and stiffeners in aircraft structures.
Aoreo. '= A E lasbc.il~ Modulus = E
\--==-=--=-=-=-- -=) .-------k.S:,\>. L Uj .\>j
Figure 6
Figure 6 shows the rod element lying along the x-axis with its nodal
point deflections and loads given by ui, uJ and Pi, Pj respectively.
For a uniform rod the strain is constant, therefore we can assume that
the displacement function u is a linear function of x
-u = ~ (x)
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I' ••••••••••••••.•.• a2.3.1
•. . = .................... a2.3.2
For the rod in question the following boundary conditions exist
at
•• •
x = 0
U = ui
=
and at x = L
U = Uj
Uj A1 L + ui
( Uj - ui)/L A1"'" • .
••
• (uj - ui). • U = x + ui . ................... a2.3.3L
ui (1 - ~) + ~ xL L
[(1 x [1 [~:]- -)L"
A
U ~u
i. -u. U
[- 1 r] [::1 a2.3.4= ....................L
From equation a2.2.23 the stiffness matrix is
Iv
T
k = 4>. E i. dV .................... a2.3.5
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For the one dimensional case
E :: E
k :: EJv [~1[~ rJdV
1 1
•
EJv
L2 - L2
• • k :: dV
1 1
-77 L2L
and if the area is constant
E{ 1 1L2 L2k :: dx
1 1
0 -L2 L2
k EA [-: -:] a2.3.6:: ....................L
which is the stiffness matrix for the rod element in local co-ordinates.
It is customary when analysing a structure to analyse it according to
some reference set of axes. Lets call them the global axes. Now not
all the elements in the structure are going to be orientated such that
they lie in the planes of the global axes so the element has to be
derived in its own set of axes,called local axes,and then transformed
in such a way that its stiffnesses are then in the planes of the global
axes. The deflections will then be in the directions of the global
axes.
The transformation matrices will be dealt with in the next section.
A2.3.2 The Plane Stress Triangle
This element is more commonly known as the C.S.T. element (Constant
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Strain Triangle) because its displacement functions are chosen such that
the strains Exx. Eyy and Exy are constant throughout the element.
Figure 7 shows the element in its local co-ordinate system.
S
.
l.
Figure 7
It can be seen that if the displacement functions are given by
u A1 x + A2 Y +
A
3
}and .................... a2.3.7
v 81 y + 82 x + 83
then dU A1Exx ax =
dV 81Eyy ay
dU dV A2 + 82Exy - + axdY
which gives the constant strains required.
Now by substituting the three boundary conditions into equations a2.3.7
i.e.
u(O.O)
v(D.Ol
gives
= ui
vi
=
=
u(x3' Y3)
v(x3' Y3)
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A1 '" (Uj - ui)/x2'
A2 '" [uk x2 + (x3 - x2) ui - Uj x31/x2 Y3
A3 '" ui
B1 [Vk x2 + (X3 - x2) vi - Vj X3]/x2 Y3
We can see that
•• •
Are~ '"
U
•. .
+ x2 Y uk] a2.3.8
v '" [vk x2 + (x3 - x2) vi - Vj x3J/X2 Y3' Y + (Vj - viJY3/
x2 Y3
x2 Y3' x + x2 Y3 vi
21[r-Y3 x • (x3 - x2) Y • x2 Y31 vi • (Y3 x - x3 y) Vj
+ x2 Y Vk) a2.3.9
From equations a2.3.8/9 we can write
_1 [N1 0 N2 0 N3 :J ui21::. 0 viN4 0 NS 0 Uj
Vj
uk
vk
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Where Ni i 1-6 are functions of x and y.
1r.x 0 N2,x 0 N3,x ~6. y] uivi• (u, ) 2b.0 N4,y 0 NS,y 0 Uj• •
N1,y N4,x N2,y NS,x N3,y NS,x Vjuk
vk
[~Y3 0 Y3 0 0 :] A1 (x3-x2) (u)2b.0 0 -x3 0(X3-X2). "'Y3 -x3" Y3 x2
A
(i, ) (u)
Iv
T
• k = ~, E ~, dV. •
where E is the matrix given in equation a2.2.8. It can be seen however
that the terms in ~, are all constants, and if the thickness of the
.-- element is constant then
T
k = b..~, E ~, . t
which is the stiffness matrix for the plane stress C&l element in local
co'"'ordinates.
A2.3.3 Quadrilateral Elements
There are various methods used in assembling a four sided plane stress
element.
Firstly it can be built up out of four CSI elements and the internal
nodal point can be eliminated from the set of equations
A
I u = p
-by setting the x and y forces at the internal point equal to zero.
A computer condensation routine is given in Ref. 3.
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Secondly displacement fields for the quadrilateral can be found and the
normal procedure followed. this however is a long and complex business
and the isoparametric formulation has become necessary for speedy assem=
bly of the stiffness matrix. This is explained fully in Refs. 2. 3 and
4. A computer routine for the assembly of the plane stress quadrilateral
stiffness matrix. using isoparametric formulation can be found in Ref. 3.
A2.3.4 Approximate elements
Shear Triangle
For those who are familiar with the classical analysis of aircraft struc=
tures it will be remembered that the structure is usually idealized into
a series of booms and shear carrying panel members.
The boom is the normal endload element derived in section A2.3.1. The
triangular shear shear panel can be derived in the same way as the CSL
element of section A2.3.2 but the E matrix becomes
where G E2(1 + ",1
Multiplying out
Iv
T
i. --k E ~. dV
(X3-X2)2
-Y3(X3-X2) Y32
Gt -X3(X3-X2) X3Y3 xl
4 Y3(x3-x2) -Y32 -x3Y3
x2(x3-x2) -x2Y3 -x2X3
a a 0
sym
a a o
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It can be seen that this element has no stiffness in th~ vk direction,
this is overcome in the structure however because each side of the panel
will be stiffened by a boom.
Quadrilateral Shear Panel (Ref. 1)
The assumption is made that the shear strain is constant throughout
the panel thus
dU + dV
ay dX a2.3.10
and dU C2 + C3 YIExx = ax = .................... a2.3.11
dV C4 + C5 xEyy ay
Integration of equation a2.3.11 yields
=
v
a2.3.12
Substituting these into a2.3.10 yields
or
=
Thus G1 (x) and G2 (y) must be constants
dF1 C5 Y C6-- + =. • dY
dF2 C3 x C9-- +dX
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,-
• Integrating yields• •
F1 = Cs 2 + Cs
C7 )
- - y y +2
C3 2F2 •• - - x + Cg x + Ca2
Substituting a2.3.13 into a2.3.12 yields
••••••• 1 •••••••••••• a2.3.13
u =
and
v
Cg
a2.3.14
By substituting the boundary conditions, at the four nodal points, into
equations we get the relationship
where Xn - Xj etc.
t panel thickness
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In its local co-ordinates the panel is arranged as in Figure 8
9
u..
"
Figure 8
,r
It must be pointed out hare that the shear panel and boom i~ealization
of an aircraft structure is a rough approximation of the real thing.
and the plane stress elements should be used rather than the shear panels.
A comparison of the results obtained from both configurations will be
given in the Experimental Section B of this thesis.
A2.4 The Transformation Matrices
A2.4.1 Transformation Matrix for the End-load element
I
(
I
I'jji.
I
Figure 9
~'""\. \.
\.
\.
\.....
(.
Zz ---'1 Z.
Consider Figure 9 where the rod-element is in three dimensional space
with the set o~ axes at the "i" end of the rod parallel to the global
axes. Only two angles of rotation define the elements orientation
relative to the global axes.~.~,
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If the element is first rotated about the y-axis through an angle ex
then the relationship between the new co-ordinates x1'Y1.z1 end
x,y,z is
cos ex 0 sin ex x
=
o 1 o y ................... a2.4.1
-sin ex 0 cos ex z
further rotation about the z1 axis through an angle B yields the
relationship between x2 Y2 z2 and x1 Y1 and z1'
Y2
cos S sin S 0 x1
-sin S cos B 0 Y1 .................... a2.4.2
0 0 1 z1
Substituting a2.4.1 into a2.4.2 yields
cos ex cos B sin B cos S sin ex x
Y2 -cos ex sin S cos B -sin ex sin B
-sin ex 0 cos ex
y
z
or in matrix notation
(f) = (T) (rJ
• II ••••••••••••••••• a2.4.3
where (T) is called the transformation matrix. Now if we let barred
quantities be local deflections and forces then
(u) (T)(u) .................... a2.4.4
and (p) (k") (u)
•••• II II •••••••••••• a2.4.5
also (p) (T)(p) .................... a2.4.6
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Then combining these relationships yieldi
(T)(p) = (i)(T)(u)
or
(p) = .................... a2.4.7
The expression (T)-1(il(T) is called the global stiffness matrix and
(p) and (u) are in global axis directions. Thus we have once again the
familiar equation
(pl = (k)(u)
The fortunate situation exists, in that, the transformation matrix does
not have to be inverted but only transposed because it is orthogonal i.e.
ITI = 1
thus
( k) .................... a2.4.8
Now considering Figure 9 once more, expressions for the trigonometric
functions of the angles can be found from the co-ordinates of the two
nodal points.
Let
and
then
=
(X2ji
I
L = + y2ji + z2ji) :l
sin ex Zji cos ex ~p p
sin l3 yji cos l3 = PL L
and the transformation matrix becomes
~ lli .:.l!.
L L L
(T) _Xji Yji .e. Yji Zji
L L Lp
-.:J! 0 ~
p p
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Now in order that the matrix multiplication of equation a2.~.8 may take
place the stiffness matrix of the end load element must be made three
dimensional. The end load element is one dimensional i.e. it only has
stiffness in the x direction thus the stiffnesses in the y and z direc=
tions are zero, therefore equation a2.3.6 becomes
1
0 a sym.
EA 0 0 a(k) = L -1 0 0 1
0 0 a 0 0
0 0 a 0 0 0
and in this form the multiplication can take place.
( k) = O]T (k)
(T) [
(T) 0 1
o (T)
.J
A2.4.2 Transformation Matrix for a Plane Element
Any three points on a plane surface are sufficient to define its orien=
tation in 3-0 space, thus only 3 corners of a quadrilateral need be
used to define its co-ordinate transformation matrix.
'x
z Figure 10
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Consider in Figure 10 a triangular plane i j n with its local x axis
lying along the i j side and the y and Z axes at right angles to it as
shown. By obtaining the direction cosines of the unit vectors v, v_
x Zand v_ the transformation of the co-ordinates is complete.
Y
let Yji =
=
Yj - Yi
etc.
then the vector representing side i j is
V i Xji + j Yji + k Zji
x
from vector theory and its unit vector
i Xji . Yji + Zjiv_ -- + J- k-
x l l l
where L 2 2 2 1(x ji + Y ji + Z ji)2
The vector representing side i n is
= i xni + j Yni + k zni
and its unit vector
...• Xni
i -- +K
Yni zni
j--+k--K K
where K 2+ Y ni
1
+ z2 ) 2ni
Now the cross product of two vectors which have an angle e between
them is given by
...• ...•A x B IAI.lsl sin e.U"
...•
where u is a unit vector perpendicular to the plane made by vectors
A and S.
Now cross multiplication of
....•.
v_
Z
- ...•
v_ x vx in and deviding by sin e yields
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i j k
- Xji ~ .:J!v 1 132.4.9- sin e L L L ....................Z
xni Yni zni
K K K
From Figure 10 it can be seen that
sin e h= K
thus multiplying out equation 132.4.9, yields
~ Yji zni - Yni Zji Zji xni - Xji zni
v"'Z i + jL h L h
xji Yni - Yji xni
+ k L h
and similarly
.-Jl, ... ~v_ V x vxY Z
Now we can write
--. Av = i A + j ~ + kx xx xy XZ
v_ i L + j A + k A_Y yX yy yz
-v ' = i L + j ~ + k ~Z zx zy zz
thus the transformation matrix for a plane element is
L L Lxx xy xz
(T) L A- A-yx yy yz
~ A_ Lzx zy zz
The plane element only has stiffness in its own plane so the local co-
ordinate matrix must also be "prepared" by adding rows and colums of zeros
in the z direction before multiplication with the (T) matrix takes place.
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A3. THE AIRSTR COMPUTER PROGRAM
A3.1 Why write another one?
There is no better way of mastering a subject other than applying the
theory oneself. The program was started, and built up on. as the
lectured course in finite elements progressed. Many problems were
encountered along the way and solved in one way or another.
The program is by no means a highly efficient piece of programming.
however, for the smaller type of exercise used say by undergraduate
students in aircraft structures it is faster than using a large system
like ASKA and requires less pre-use reading of manuals etc.
A3.2 Description of Method
The entire program is executed in core i.e. no data is read to or from
files~ thus eliminating almost entirely Input/Output time which is very
costly.
The program has a main driver routine which calls all the subroutines
necessary, in order. A main driver card tells the program how many nodal
points are used and how many of each element is used. The nodal point
co-ordinates are read in first and stored in column arrays. Each element
is read in on a single card and its stiffness matrix. in local co-ordi=
nates. assembled, prepared (zeros added). transformed and then packed
into the (K) matrix in banded form (Ref. 3). The known deflections and
nodal point loads are added and the set of equations solved. The solved
deflections are correctly assosiated with the nodal points at which they
occur and stored. Each element card is then re-read and the deflections
used to calculate the stresses and strains in each element.
There is a full "data echo" of all the input data. The output consists
of a title heading for the job. the nodal point deflections and the stresses
in each element. all given in clearly legible format.
A complete listing of the program can be found in Appendix A1.
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A3.3 Elements Available in AIRSTR
A3.3.1 End-load or Rod element
Can be arbitrarily orientated in space.
.
L
.
J
..Input
Output
Nodal point numbers i and j
Crosssectional area Af
E - Youngs Modulus.
cr Axial stress
xx
F- Axial forcex
For a linearly tapered element the mean cross-sectional area may be used
=
A3.3.2 C.S.T. Element (Constant Strain TriangleJ
This element can be arbitrarily orientated in space, and can either be
used for plane ~tress or plane strain analysis •
.
l,
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Nodal point numbers i, j and n
t panel thickness
v Poissons ratio
E ~ Youngs Modulus.
Output E-- ,xx E-- ,yy E-- ,xy (J-- ,xx (J-- •yy (J--xy with i - j as x-axis
If a variable thickness panel is used a mean value for the thickness may
be chosen.
t
A3.3.3 4- C.S.T. Quadrilateral Element
A four sided plane stress membrane element arbitrarily orientated in
space.
t
It is made,up of 4-C.S.T. elements with the dummy point lying at the
intersection of the diagonals. The centre point is eliminated by putting
the forces there equal to zero.
Input Nodal point numbers i, j, m and n
t panel thickness
V Poissons ratio
E - Youngs Modulus.
Output E-'_ E- -" , E __ , (J __ , a__ , a__xx yy xy xx yy xy
for each triangle with the - parallel to side i-j . The meanx-axis
stresses of the 4 triangles are also given.
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A3.3.4 Quadrilateral Plane Stress Element
Basically the same as the previous element. Only stress output at
the centre of the element
A3.3.5 Shear Quadrilateral Panel Element
The panel is assumed to carry shear stresses only which are constant
throughout the panel. Arbitrary orientation in space.
r .
L
Input
Output
Nodal point numbers i. j. m and n
t panel thickness
v Poissons Ratio
E Youngs Modulus
and 0__ constant throughout panel.
xy
Depending on the variation in thickness in a quadrilateral panel dis=
cretion must be used in choosing a representative thickness (t).
A3.3.6 Idealized Panel Element
The program automatically generates an idealized panel as outlined in
Ref~ 5. in which. the following approximation is made:
Ae
Figure 11
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Moment of inertia about the x-x axis for both cross-sections must
be equal
1
h3 (.b.)
2
TIt = 2.Ae• . 2
• Ae = .1. t h• • 6
Now considering the quadrilateral element in Figure 12
J
r
Figure 12
The idealized panel is.made up of a shear panel as described in A3.3.5
plus 4 end load elements connecting the corner nodal points i-j. n-m.
i-no j-m. The equivalent areas (Ae) of rods i-j and n-m are equal.
and i-n and j-m are equal.
For ij and nm
.Ae
and i-n and j-m
.!.tl+.!.tK6 6
2
tel + K)
12
This idealization satisfies the special case where the panel is a
rectangle.
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Nodal point numbers i, j. m, n
t panel thickness
V Poissons ratio
E Youngs Modulus.
Output Same as for Shear Panel and End-load elements.
The option of having Shear Panels and End-load elements separately
available gives the program flexibility in that the programmer may
wish to make his own idealization of a structure.
A3.3.7 Shear Triangle Panel Element
This is an approximate element as described in section A2.3.4 and only
carries shear stresses. It must be accompanied by rod elements to give
it. in-plane direct stress stiffness •
.L
Input Nodal point Numbers i. j and n
t panel thickness
V Poissons Ratio
E Youngs Modulus
Output Same as for C.S.T. element. Ignore direct stresses and strains.
The program will reject badly shaped triangular elements (C.S.T. and
Shear triangles), i.e. if the perpendicular from nodal point n to line
i-j does not lie between the points i and j. The programmer should
remember this when drawing up his finite element grid.
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A3.3.8 Idealized Triangular Panel Element
There is no suggested method for idealizing a triangular panel element
so an attempt has been made by the writer.
Consider the triangular panel shown in Figure 13i
n
.
l j
Let nb bj
nd di
and 1a = aj
The moment of inertia of the triangle is taken about the point C
and a mean height h' taken.
h' = (oj + mi + pn)/3
Then making the rod elements i-n, n-j and i-j all of the same equiva=
lent cross-sectional area yields
. .
Ae[ (ac)2 + (bc)2 + (dc)2] ,
t (h,)3
12(ac2 + bc2 + dc2)
Thus the idealized triangular panel element consists of a triangular
shear panel stiffened by rod elements of area Ae between the three
nodal points.
Input Same as for Shear Triangle Element •.
Output Same as for Shear Triangle and three rod elements.
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A3.4 Use of the AIRSTR program
One run of the program will do a single static load case on a semi-mono=
coque type structure. The dimensioned stiffness matrix limits the number.
of nodal points to 100 and a bandwidth of 190 i.e. in the numbering of
the nodal points no two connected nodal points may differ in value by
more than 63. The program was written and developed on a UNIVAC 1110
computer using the EXEC 8 system. All the data cards are written in
free format i.e. the values are separated by commas on each card.
Floating point values must have a decimal point and integers not.
The data deck of cards is given below. The element cards must be arranged
in the order specified. To comply with their stiffness derivation, ele=
ments must be numbered in an anticlockwise direction as indicated in sec=
tion A3.3
The deck is headed by the ident~fication of the user and his account
number, called the@RUN card,-
GlRUN •••
The elements are read twice, so they are stored in a temporary file called
in EXEC 8 an ELEMENT; So the element cards are headed by say
@ELT, LAELMNTS
Then follows the data cards for the elements. Each element type is grouped
together and regardless of the types of elements used the order of sequence
in which they appear in the data deck must be as follows. One card for
each element
i, j, Af' E-modulus (End-load or Rod Elements).
i, j, n, t, v, E (Plane Stress C.S.T. elements)
i, j, n, t, v, E (Plane Strain C.S.T. elements)
i, j, m, n, t, v, E (4-C.S.T. Plane Stress Quadrilaterals)
i, j, m, n, t, v, E (Plane Stress Quad. element)
i, j, m, n, t, v, E (Shear Quad. Panel elements)
i, j, m, n, t, v, E (Idealized Quad. Panel elements)
i, j, n, t, v, E (Shear Triangle Panel elements)
i, j, n, t, v, E (Idealized Triangle Panel elements)
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That is the end of the elements in the structure. Next comes the execu=
tion card which starts the run of the program which is stored on file.
@XQT~AEooY.AIRSTR
The first card the program reads is the title of the job submitted.
The complete card~ i.e. 80 spaces, is available for the title, e.g.
The Main Driver card follows next. This card tells the program how many
nodalpoint co~ordinates, and elements of each type to read. All ~he
numbers on this card are integer values. Once again the order of the
numbers must be as shown, and if an eler.lentof a certain type is not
be used,a zero must be inserted in the correct position.
N,NR0D3,NCST,NTRIM,NQAT,NQUA4,NSHTR,NIPAN,NTRIS,NIDTS
Where N - N~ of Nodal points
NRoD3 -" "End-load elements
NCST » "Plane Stress C.S.T. elements.
NTRIM - "
NQAT »
NOUA4 "
NSHTR - "
NIPAN - "
NTRIS - "
NIDTS "
" Plane Strain C.S.T. elements
» 4-C.S.T. Plane Stress Quadrilaterals
" Plane Stress Quadrilateral Elements
" Shear Quadrilateral Panel Elements
" Idealized Quadrilateral Panel Elements
» Shear Triangle Panel Elements
" Idealized Triangle Panel Elements.
The nodal point co-ordinates are read next.
I XX(I) , yy(n , ZZ(I)
Nod. pt.number, x-coord, y-coord, z-coord.
The nodal point number is an integer and the co-ordinates floating point.
They do not have to be read in in order i.e. 1 to N. If a two dimen=
sional structure is being analysed let all the z-co-ordinates be zero
(0.0)
The structure stiffness matrix is now assembled so the element data must
be read in, this is simply done with the following card.
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A secondary driver card is inserted next 'to tell the program how many
nodal point loads and displacements it must read. The card description
is self explanatory.
ILIMO , IDISP
Nodal Point No.,
1NflID
Direction,
ID
Magnitude
ALflIAD
The load magnitudes are positive in the direction of the chosen global
axes. Should the load at a particular nodal point not lie parallel
with any of the global axes, then that load must be split up into its
components parallel with global axes and each component read in on a
separate card. The direction identification is as follows
10 =
10
10 =
1 - x-axis (global)
2 - y-axis (global)
3 - z-axis (global)
For a structure to be in static equilibrium either all the forces and
moments on it must balance or it must have supports to ballance the
applied loads. The supports can either be assumed to be rigid i.e.
they deflect very little in comparison with the rest of the structure
or they can deflect a known amount. These then are the known displace=
ments, which are, like the loads, each read in on separate cards.
Nodal Point No,
1NlZID
Direction,
10
Magnitude
D1SP
If a two dimensional structure is being analysed (x-y plane) then all
the nodal point deflections in the z-direction must be set to zero.
The program now solves the set of equations, and to complete the back
substitution to determine the stresses in each element, they are read
again by insertir,g the card
I!ADD,..EL~NTS
and the run is terminated by the
@FIN card.
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An example structure with its data deck listing and print out can be
found in Appendix A2.
Footnote,
The load vector is zeroed in the program before the applied loads are
read, so nodal points which do not have loads applied to them, do not
need zero load cards.
If at a particular point in a structure the deflection is known. but
the applied loads unknown. then the no of loads (ILOAO) may be made
zero and the known deflection inserted. The stresses in the structure
will be output for such a condition.
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APPENDIX A1
Listing of the AIRSTR computer program
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(i)
c..•.* PROGr~I\~1~iERE.r"1.E.BAUi-~GI\RTNER. DRIVER PRoGR/,M
C** DIGINEF.RING ~ASTEHS THESIS. - -.- --- - .. - -.-
C••. STATIC FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS OF SEMI-MONOCOOUE AIRCRAFT STRUCTURES
C * •.* •..•..••.•.•.*' .• ,. '4< •••••••••• * •.* * * * *•.•.,..•.•.* * **** * '" * '"•.'"* * * * '"* '"'"'"'"* '"* .---- -- -..------:-_.---.. ..--
COI\~PI LER C XI>'i= 1 )
01 j-iENSI ON AC300,190) , B C300) ..... - -- ....----.--------.-.------- --- -.-.-.----
DH',ENSION UC3, 100) ,XX( \00) ,YY( 100) ,ZZ( 100)
CO[.H'lON A ( . -.- ..- - .. ---.--.--- ..-----.-----.-.--.-
NODAL = 100
--.- --_. NGAND = 190.
IMATK = NODAL'" 3
.- C**- READ IN TITLE CARD .. ---.-.---- ----.----.---.-----------.-.---------- ..- ...--.
REAO(5,S)
- .. ---- --.- WRITEC6,15).
WRITE(b,5)
---C**.-READ M/\I N DRIVER CARO-----. -- -. --."- ---.- --------.....----- --- --.---------- --.--------.-.-
READ(5'lO)N'NROD3,NCST,NTRIM,NQAi,NOUA4,NSHTR,NIPAN,NTRIS,NIDTS
-_._..--~. '--- \~RI TE (6,11) N, NROD3, NeST, NTRIM, NQAT, NQUA4',NSH"TR", NIPAN, NTRIS, NIDTS-"-- -
NN=3*N.----C*------ - -- - -.-.---- ...---. -. ---.----. -------- ..- -.._.-.. ------.--.
c*
---c**-- READ IN NODAL POINT COOROINATES.--------------------.---------
C*
--.------- READ(5,-10) CJ, XX (J) , yy (J), ZZ CJ) ,I=l-,-Nl-.--.---
WRITEC6,13) C
.--.----- WRI TE C6,12) (J, XX (J) , YY (J) , ZZ CJr,-J=TiN )------
C** VACATE STIFFNESS AND LOAD MATRIX---C*-_._-- ..-- -- --.-..•... -- . ---.- --.---------.-.--.. --...-------.--------
DO 100 !=l,NN
----.--- .. 00100 J=i, NBAND--------------- ..~------------------------.---------.-----.--.- ..---
ACI,J) = 0
- B CI) = 0.--.- -- ----.---- -. --.---- .--------- .------.---.--------------.----.
100 COi~TINUE
----C.* -ASSEi"1BLY OF STRucTURE STIFFNESS- MATRIX---------
301 IFCNROD3.EQ.O) GO TO 305
---- CALL ROOPAK(NROD3, IMATK,NODAL,A,XXi-YY'-ZZ'NB-ANlJ}-------------- ..
305 IF{NCST.EQ.O) GO TO 308
---.----JSTRS = 1 ------- ---- ..--- - ..----- ---.--------.----.--.--------. -------. ---- ..--
CALL TRIM3 CNCST'IMATK,NODAL,A,XX,yy,ZZ,NBAND,JSTRS)
---~-- 3 08 -. I F ( NTR 1M. EQ • a ) GO TO 309--- -- --.-.----.--- .---- -----------------
~STRN = 0
-- - CALL TR1M3 (NTR 1M, H'1ATK,NODAL, A, XX,-YY, zz, N8AND, JSTRN)--
309 IF(NQAT.EQ.O) GO TO 310
---.---- -. CALL- QUAPf~C(NQAT, IMATK,NODAL, A, XX.,YY, ZZ'NBAND)-----.---.----.--
310 !F(NQUA4.EO.O) GO TO 311
--- ._--- CALL 0UA4 CNQUA4 , 11'/,ATK , NODAL, A ; XX ,.yY, ZZ ,NBANO)---. ------------.--- ..-
311 IF{NSHTR.EQ.O) GO TO 314
------.-- -- ISH -= 0 - -.--...-- .. .... ...-.----....-.--.------ ..---..-------.--.----------------.--------.-.-.
CALL SHTRAPCNSHTR,IMATK,NODAL,A,XX,YY,ZZ,ISH,NBAND)
-----314 . IF (tjlPAN. EO. 0) GO TO 315--- ... ---- ------ -----------------------------.-----------.-- ....
lID = 1
---- ---. -- C;;.LL SHTRAP CNIPAN, H1ATK,NODAL, A, XX, YY, Zz, I 10, NBAND)----.-----.------
315 IF(NTRIS.EQ.O) GO TO 318 -.
..-. ITS = a - -. -. - .--...- ...-.-.---...- ...--------..-.-- ... -----,--------.-----------7-.
CALL TRISH(NTRrS,IMATK,NOOAL,A,XX,YY,ZZ,ITS,NBAND)
-.-- 318 IFCNIDTS.t.:Q.O) GO TO 330 .... - . - .. --.----.--.-------------- ..-.---- ..------------------- ..-.
ITO = 1 .
- -- ---------- CALL TR I SHCtH DTS' H1ATK, NODAL, A, XX, yY, ZZ, I TO, NBAND)------------------.-----------
C* •
.- C**--- SECONDARY DRI vER CARD. NO. OF LOADS. AND DISPLACErViENTs------------------ ...--.-
C*
,"4', __ •• _. __ .•.. _ •••.•• _._._ •.••• __ •.•••._._ •• • •...1. __ ..-. __ ..• __ •. __ .__
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. - -. ~.- --" -_. ---~-~.-----_.•...•'--_ ... _._-_.- -_._-- ---_ ..._------_.-
(ii )
33U READ(5,40) ILOAD'IDISP
c .•.,.. LOAUS
---. C* ...
IF(ILOAO.EQ.O) GO TO 705
--.- .. - -. 'IIRITE(6,5QO)
DO 700 ILD=l,ILOAo
.-- .. .- ...-. REA 0 ( 5 , 50) I NOD, I 0 , ALOA0 .
WRITE(&,505)INOD'IO,ALOAD
'- --. . .. IF ( I NOD. LE. N. AND. ID. LE. 3) . GO TO 690"'-'-"-- --------.------- ..- ..-... -.----------.-
WR1TE(b,6BO)GO TO 1000 .. . ...- --- -., . -- _- --- ..- .--_ ..-_._.--- -.- -.-.--.
690 IACOL=CINOD-1)*3+IDB ( I ACOL) = ALOAO.... . --.- ..---. - - -- ,_._.--.-- .. -.-- ..--.-.--.-.-.-.-- --
700 CONTINUE-.-.' C* .- .' -..__ - -.----- -.-- -.-- ..-------.--.-.- -- ---
C** DEFLECTIONS OR BOUNDARY CONDITIONS-._..-C.' . ... - - .- ..- ..- . .. - - --.-------- ..- ..-----
705 WRITE(6,510)
---- -. _..- ..- CALL SUPORT (A, B' IMATK, NBAND, IDISPr ,;.. -.. ---.-.---------.-- --
C** SOLVE SET OF EQUATIONS
---'''- .. ''CALL - SOLVE (A, 6, NN, IMATK' NBAND)-------------.--
WRITE(6,60)
------ - WR IT E ( 6 ,5 )---.. ..-_.--,----.-.------- .... -.-------------.-----.-------.---
NFN = NN-IDISP-- -"C*.---'- . .- _-..--_ ..-- ..-.- - ----.--.------------.---- ..
C** SET THE DEFLECTIONS TO THE CORRECT NODAL POINTS .-- 'C... ..--- .-._.-.. .---- ..... -.. -..- . -..---- ...-.- ...- ..- ...-_....- .- ..------..-----.-.--.------:---.-.-----
920 DO 925 JNOO=l'N
------.---.00925 JDIR=l, 3.-.-'- -.------ -.- ..--------
ND= (JNOD-l)*3+JDIR----.-- --u (~DI R, JNOD)-':;8 (NO) ------ - ..- -- .....-------
925 CONTINUE
'WRI TE (6,520)- -..-.-.- ....- ..-.-.-----.--.-- ...-. ---
\'JRITE(6,521)
----._-_. WRITE (6, 525l(J, (U( I ,JhI-=l ,3), J-.=---l,Nl
C* i
-'-.C**---CALCULATION OF THE LOADS IN THE ELEr~'ENTS'.--. ---------,------
I
C** **************************************** :
-'-C**--" RE-READ' THE OATA- FOR - EACH ELEMENT AND -oETERM INE-THE---STRES5ES---
C* I
.------- \'!RI TE (6,60) -"--'--._- -.----.-- ..-.--.--.-------------------------~-----
WRITE(6,5) !
-.-----.- -\oJRI TE (6,28) ...- ... --- ....-- .-_ .. -------.----- ... -------- ...----.------f.
C** ENDLOAD ELEMENTS I.
---'951- IF (t~ROD3. EO. 0)- GO TO 960----.-.------------. -------- ---------.--
WRITE(6,21) .' !
i----.-- ..CALL. RODES3 (NROD3,U,NODAL, XX, Yy.,ZZ)-- ..----.--- .--,.----
C** CALCULATION OF STRESSES IN C.S.T. ELEMENTS (PLANE STRESS) I
.-.----.960- IF (NCST .EO. 0) GO TO 966.---- - - ---.- .. ~.---------._---~._--
IPS = 1
_._- ----- CALL CONTES (NCST' U, NODAL' XX, yy, ZZ, IPS )--.---------------.-.----
C** CALCULATION OF STRESSES IN C.S.T.ELEMENTS (PLANE STRAIN)
---. '966 IFCNTRH,.EQ.O) GO TO 968- -...-- ....--- .....--.---.-.---.---- ..----------
IPST = 0
---- .----.CALL CONTES (NHUM,U, NODAL, XX, YY , ZZ',IPST)-
C.* 4-CST QUADRILATERALS (PLANE STRESS)
.-._--. 968 -IF (NQAT • EQ. 0) GO TO 970 - .... ' - - ....--- -...---.---.--- ..-.-----.------;----'
CALL QUASTR(NQAT'U,NODAL'XX,YY,ZZ)
-.--. C** CALCULATION OF STRESSES IN QUA4 ELEMENT----- ...-.-----.-.---.---
970 IFCNQUA4.EQ.0) GO TO 975- ----~_._---------_.._---_._- ...-.._---_._. ---_._-- --_ .._. __ ._-----._ ..•...._-------_._------------ ----
_._---------------------_. __ .-..----------- ._--_._---------
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(iii )
••• - .~ •••• +- .• -'~ - •••• ~-_ •• - ._ ••• - •• __ •• --------._--_ •.• _--.--_. -_._-------,.~._._------
. .._--_._. ---- .._--------- .-' ".- ._._ ..-._ .._--------- ---_.--_._ ...__._-_.-
-'.--'--- _._-----_.-_._--- _.- •.._-_ ..-.- .__ .. -._ .. -_._--_._ .._-------" ..__ .-_ .._--- ..._--------_. __._--------------_.-
CALL ~4ST(NQUA4'U,NOOAL'XX,YY,ZZ)
C** CALCULATION OF STRESSES IN SHEAR QUADRILATERAL ELEMENTS
975 IF(NSHTR.EG.O) GO TO 980 ... -. ------.. -.--.-.- ..-.---- ..- ..-----<-- ..--.-
ISH = 0
VlRITEC6,60)
h'R IT E C6 , 22 )
C/;LL PANSTR CNS~':TR, U, NODAL, XX, YY, ZZ ,ISH'-.-.-------.---.- ..------------
C.* IDEALIZEO QUADRILATERAL PANELS
980 IF(NIPMJ.EG.O) GO TO 985' -.------.---- .. --.----
\oJ R 1T E ( 6 , 60 )
--- .... --. - WRITE (6,22) .
lOP = 1
----- CALL PANSTR(NIPAN,U,NODAL,XX,YY,ZZ,-IDP)-.-----. - ..-.------.----.-.
C.. SHEAR TRIANGLES
.----- -- 985 1 F CI'JTR I S .EQ.0) - GO' T0990"'- ._-- .. --.----.-----
KID = 0
CALL CO~JTES (NTRlS, U,NOOAL, XX, YY,-ZZ.,KIOr--.---------.------
WRITEC6,965)
----C.-.- - IDEALIZED TRIANGLES--- ------ --.----.
990 IF(NIDTS.EQ.O) GO TO 1000
-.---- . K I DTS = 2 . -..-..-.-- ..------ ..... --.....-..----.--- ..---
CALL tONTES(NIDTS,U,NODAL,XX'YY'ZZ,KIOTS)
.--.--\oJRITE (6,965'.---.-.------------- .. -.-..-.-.---'--'- ----------.----.---------.----
5 FOR~<iAT(aOH.----.- ..-e-. - - - .. ------------ ..-.-..-.------- ..-) --. -. --------.-------.------.----
10 FORr--1AT( )
- -- 1 r .FoR r.~AT ( lOX ,10 I 5 )' .-- ... ------ --.-----.-.---.----------
12 FORMATCIOX,I6,3E13.4)
13 FORMAT(lOX,'NODAL POINT COORDINATES',/)
15 FORMAT(III,24X,'*.* DATA ECHO ***'11)
21 FORMATC2X,'ROD NOD.PTS',3X,' AREA -',4X,' - E-VALUE ',4X,'
" CGTH ',4X,'AXIAL LOAD',4X,' STRESS "1)
--;'--22 FORMAT(2X, 'SHEAR PANEL NOD.PTS' ,4X,-l--B-LENGTW-',4X,"---HEIGHT--'-,3X-
C" G-VALUE ',2X" THICKNESS',4X,' EPSXY ',2X,'SHEAR STRESS',/)
28'- F OR~,iAT(46X, 'SEMI-MONOCOQUESTRUCTURAt.:----ANAL-VSIS'.,1,46X -'-36 (,* •.).)--
40 FORMAT( ) _
---50-FoRr-1AT (--) .---- .. ~-----.-.-._- ..... -..--.----.-
60 FORi-jAT ( '1' )
---500 - FOR~.'AT (lOX, 'LOAD DATA,--NOD. PT. 'D1RECTIO~n f'.~AGNI-TUDE"'-,I)---'
505 FORMAT(lOX,2I6,EIO.4)
--- 510- FORi:iAT Cl0X, 'KNOWN DEFLECTIONS', 1).----.----.-- ---.--- ...----.
520 FORMAT(30X,'NODAL POINT DEFLECTIONS"/'28X,25('*'),/)
---- . 521 FOR;-I;AT( /, 9X, 'NODAL PT •. ', ax, 'X-OEFL ',-7X, ,y -DEFL' ,7X',' Z-DEFL-~.1)---'
525 FORMAT(lOX,I6,4X'3E13.4,/)
680 FORr,jAT(;10X, '*** ERROR-CHECK YOURTOAD INPUT--DATA'.,II.)----.
. 965 FORMAT(lOX,'THESE PANELS ONLY CARRY SHEAR.IGNORE OTHER OUTPUT,')
---1000-- CALL EX I T- .-,-'--"--'-- .---.-----.- ....---.-------------.-------- ..-------------.---
END
.... _-_ .._--_._--_._._- _ ..•__ ._---,---_._-
SUBROUTINE CONTES(NCST,U,NODAL,XX,yY,ZZ,JIO)
'-'. C**"-OETERMINATIONOF STRESS AND STRAIN IN C.S.T .ELEMENTS,SHEAR--
C** TRIANGLES AND IDEALIZED TRIANGLES '
.---.. 0 Ii-~ENS I ON NOD (3) , U (:3 , NODAL) ,V ( 12,12) , VT (12,12) , T <12,12 )-.-- -------
DIMENSION XX(NOOAL),YY(NOOAL),ZZ(NOOAL)
.-.---- --- - \'JRI TE C6,16) ..... -- ..--.- - .. -.- ..-- .. - ..----- .--------------------------.---
'IJRITE(6,17)
--.. ----..---- ..- 00 50 K = l' NCST .. .. - ..... - -.-.----- .. ---.-.-.--.-.-.---~-----------_.------
REAO(5'25)IC,JC,NC,TH,ANU,EE
------- --- NOC(l) = IC .
NOD(2) = JC
NOO(3) = Nt
C** SET UP LOCAL COORDINATE SYSTEM
..•. - '- ..~ - -~•.. _ ..- .._~,..- ~. - ." " _ ..- -..~_.- •... -. _._---_._~-----_._..,-~.--_.._._-_ .•.._----Stellenbosch University http://scholar.sun.ac.za
- .__ ._ .. --_._ .._-_ .•_._----._----------_._--~-- .. _._--_ ...--..._--
--------- -----------~._----_...-
. - .... - .... --- . - ... - .. -... - -~.- -'-1:f. v) .._-
XJI - XX(JC)XX(IC)
XNI - XX(NC) XXCIC)
XNJ = XX(NC) XX(JC)
YJI - yyCJC) YY(IC)
YNI = YY(NC) YYCIC)
YNJ - YY(NC) YY(JC)
- .-- ZJI = ZZ(JC) ZZCIC)
ZNl = ZZ(NC) ZZeIC)
- . -. -.. Z NJ = Z Z CN C ) Z Z ( JC )
EL = SGRT(XJI**2 + YJI**2 + ZJI**2)EK = SGRT(XNI**2 + YNI**2 + ZNI**2) -._..---.----.--.-.------.. .--.-.--...-
EH = SGRT(XNJ**2 + YNJ**2 + ZNJ**2)\tJHY= CEK**2 + EL**2-EH**2)/e2.0*EL).-------- ..---.----.------.-------
H1 = SQRT(EK**2 - WHY**2)
AREA = 0.5*EL*Hl-
LOCAL COORDINATE DIMENSIONS
...-.. .. -- XB 1 = a . .. .. --.._- - -- ..----.-.--.------.-- ..- ..- .---.---------.------- ..-
YBI = a
.-- ..- -. - . XB J = E L -.. - --. -.----. -' .-----.-.--- -- -- -'--.- "'-' _ .. - -.-----.--.-.-.--. - -.- -'- '---"'--" -
VSJ - a
--_._ ..... - XSN = WHY .....
YBr~ = HI
---- -. -. XSJI = XBJ - X81 .-- ..----.---.-.--.----.-----------------------.-----
XBNJ = XBN - XB~
----- ... XSNI = xBN -' X6y--.------- ..-...--....---...--
YBNI = YBN ~ YBI
----- ..----00 '10 JC = -1'3 ------.-- ..- --.-.----.-------.---------------.-- ..
NK = NOOeJC) .
---.------00 10 K2 = 1',3 -..... ----... -'"'---.---.-.-----.--.
V(K2'JC) = U(K2,NK)
-10' CONTINUE' - .....--....-..----....-..-- -..----.
CALL PLATRACIC,JC,NC,XX,YY,ZZ,NODAL,T)---- ...CALL AMTMUL(3,3, T ,V,VT,12)'-'-"..----.--.--------.---------------
EPSXX = (VT(1,2) - VT(I,I»/XBJI
_. EPSYY = (VT(2,3)*XBJI.+ VT(2,1)*XBNJ - VTe2,2)*XBNI)/eXgJI*YBNI)--
EPSXY=(vT(1'~)*xBJl+VT(I'1)*XBNJ-VT(I'2)*X8NI)/(XBJI*YONI)- C+ (VT (2,2) - VT (2'1) )/XBJI- -- -_..- ..-.----.-- ---..- ..:-..--.-.-.---.---
IF(JID.EQ.l) GO TO 40
-c-**-- PLANE STRAIN ANALY5IS'--'--'''-''''-..-.-.------------.-.------ .•......:...-.---.-
A = (1.0 - ANU)*EE/«l.O + ANU)*el.0 - 2.0*ANU»------.SIGX ..= A* (EPSXX" + ANU/ <1.O'-ANU) *EPSYYY
SIGY = A*CEPSVY + ANU/(l.O - ANU)*EPSXX)
._- --GO' TO 45 .....-- ... ----- .... - --_.. _ ..- ... --.----- ..-.---- ..--------------.
c** PLAi~E STRESS ANALYSIS
~---40 A .= EEl (1.0-ANU**2) _. .-....---------.--
SIGX = A*(EPSXX + ANU*EPSYY)-----SIGY. =A*CEPSYY + ANU*EPSXX) .---.---------
45 SHEAR = EE/<2.0*(1.0 + ANU»*EPSXY
------. 'WRrTE <6,15)( NOD (I),1=1,:3),EPSXX, EPSYY' EPSXY-,SIGX,51GY"SHEAR
IF(~ID.LT.2) GO TO 50
-"--C**-IDEALIZED TRIANGLE STRESS RETRIEVAL--------.-.-.WRITE(6,27) . .
...... ----- . V!RI TE (6,21 ) ..- .. ------ ...-- ..------ ....-----.- ---.--------
COST = \<JHY/EK
.-----. --- Co T T '= '\oJHY IH l' - ...------ ..- ..-- ..---
TAf..JT= 1.OlCOTT.-.-----.--SINT-=' Hl/£K .-.-.-. ----.-.-- -.-..--.-- -.-----.--
TA~PH = HI/<EL-WHy)--'-"'-.._- COSPH ..=. (EL-vJHY)/EH _- _- - --.-------- -.---------------- ..--.
SIt~PH = HI/EH_._._._-_.- ---------_._- .-----_._-_._---._---_._--_.- _ .._--_._-_.__._------------
-------------------------.-----------------------
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tVJ
•
---- AC- = 0.5 * (l::K ICOS T - EL) *COTT - ----------------.--- --.----
DC = O.5*(EK*TMIT - (EK/COST - EL)/SINT)
-- .' - --- BC = 0.5* (EH*T J\NPH - (EH/COSPH - EL) IS INPH) --.--- .._._ - ----------.- ..-
HDASH = 2./3.*AREA*(1./EL + 1./EK + 1./EH)
----- ------.RA = TH*HDASH**31 (12.0* (AC**2+DC**2+BC**2 »)'----.-- .....-.-----.-- ..----- ....- ------
C** IDEALIZED TRIANGLE STIFFENER LOADS- ~*'* ROO NO. 1 - --- ... - -' ... -------- ...----- ------.-.-.-- -------- ...------------
02 = (U(l,JC)*XJl + U(2,JC)*YJI + U(3,JC>*ZJI)/EL
-------- Q1 = (U(lrIC)*XJI +U(2,IC)*YJI+ U(3,IC>*ZJI)/EI.:-----------------.
EPSXX = (02 - 01)/EL---- --. SIG~'A = EPSXX*EE' -- ..--..,._.--'-' .---------.-------------.------.--
FAX = SIGMA*RA' . .
..------ WRITE C6, 26) IC ,JC' RA, EE,EL,FAX 'SIGMA- ..--.-----------.- ..---.-
C** ROO NO. 2
..-----. 02 : (U (1, NC) *XNJ +-U (2, NC) *YNJ +"U C3' NC) *ZNJ) IEH
01 = (U(1,JC)*XNJ + U(2,JC)*YNJ + U(3,JC)*ZNJ)/EH
----- ---- EPSXX : (02 - 01)/EH----. - . ---.--.-.---.-.--.--- ...-.--.----.-------- ...----.----
SIGMA = EPSXX*EE .-----. FAX = SIGMA*RA-.---.-------- -- .. -- --------
WRITE(6,26)JC'NC'RA,EE,EH,FAX,SIGMA-C*-*---ROO' f-JO.--'-3"--- ---..-.---- - - --- . -.,,- ---.---------------------.
02 = CUC1,NC)*XNI + U(2,NC)*YNI + U(3,NC)*ZNI)/EK
---01 :CU( 1 rIC) *XNI- +' U (2, IC) *YNr+- U<3, ICT*ZNn7E~----------:--
EpSXX = (02 - 01)/EK .'--------SI Gi"A = EPSXX*EE - -- .--- -"'--- .--- ..-.----.-- ..------------- .-- ----.-...-..-- ..------
FAX = SIGMA*RA.--- -' \'-!R ITE C6,26) IC, NC' RA, EE, EK, FAX, SIGMA'---' -----....----------------.--.-. -.---.-----
50 CONTINUE
---t----. 15 FORr,~AT(lOX,:5 14, 4X, 6 (E1 0.4, 4X» --- ....'-- ....- ------------------- ...
16 FORMAT('1',11,40X,'C.S.T. ELEMENT STRESSES AND STRAINS'II)
---'17 FO~MAT(10X,'NODAL PT.NO.S',3X"STRAIN-XX',5X,'STRAIN-YY"5X,'STRAt-
IN_XY',5X''STRESS-XX',5X,'STRESS-YY',5X,'SHEAR-XY',II)
-------- 21 FORtJiAT (2 X, 'ROO NOD. PTS ',:5X, ,- AREA--- - '-,-4X ,.,-- E-VALUE - '-,4X,-'---1.EN-
CGTH ',4X,'AXIAL LOAD',4X,' STRESS "~I)
---':"'25 FORMAT (-.)- -- - ._- -- - - - ----- --- --- --~-----_ -----------------
26 FORMATC/'4X'2I4,4X,5(E10.4,4X»
'---27 -FORf'.1AT CI' 10 X-, , I DEALI ZED TRI ANGLE STI FFENER--l:OADS-q-/')
RETURN-- ENO-------'" --------- ..--...-.-.-- ....-------- -.---..---..-------.--- ..--.-------.--- .....•.
. .' -_. .-..
-------- - --- .._---_ .._-_ .._ ... __ ..--~-•..--------'--_._--_._- ._-_ ..-_.~----_._._---------_-:-_- .._._.--- - -_ ..- --------,._---;
SUBROUTINE SHTRAP(NSHTR,IMATK,NOOAL,A,XX,YY,ZZ,JID,NBAND)
"'--C*,*--STIFFNESS tJiATRIX FOR QUADRILATERAL SHEAR ANO"IDEALIZED PANEL.----
DIMENSION SC8,8)'ST(12,12),TR(12,12),TRT(12,12},STR(12,12)
'-------'0 HiENSION- STF (12 '12 ) ,NOD (4) , A(H-iATK, NBAND)---'~----"--"---"-----------'--
DIMENSION XX(NOOAL),YY(NODAL),ZZ(NODAL),AREA(2)
---N :---8--.---- --- --.-------- ..---.
IF(JID.NE.O) GO TO 10
--------- ------_ ..._ .._- --_ •.-....• -_._------_._-
--_._------------------_._--_._---_._------
. ~ .." - ..... ."...... .. _..". ~..•
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--------------- ._---_ .._~._--- ..._--------
-~-------------- ---- - --- -_._.- ._ ..- - ---._- _._------_._----_. __ ..__._---------------- -----_._~-----
\,/ f\ I TE ( 6 , 5 )
GO TO 1'~10 \'JRI TE (6,6) ... --.. -....- ... '-' ..... .---------.--------- ... -----.--.-.--- ....._-.-...-._. __ .
14 DO 50 ISTR = 1,NSHTR , .. READ(S, 15) IS,JS,MS,NS,T,ANU,EE' --c<~'- -..- •. -.----- --- .. ,_ •.• -- '-" •.•.. ---.----.-
WRITE(6,25)IS,JS'MS,NS,T,ANU,EE
-.- .-- - NOD (1) = IS . -'" ..- ..-.---- .---.--- -----------.-- ..-.--.--- -.-- -- _ ..- - •.--- .•
NOO(2) = JS
---- ....--- NOD C3) =' MS-----.-.----- ..------------------.--.----.- .....------.---------
NOD(4) = NS
-. --'C** TRAf~5FoRrJ, THE -ELEMENT-INTO-A-L:OCAL"COORDINATE' SYSTEf"--" --.--.-------.--.-
XJI = XXCJS) - XX(I5)-..---- XNI = XXlNS)----- XXC15'---- ----.------------.- ..-.----------.--- ....-
XMJ = XX(MS) - XX(JS)
----------XM I = -XXlMS)- - XX(I sr-----. -- ---.------.-.--...- ---...------------.---
XNJ = XXCNS) - XX(J5)--------- YNJ = YYCNS) - yY (J5)-.----.-----.-----.-- ..--.-.--.~.- ..-._-- -_...-.-.- .'-' "-"-'--
YMI = YY(MS) - YY(15)--------YMJ = YYC~~S)--- ...yY(JS )--------------------.---------.------.--
YNl = YY(N5) - YYCIS)
-- YJr--='yy ("\)5)---- yY C15)----.----------------- ..-------.-.-.- ---.---.---
Z~I = 2Z(JS) - ZZ(IS)
..----- ZNI = ZZeNS)----.-ZZCIS)---~-
ZMJ = ZZeMS) - ZZ(JS)
.------ZM I' =- ZZl f-1S ) •• '- ZZ( I 5r------~--.---------- ..---.---..--------.---
ZNJ = ZZlNS) - ZZCJS)
-'-C-**--CALCULATE THE' LENGTHS"OF THE'-SIDES--+---OIAGONALS-'OFiHE-- QUADRILATERAC-
EL = SQRT(XJI**2 + YJI**2 + 2Jl**2)
------EH = SQRT(XNI **2 +- YNI**2 -+- ZNI**2 )---- ----.. -- -.---
Er = SGRT(XMJ**2 + YMJ**2 + ZMJ**2)
--- IF (EL. GT. O. 0 "AND.EH. GT.,0.0 .AND. E1 •GT.-O.O ).- GO-TO -7-------- ..--------~
WRITE(6,35) ISTR-------- ... CALL EXIT ...-.-.-.... -----------.--------------- ..-..----.-.-------------.-.-.---.--.--
7 EK = SQRTeXMI**2 + YMI**2 + ZMI**2) .
.------- E1'1= - SQRT(XNJ**2 + YNJ**2 -+ ...ZNJ**2)-'-----------------.- ~- ..--~------:...-----
EX = CEL**2 + EI**2- EK**2)/(2.0*EL)
------.- _. WHY= (EH**2 .+ EL**2-EM**2)/ (2 .-O*EL.t---------------.----.-------
'Hl = SGRT(EH**2 - WHY**2)
------H2 =- SORT(E I **2---EX**2 ).--.---'--------.-----.-- -.-----.---
C** DIMENSIONS IN LOCAL COORDINATES
-- -- ---- X 8 1'---=' '0" -.----- ..-------------.-. ---.------.-------------. -.-----.--- ..-.------ ..-
YBI = 0----------X BJ -=- EL-----.--------------.----.-------.--.--------- ....------.-
YBJ = 0XBM = EL-----.-EX.-------------------------.-----.-------.---c-- .• --- --------
YBM = H2
--------- XBN - = VJHY ---.------~ .. ------.---------.-------.--.-. -- -- ..--------.-
YBN = Hl----------- X8NI-= 'XBN'--- X8I-----------.------ ..---------------- ..--.--.---.----
XBNJ = XBN - XBJ .
----------------XB(\.'iI = XBM _. XBI---------------.-----. -'-. ---~.------.--.-.-- ..-------.-------- ...--
YBi-.JI = yBN - YBI----- .. - YBMI - yBt4- YBI--------- ...--.--------- ..--.---.-------- ..- ..--..-----.--.-.---------._--;
XBJI = XBJ - XBI---'---YBiJJ =. YBN - YSJ----. -.------.------ ..--- ..-----.--.--.------
AREA = XBJI*Y8MI + XBMI*YBNJ -XBNI*YBM1
--------.--.G = EEl e 2.0* l 1.0 + 'ANU)) ....- -------------- --._ ..- .- ..-.-------.---;------------ ....----- .....------..
2 = T*G/(2.0*AREA)--. -.---- .-- AA= (X8NJ**2) *2 -.----- -..----------------.-. -.---- ~----- -..-- -------- .. --- - .._ _ -
.8 = YBNI*XBNJ*Z
---------------------_._---------,.-----_ .•-._-----_._---
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--------_._---------_._-----------_.-
-------- -----------_._---,-_._ .._-~.._.__ .-
----------------_.. --_.__ .__ .... _ ..- - ...~----_.~.__ •.- -, ----
(vii J
C - XR~:II*X[jNJ.Z
o - YRJl.i I *X8NJ*ZE - (Y8r J 1* *2) *z --.-..- ---...-.-.. .-..--..- ..-_ ...__..-.- 0"'- '-" .-._. - •• '-' --'-
F = YONI*X!:3MI*l- ---'- -- ..- GE - Y8~I*YBNI*Z---" - "" .---..----- ...--.--.---.-- ---- .. _.- - -.
AI = (XBMI**2)*lAJ = Y6~.lI*XBi"'I*Z--- -.. --------.------ ..---.--.- ..- ---- .. -.---..---.- - ...•
AL = (YBMI**2)*Z----.--.- S (1,1) = AA'" -. ------.--------------------. ---- ..-.--- ....-.--...- ..---- ...------ ...-
S(5,1) = -AA
------ ... -- S (5,5) = AA
S(2,1) = -6.--- --.--- S (6,1) = B '-' .. ----- ...-------. -. ------ ..------------- .....-...----- ..-.--------'--.-.- ... - .. --.
S(5,2) = B
-_ .. __ .. - .__ 0-_- S (6,5) = -B--.--- ...----.-------------.--.-----.- ..-----~--~.----~-~---_.~--.----.-..-
S(3,1) = -c-- -'-"'--'S(7,1): C - .---------.----.----.--~--.-.---- ...----.-.---.-....-.. ....-.--.------.-
S(5,3) : C.--.-----. S(7,5)-= -C---.----.--------------------- ..--------.---.---.--- ...----.--.--.-
S(4,1> = 0
---------. S(8,1 ):- -0'
S(5,4) : -0
------- S"(8,5) -:--0---' --"-.-
S(2,2) = E--- ..-'--S (6,6) --=--E - ---------------------- ---.--------.- ... --_.
S(6,2) = -E---------S (3,2 )---= 'OF" -----------------.-----------.-- --.-.------
S(7,2) = -F-.------- --S(6,3 r=- -F --------- ----------.-- ------------- ----- .-'-_.._' --.-- - - .
S(7,6) = F -
---------.. S(4,2)'=' -GE--------------.----.---.--------------------- --------------
r 5(8,2) = GE
r------..- 5 ( 6 , 4) -= ..GE -----
S(8,6) = -GE
-- ---------.5(3,3)--= --A1-"------------.------------.------._-- --..--.------
S(7,7) = AI
-----.--- S (7,3) .-: --A r-----. -----'----------------------------.---------.
S(4,3) : -AJ
-------S (8,3).-= -AJ-.---.-----------.---- ..-.-----._-- ..-----._-_..--------
S(7,4) : AJ
...--.----S (8,7)--:-"-AJ---~----------. ---------.-. -----------------~......--...------.-..-
5(4,4) = AL
---.----- 5 (8 , 8 ) -= -AL------.-. -
S(8,4) = -AL
---._._-- ..---- f'JN "= N-'l-'--- -~._-,--._ - ---.------.------------------- ..----. -- _.-,- -----_.---.-.-
DO 20 J : 1,NN--- ..---------18' = J +. 1- - - .. --.-~-.----------------.-------.-.-.-----_ ...---.------ ._.-.
DO 20 I = 18,N-.-------- . -S <,,J, 1) = S ( I , J) ----..------------------- ..------ ...-..--....- --.-..- -"..-..--- -----...-..--------
20 COiHHIUE---- - .CALL PREPEL (8' S,S1 ,---------.. -----------:--.--.---.- .----.-------..--------.....----------
CALL PlATRA(IS,JS,NS,XX,YY,ZZ,NODAL,TR)---------..-CALL -TRP05E(TR,TRr, 12,12)-. --'----.------------.-------- .... ----...----------
CALL AMTMUL(12,12,TRT,ST,STR,12).-.-----_.-CALL AMTMUL (12,12, STR,TR,STF, 12).----..~----.._----------._---..-_...---.--.----.--.---
CALL ELEPAC(12,STF,A,NOQ,IMATK,NBAND)-.----..----IF(JIO.EQ.O) GO TO 50- --- -------.------ -----.--.--------.-.- .-.-------.---
c.* STIFFENER5 FOR IOEALIZED PANEL.----------. - -AI' = Hl *T/6.0-'-- "-" - ---.--.---.-- ---_. -------.- ..--.----- ..-.. -- .----.-.- --- ..-.
A2 = H2*T/6.0
• _ .• - •• __ ._ ., ••• __ ._ .'_ ~ __ , - • . •• _. __ •• __ •__ ••• - •• 0" _. ._.' _ ••• _- •• _._. • • - __ • --.- ••••• -._--. - •••• - _ ••• __ .--_ •• _.- •
--_._.-._.--.-_.' -_.__ . _.-.-._ ..- ..- _.- ..-_ ...•...•. -'-- - -._ -~----_.- _-_ ..- --_._- - .._--_ ..-_ .._---" _.
" .. .... .. -';' .__ . _.. - .#_ ...._ ...
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A3 = EL+T/b.O
A4 = (EL-EX-WHY)*T/6.0
AREA(!) = (AI + A2)/2.0-
AREA(2) = (A3 + A4)/Z.O
C.. ROO NO. 1
RA = AREA n)
CALL ROOEL3 (RA, E£, XX, YY, ZZ, IS, JS, STF, NODAL)--- .... --- ..,.
NOO(l) = IS-- NOO(2) = JS --- -- -- ,-,-,-"-"--'-'----'- ------ ..~-.---.- "' - - .
CALL ELEPAC(6,STF,A,NOD,IMATK,NBAND)
--C.*' ROD NO. 2 .- .. - .- ... ---- ... --.----.-.-----. - .. --.. -.... -' - .. - ...- -
CALL RODEL3(RA,££,XX,YY,ZZ,MS,NS,STF,NODAL)NOO(l) = MS' ---- - _.- ..-._-.._- --.'.' -----.----.--- ..--.-.-.---. ---- -- -..-.----.
NOD(2) = NS
CALL ELEPAC (6, STF ,A, NOD, IMATK, NBAND)--- ----.-.--.--------:- - -.-._.-.- -
C.* ROD NO. 3RA = AREA (2) .... --..- --- ... - ..... -.- ..---------. ---- --.- .... ---.----------- _. --.- .-._--.._..... -..-_.
CALL ROOEL3(RA,£E,XX,YY,ZZ,IS,NS,STF,NODAL)
- -. - NOD (1) = IS .-' - .. -----.---.-- ... - .--- '----'-'- .--._- .. --.--.-----.--.-- ....-- ..--. -..-... -.-.---
NOD(2) = NS
---- --- CALL ELEPAC (6, STF ,-A, NOD, H~ATK', NBANDl-----.-------------.--- .-...-....------.--
C** ROD NO. 4
-----.- CALL ROOEL3 (RA, [E .•XX ,-YY,ZZ, JS, MS ,STF,NODA~)-.------------.-.-.-.-.-------.-.- ..-.-
NOOel) = JS-- 'NOD (2) = MS' - .-.----.- .---- ...--....-.----.----------.----.------ ...---.- --_.---
CALL ELEPAC(6,STF,A,NOD,IMATK,NBAND)
----SO-CONTINUE.- - -.. --.--.--- .. --.--.---------.-.- .. -------------------.-----'.-'- -._....;
5 FOR~AT(10X,'SHEAR PANEL DATA',/)
------- 6 -FORMAT ClOX, , I DEAL I ZED PANEL OATAT,71---------- ---.---------.-.---.--- -'--'--""--
15 FORt-iAT ( )
--_._- 25 FORMAT ( lOX, 4 I6, 3E 13.-4 )---.- ---- .....----------- ...-.. - ..---- ... ---- ...-.-... ---.- ..... -.... -- - - ----.--- ..
35 FORMAT(10X,'***ERROR*** INCORRECT NUMBERING OR NODAL POINT COORDIN
1-------1ATES- OF - SHEAR - OR--IDEALIlED PANEL-,--CARD 'NO .-, ,161 1).----------.-.- ------.-.-.-,
RETURN
-------. -END -- -.-.--------.-.-
---- ..... ----_ .._-- ._ .._._--- _._._._---' _ ..._-----------------_. __._------.. ----~..
SUBROUTINE TRPOSE(A,ATR,IR,IC)
;---'C** - SUBROUTINE TRANSPOSES THE A-MATR I X--TO--THE-ATR-MATRIx--- ------ ..-.. -.---------~
DIMENSION ACIR,IC),ATR(IC,IR) . j
.---.-...--- 00 10' I =-1', IR---'-' --- ...---.------.------. .-----------
. ~
00 10 J = 1,IC'-----------A TRf.J ;1)- = A(r;J)------------------~--------.-----.---.
10 CONTINUE------- RETURN' ._. ----.-----~--.---.-------.-.----------- ..-----.- --.----.-.
END ,._-- ..._.- .---_. -- ---------- ---------------_._--_ .._----_. __ ._-~------_._------.
I
_.:-. _ • ._~- •.:- __ .-,; _'C; _~ ••••••-_.;._ •••• :_ •• _•..:.:.C'1•.=:.__.:_.=_..:.:,;.,:;.:::...:.:=,..:......:._-=.:...:_. _ _:.:... •• :: .;. . .;-_-=.: ~="';..;=.-:::;.;.~, :.--:;.;.. ~-;:.:::.,.-_.;_-::._._=.:.:.=.=.:.~_ ..:"'_-:.=. __ ."---_-.~; . .:..:...._.=.. :...:!._H..: .. __ .'-. __ " _
_____ 0 __ - •• __ ••• __ ._ •• _ •• ••• __ •••• __ ••••• __ ••• _. • __ •• • __ • ••• __ ._. •. -,- •• -~_._-.-- •• -----.-.-- •• - ••• - •••• --.--.----.- •. -- ------ ••••• -
- - .- .. SUtJROUTINE . PREPEL<OROER'S;SA)'---' ",-,--".---.-",-, --.. - .. -.-...- .....--... --------
C** SUBROUTINE FILLS IN ROWS AND COLUMNS OF ZERO'S IN 2D MATRIX .
'--C.*-'TO PREP"\RE IT FOR.r.-iULTIPLICATION WITH THE TRANSFORMATION MATRIX .• ----.
It~TEGER ORDER
-.-.-.-.- - 0 I i-iENS I ON SA ( 12', 12),' TEt..,p (64), S (ORDER, ORDER) __ ..-- .. -_. - _.- ._-'---'. --'-.
-. --_ _._.__ ._ _._---- .-._-_.- --_ ..- .. -_ .. __ ._ .. ~.__ -.. '--'- -- --~.---_ .•.__ .._--_. __ - .._--- -_. _._. __ •._ -. __ ._. _.~._.-_ _- --- _.'.- .- _._-._--- ,--",-,"- - -
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fix)
---_._-_ ..•.---~--------
I'JOfmER - OFWER/2 +' bRoER_ -~.._ _._~ :~ .._.. _::~ .._ ~:~._..c.. VACATE SA MATRIX
00 10 I = 1,NOROER
DO 10 J = 1,NOROER
SA{I,J) = 0
.. 10 CONTINUE
IT : °. 00 20 J = 1, ORDER -.- .. -- -.- -.--- _ -- _.... .. .
DO 20 I : 1,QROERIT = IT + 1 -..--.- ..---.- -- -.-- ..-- --- _-- ..- .._ _ - .. _ .
TEMP{lT) : S(I,J)-.---.-. 20 CONTINUE' -.---.--------.---- -,- -----.- -.. -- -- - --.- .
IT = °_ - .._.--. DO 50 J = 1,NOROER ----------------- ..--.---.-- -..-..- - -
IF(MOD(J,3»25,50,25
-.--- '25 DO 40 I = l' NOROER .. -.-------- .•:.--.- ..--- -.- -.--.---- ..--- - - ---- .
IF(~OO(I'3»30'40,30"-"'-''''30'1T = IT + 1" - -- ..- ---- ..-.--- ..-.--.----.-.- ---.- ..-- - - ..-- _-
SA{I,J) = TEMPCIT).----.- "40 CONTINUE -..- - --.-.--.-.----.---------- ..-".--.- --.-.--- ---- - ---
SO CONTINUE----- ..... ---- . RETURN' ------------------.- ..------.---. -.--.----.- ..- ..-.....- ...-- .....-------- ...---...-
ENDr~---'-"-
! .." SUBROUTINE ELEPAC (ORDER,STF,I\,NOO, H-iATK,NBAND)t-. __ .._-- - INTEGER ORDER'--- '.' ..- - , . ......-- -- -- -.--------- - - ---.--.-- -----
1--.-_.0 I i-iE NSION A ( I "'A T~ ~_N~_~..N.Q .L'..STfJ ..~?""~_2J...!.!'49_0~~L ._._._.. .. . .._
I NORDER : ORDER/3
I C** ESTA8llSH.ROWS~--- -.- DO 350 JRO':,'--=--l-,NOROt.R--------.-- ---- ..--- --.--.------- .
.:
! IR = NOD(~ROW)j--------.I'JRO'.'JK =" <!R-1) *3 --'- ~--- ..--- ...-----_.-- ..---- ..- ..-------._---.._.....".-----------
! .__ I F ( NR0 viK) 350' 305 , 305
j-- ''''305 DO 350 JDI: 1,.3- ..-.------------.-.-.
I. NR 0 \'1K = NR 0 WK + 1. . . .r-- ---------.IRSTF = (JRO""'-I).*3--+-J.O-t ...--------- ...-- ..------ ..----- ... ------ ..---..-------
i C** ESTABLISH COLUMNSr--.----.-(jO 33"0 KeOl'= -f,N6R-6ER-. ---------------------.--------.-------.
! Ie = NOD(KCOL)
!----NCOLK ..: (Ic-f>'*'3
I DO 320 KOI = 1'31-------.-- ICSTFo = (KeOL -~. 1-'-*"3---..:--K"O"I--------.. --------- ..--
j NCOL = tJCOLK + KOI + 1 - NROWK . .\--'c.*'" 'SK IP' STORING 'IF -BELO'~;' BAND' - - .--.----.--.-----.----.-- ..-- .....-.-------:
1 IF (NeOl) 320,320,310 .r-...-.-31 0-- A (NROt•••K, NCOl)' -='. A (NROwk-; r\icOC)--.+--ST-F.(iR.STF ..~yC.STFy--------.------- ..---r-
I 320 CONTINUE " :r -_.- 330' CONTI NUE----- ..-.: -------------------------- - ..- ..- - -- -----.-- -- _..,
1 350 CONTINUE '; .._.. . RETURN -.- -- .. -.-.------- ------------'- - _ _- - - - _-- .~--.-
I END
1--. -.__
---- - .-- SUBROUTI NE PANSTR (NSHTR , U , NODAL, Xx,' yy , z z , J10) .....- -...-- ..-..:..:.....::-...::--- ----
C**CAlCUlATION OF STRESS AND STRAIN IN A SHEAR QUADRILATERAL AND
-----C** -'IDEALIZED PANEL ELErw1ENT.... - ..... - ... -.. ----- ...--------- ..-.-.-.-.-.------ ..--
DIMENSION NOD(4)'U(3,NOOAL),V(12,12),VT(12,12),TC12,12)
.....----- -_. 0 I MENSI ON XX (NODAL) , YY (NOOAL) , ZZ (NODAL) .------------------- ..--.
DIMENSIoN A(5,S)'B(S),X(5),AA(S,S),AREA(2)
00' 50 KS': b NSHTR ----- -.--- ---- ..
READ(5,2S)IS,JS,MS,NS,TH,ANU,EE-
---NOD (1 )-= . IS .. -.-.-- .... - ..----. ..... ..--- .------- ....---.
NOO(2) = JS
.--------- - NOD (3)' .=. r""s ._- .._- _ - - - - '''---'. -_ - -.- ---- ..-:-.-- --- .------ _.'--'"
NOO(4) = NS--------------_. __._.._---_ .._ .._----_ ..._--- _._.~. _.,,---------,--. --------_. __ .
_. • • ' __ ~ •. __ ._. • •••• _ •• _ •• __ •.•• .••••••-.wo __ . • _
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, "-_ ... -. - -.... __..-._. _.---------_ .. -_.__ .----- _ .•_-
_. - .. _._ .._,-. ---'_.' -_. _ ..._----_ .•.._-_ .._- -_._--- _.-._._._---,
,- _._. ~..~-_.__ •.~--------_.- ..~..__ ._- -- •._--_._ ..._------_._-----------
l"J
---- G = EE/(2.0*(1~O + f,NU»
C**SET UP LOCAL COORDINATE SYSTEM----.---.--..XMN = XX (MS) XX (NS)- -. . ..- .-----...---..-------------_.---------._-----
YMN.= YY(MS) yYeNS)
------- ..----- Zf\1N - ZZ (MS) ZZ(NS) .--._.
XJI = XX(JS) xX(IS)--.---- ..YJI = yy (JS) yY (1S) ----------.--- .---------.-.-.----.-------.,----._..----------
ZJl = ZZ(JS) zZtIS)-----.-.-----XNI = XX (NS) XX eIS)_.. . . : ...c_. __ • •. .----
YNI = YY(NS) YY(IS)
-_.--._-- -- Z~JI - ZZ (NS) ZZ (1S)--.-.------------.-.----- --.---.-------...----------.-
XM~ = XX(MS) - XX(JS) •------ YMJ - YY (MS)-- yY (Jsr--'---"--c..-.....- - .-------------.---..-- ...---.-------------
ZMJ = ZZ(MS) - ZZ(JS) ~-------- XMI -= Xx (MS).--XX (IS).-------.-._---.-.---.. .----------.-------------. ----------_...
YMI = YY(MS> '1''1'(IS) .
--- -'------ZMI = ZZ (MS > ZZ ( IS)---.-- ..- - -..-----.----------------- ..------------------ ..-.-.
XN~ = XX(NS> - XX(JS)----yNJ= YY (NS) - yY (JSr------ ----.- -._- .--- ... ---------.0--------.
ZN~ = ZZ(NS) - ZZ(JS)---EL -= -SORT(XJI**2-+ '1'JI**2-+.-.ZJI**2)---.-.------------------------
EH = SGRT(XNI**2 + '1'NI**2+ ZNI**2)------ E1 -= SORT (X~'lJ**2 -+y~iJ**2 + ZMJ**2 r--------~-----------------
EK = SORTeXMI**2 + YMI**2 + ZMI**2)------EM-= SORT (XNJ**2 + YNJ**2 + ZNJ**2'-----.-----------.--
EJ = SORT(XMN**2 + YMN**2 + ZMN**2)-EX--:---(EL**2 + EI**2-- EK**2) / (2.O*EL)-----------
WHt = (EH**2 + EL**2-EM**2)/(2.0*EL)--------- He= SORT (EH**2 - WHY**2) - .-..-- -..-----------. -------. ---.-.---------------
H2 = SORT(EI**2 - EX**2)
--.-------H3 = (H2 + HU/2. 0---------.-----.----------
,_. 00 10 ~C = 1,4
----- NK- : NOD ( JC) - ... --- ..,---------- ----------------- --------------
DO 10 K2 = 1,:3-
----- V ( K2 , ~C ) - =. -u ( K2, NK ) ----.-0---- ..-.----.--. --'-.--
10 CONTINUE-.------CALL PLATRA-(IS,JS,NS ,XX,YY,ZZ ,NODAL-iT)---
CALL AMTMUL(3,4,T,V,vT,12)
-------- 0020 - x--= 1,5 --------------c-- ---'-_._.__~---.o--_---_-_-.-.--------o---.--.-----
00 20 J = 1,5
--------- A ( I , J) -= -0 .0---
20 CONTINUE
------ B (5)- = VT (2'2) -vT (2, i 1 __.... c --.- ---- ..---- -------------.---
B(2) = vTC1,3)-VT(1,1)-(EL-EX)/EL*eVT(1,2)-VT(1,1»--------- B (3) =vT (2,3)-vT (2,1)--.-- -.-.-_.-..-- -.-----... --.~----------
B(4) = VT(1,4)-VT(1,1)-WH'1'/EL*eVT(1,2)-VT(1,1»
---.---- B (1) =- vT (2,4) -VT (2,1> ------- --- --.---.-----.-- --.-------..:...:.------------.------.
ACS,2) = -O.S*(EL**2)
-- .. ---- A ( 2 , 2 ) - = H2 * (EL -EX) .----------------.- ------.----------.-------.---.-
AC3,2) = -O.5*(EL-EX)**2--..-------A C4,2) =-WHY*Hl-. --.-----~.-..- -.------------------------------.---
A(1,2) = -O.5*(WHY**2)
-- ....---.-.- A(3, 1). =- H2 .-.- '---..---.-----'---'-- ..---' --.----.--------- ..--------
A(l, 1) = HlA (2,3)-=--0.5* (H2**2 )----.C-_. --------------- ...-.-- ..---------.----
A(3,3) = (EL-EX)*H2
------- A ( 4 , 3 ) = .-- a • 5* ( H1 **2 )----- --- '- --------.- --. -..---- ....c _
A(1,3) = WHY*Hl
-_.----_ .. --.--.A e 2,4) 0.= H2-.--------o.7"~--.-.-;-__-0.-.- ...---..- ...--. -----.------ ..- ..--- ..-------.------.--
A(4,4) = Hl
...• -'-- ._---_ .._--_. ~_..-" -"---,,,-'._'--~..._----_ ..- -•..._._-_.~- .__ .•~-----..__ . _ ..._.----_._._-_._---------------------
-------_._-_. __ ._- -_._.-- "---'--"--"-'----- -.-_.' -._ _ ~..__ ..•-..-._-----_._ ~,.-----_.__._---
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LEN
lXIJ
... _. ~....- ...- .. , ....._-,._.--,. __ .__ ...~_ .._._._ •.__ .~ .. -_. __ •.._--- ..._._--~_._--_ ..- .... _-
A ( 5,5) = EL
A(3'S) = (EL-EX)---------- A (1,5) = '.'JHY '-"" - .-- ...- ... "-- ---.--- ... --.-.---.-.------------;.---~.-.
CALL SIMEG(5,A,AA,6,X,5)
..--.----.EPSXY = X(4) + X(5)"'-'" .....•... - ...•.... ----.--.--.----- ..------------.-.--.-
TAU = EPSXY*G
- - .. - .'- . \'lR 1TE ( 6 , 15) (N00 ( I ) , I = l' 4) , EL , H:3, G, TH , EPSXY,T AU...:.----- ..--.-.- -_.
IF(JIO.EQ.O) GO TO 50
..__ . ------ Al' = H1*TH/6. 0 .-.. . - -..." - ....-.-....-.----
A2 = H2*TH/6.0--. --.- A:3 = EL*TH/6.0 ..- .....-- ... -.. --- ...-.•-..-- .....-----.--- ..-------.-_.
A4 = (EL-EX-WHY)*TH/6,O
..._-'-'-'-- AREi''d 1) = (Al+ A2 )/2 ;0' - ... ---.-.-.-.------.
AREA(2) = (A:3 + A4)/2.0
.----- ... WRITE(6,35) .... ' ..- .... _.-.- ...-..... --.-.-.•. --.--- ..--.-----.--------.-------
WRITE(6,21)--C*-- ROD NO. l' - - ..-.----- ----.---- ..-- - -.-----.-----------
Q2 = (U(1,JS)*XJI + U(2,JS)*YJI.+ U(3,JS)*ZJI)/EL
-----Q1 = (U(ldS)*XJI' + U(2,IS)*YJI'+--U(3,IS)*ZJI>/Et---
EPSXX = (Q2 - Ql)/EL .
-'S I Gr.1A= EPSXX*EE ... __.. .... -- ..~--- .._--- .
. FAX = SIGMA*AREA<l)
.------ WRITE(6,26) IS,JS'AREA(l) 'EE,EL,FA)[,SIGt-1A
C** ROD NO. 2
-.------Q2 .= ..(U ( 1 , MS) *XMN -+--U (2, MS) *YMN' +-0(3' MS)-*Zr:.N)I'EJ-
Q1 = (U(l,NS)*XMN + U(2,NS)*YMN + U(3,NS)*ZMN)/EJ
-- ..-'-'--EPSXX-=- <Q2 -'01 )/EJ --.-.-.- ..---- .... -.---.--.
SIGMA = EPSXX*EE-'---'- FAX =. SIGMA*AREA(l> . - ----.- -.----------.----.-----
WRITE(6,26)NS'MS'AREA(1)'EE,EJ,FAX,SIGMA
---C**-ROO' NO'."-3-- .....--.--- ..---- ... - ,,'-'-' -.. ' -..... -----.--
Q2 = (U(l,MS)*XMJ + U(2,MS)*YMJ + U(3,MS)*ZMJ)/EI
----.Q 1= (U( 1 , JS) *XM..J + U (2,..JS) *Yf.1J +- U(3 ,JS H:ZMJ)./EI------------
EPSXX = (Q2 - Gl)/El
.-----SIG~IA ..= .EPSXX*EE .. -----.----. --.-.-....-
FAX = SIGMA*AREA(2)
-~------- VIRI TE (6,26 )..JS' MS' AREA(2) ,EE, El, FAX, SIGMA- ..---------.--------
C** ROD NO. 4
--Q2-:'(U(1.NS)#XNl +-U(2,NS)*YNI-+-U(3,NS)*Z~I1~EH
01 = (U(l,IS)*XNI + U(2,IS)*YNI + U(3,IS)*ZNI)/EH
.--EPSXX-:. (Q2 - 01) IEH.--- ...,.. -.. - .... -.-.-.-------
SIGMA = EPSXX*EE
FAX- : S1GtJ1A*AREA(2) ---- .._. -'--'- .-... --- ..-.-.-.
WRITE(6,26)IS'NS'AREA(2)'EE,EH,FAX,SIGMA
------ . \'1RIT E (6" 45 ) - .-.. - ..'- ...... _.-....- ...-- - ..... -..--.-.--~- -_...
50 CONTINUE -
-.----.-15 FORt/iAT(2X, 41 5,6£13.4 )-.--. -... --..-- ..------._-------------- ..
21 FORMAT(2X,'ROO NOD.PTS',3X,' AREA ',4X,' E-VALUE '.4X,'
-----'.'-CGTH ',4X, 'AXIAL LOAO' ,4X, ""STRESS----' ,/)----.------
25 FOR~~AT( )
...--------.26- FOR~AT(I' 4X' 2 I 4, 4X, 5 (E 10.4, 4X) ) - .-..----- ... -.-.------------...:----- ....--------
35 FORVAT(20X,'IDEALIZED PANEL STIFFENER LOAOS',/)
-- .. _- 45 FORr--iAT(I I /) -:- ----.-- -.- " .-----.- ---.----- ----.--.-.-.---
RETURN------- ENO.-----.-- - ---.:...- -.-- _ --.-.-.--.-..- ..- ---.
----_._----_._-_._-- ._--_ -------_ - ----'---_ ~_ , - _._ ..__ ..-----------_._--_._-----------------_.
--_._-- _ .-_._._-_._-_ ..--_ .._--_ •....... _--_.- .....-_ .._... - ._--- ..-_.-- .. -~.' ...._._ ..._-_ ...-'." .. _--_ ..-.__ ...------_._--------------------
-_.~-..__ ...-._-- _._---~-_.- ._-_ ..- .-_.---_. _._- --~-_._.-.~_ .... '-'-~- - _ ..-------_. __ ._----_._-------------
-------_ .•_,-----_._-----_. __ .... _ .._~.,---------------------
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(xii )
SUl:3ROllTINE SJ:.",[G(NnJ,Af)UP,A,8,X, H~ATK)
Dli,a=NSION i\[)UP( Ir-:ATK, H~ATK) ,AC H.'ATK, IMATK) ,B( IMATK) _. ...__..._ .._,_,_,_,,_,
OH;ENSION X<1MATK), Y(250)
.-. _.-.- ..._--- ---_._--_._. __ ._--- -_-..:-----------~_ ... __ .... -
-_... - ,.- .- -..----_ ..- - ------- --_ .._. ---- --_.-._---- --_. _ .. -'.---'- --_.__ . - ~---_.-
C.
C.* GAUSS ELlr-lINATION SOLUTION OF EQUATIONS--' .. ----
C. __. _0-- ._ ----- .. - . -_. -_.".--- ----.--.-- _.- -- -- --- _..
00 820 K=l~t.JFN
__ _. A ( 1 , K ) = /~DUP ( 1 , K) . __. . .__ .. ._._.. ._ __. .. 0 ••• _._. ••••••
IF(I';.EQ.l) GO TO 820
A (K, 1) = ADUP (K.!l)l[\.(l_~_t)_. ._.._o .. ....__ ..• __.__ . ._... ..... __ .__ .
820 CONTINUE
00 850 J=2,NFN __. .__ ._. .__._.._._ __._ __ 0' "
00 R50'K=J,NFN
TOT1=0
~!J=J-l
DO 830 15=1 'N-.I.__ .. .__ . . .. .__.. .__. ...
IF(J.~Ic::.lS) GO TO 825
TOTl = TOTl ~ A(IS,K) . ._.__. ...__ .... .._.._ ..__. ..._ .....__._....
GO TO 830 -"'--'--- --------
82:> _TOT1 = TOTl !:..~L~LI_~L! ~__'_.!.~IU_ .._._._.__. .__._
830 CO~TINUE
_. A (J, K) = ADUPC~_!J~l-TQTl . ._... _
TOT2=0
__ __. 00 840 IS=1, N-.I __ . . . .. . .__.._.__ . __..__ _. _ .. __ ..
IF(K.NE.ISlGO TO 835 ..
TOT2 = TOT2 + ACIS,J) .__. ... . ... . ..
-----.-- "-GO TO 8LtO- - .------- .. -.... - ----.---
835 TOT2 = TOT2 + A(K,IS)*A(IS,J)-.-.- -. 8'+0 CONT INU(' - .-- --.- .. - -.'-- .--..----.---.---.--------.- -.---.--- _ -..- -. ---
IF (K.EQ.J) GO TO 850 .
-------- - A (K, J) = (AOUP (K' J-) ";'TOT2 rl AT~f,-j.)-_.--.---.-.- ...-.-- ..- ...-.----- ....~- .. - ---.- .... -..-.----
850 COrJT1f'IUE -.
-""' --- ----------_._~------_._ .._---_. __ ._._ ..-_._---------_.-- .._ ..- ._- -.
V(l)= 8(1)
00 E.80 K=2,NFN----- -.---- ---TOT3=0.-.---- ----------------------.---.-----.-----. --.. '-"' ..._'''' -. -.-
NK=K-l.----- - .DO870 15=1.,NK-----.---.--------------- -----.------- --.-..-- ..--..
IF (K.I~E.rS) GO TO 860 .__ ... ._.....__. .._. ..._.__ ._ __.__.... _.,__
TOT3 = TOT3 .....•..y"( IS") . _.-..--
GO TO 870 i86U TOT3=TOT3+ .- -A (K ,IS )*Y ns>------.---.-.--- ..--.-.-.--- ..--.-- ....--- .:--.--- ..------ ..-.----..---
870 CO~TINUE !Y ,r<.) = B (K)- TOT3'''''- - ..---- -.--- ..- ...----.--.-----:-' -------- .---.j '.---'.- - - ...- ....-.---.----
880 CO~TINUE i
X (;.~FN) =Y (NFN) 1A (NFN, NFNr-- --.-....-- ..- ..--.---.----.. --....1 .. - -'-"--
00 900 K=2,f\lFNKK= (r'~Fr~+l ) -K' -.- _.._- --_. ----------- ....- - ----.- ._--.-.-.--.--------------.-.~ ..._- :.._-_.-'-'-'- _u -"._-'
TOT4=O
-. NKK=KK+l -
00 e90 IS=~~K,NFNTOT4=T(;T4+ A(KK,IS)*X<IS> -.- ..----.----.--- ..- .....------.- ...--.--...----..---.-.- .... ---- .....
89J CONTINUEX (KK) = (Y'( KK) -TOT4) /' A (KK-, KK)'.. --.-------.- - -- ---.--.- ----- ..--.- - -----
900 COi-JTINUE
'RETURN
END
.. - -.... " ..'- _._- ... - ...~-.-_.--.-.._.-.- ..._---_ .._.- '._ ..---,~-.' --- -~~.•.--_. - ..- _. __ ._-.
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.. ".-_. -_.- - ---'".-'._'--" -_. __ ... _ ... _" .. -_ .. _ .•... - .... - ... _- .... ','- - ._. _.,.- ~.._-- - ._, ." --- . --
- -_ ..__ .-_.....•_------------- ._._'.-- - -._--_ .._ .. _----. __ - _ _-- _ ..~._.- __ ._-----_._ ..__ ._--
(xiii)
-. SUtJi~OlJTINE A~1T~J1I.JL( I~'~R, IMC,F,g,C, ISIZE) _.... _--~-_ ..- .. --
DIMENSION F(ISIZE,ISIZE)'B(ISIZE,ISIZE),C(ISIZE,ISIZE)_..J. .
TO t-iliLTIPLY TwO r~ATRICES (F-COLS = B-ROWS'
DO 20 IC=l,Ir-1RDO 20 J=l, 1MC .-.------ ..-.--- .....--.,---------.-.""""-- ...- ....-.-- --.- .. -.--.-- ...-.-,.--.- ....-
TOl HO\J/=ODO 10 1=1, I ~~R--'"'- . --- - -.----.-...--.-..----- ..-.- ...---.- ..----.--- .....-... ---'--"'-'-' ------- ...-.-----....".--.-.-.---
TOTROW=TOTkOw+F(IC,I)*B(I,J'1 0 C01~T HJUF.: . . ... . - -.--- .. -.-.- .. -----.---.-- ....-.-.- -----.- .. ---.- .....--.--- ...- ..--.--
C(IC,J)=TOTROW
20 COr'iTINUE - .
RETURN
END
. . .f. -.-. . . . .-.. -
SUBROUTINE TRISH(NTRIS,IMATK,NODAL,A,XX,YY,ZZ,JID,NBAND)
C** STIFFNESS MATRIX OF SHEAR OR IDEALIZED TRIANGLE PANEL
--.---- ... DlrviEN5ION-SK.(6,6r,SKPC12,12)-,TR..(12,12) ,TRT(12,12) ,SKTR(12,1'2'- -....- ..----
DItv'jENSION NOD(:3) , A(IMATK, NBAND), SKF (12,12 __' . _
----- 0 IMENSI ow-xx -(NODAL' ,'yy (NODAL), ZZ( NODA[r---- - -.----
N :: 6.---' --IF(JIO.;EQ~.i'.-.GO--T()-8---.--.---"--- ..------- ..--.------.-- - ..
WRITE(6,S'
i.----. GO--TOT4'- -----.------------ -------------- ...-------
8 vJR I TE ( 6 ,9''-'14 -DO 50 1sT =-'l'.NTRtS------- ------.--.--- ..----- ..--.-'--------- ..-.-----.--~.- - ..... _.--..---
READ(S,lS) IS,JS'NS,TH,ANU,EE
~---'\vR I TE( 6,25 )-15 i JS,-NS.iTH,.ANU'EE----.----.-----.----.-----.-- .--.---
. , NOD ( 1) = IS
-I ---"--NOO-( 2) --=.-JS----.-------------------------------.--.-
; NOO(3) = NS
---- G -=' EEl (2'- 0*"(1-; .O-.+-ANOT'------------- ---- ..--.------....-.....
C** SET UP LOCAL COORDINATE SYSTEM---- ..--.- XJI' =XX(JS" --- -xx (15)---.-----.---------.---.--,--.- "-..-...-----.-........- -----
. YJI :: YY(JS) - YYCIS) ..
------- "ZJ 1- = ZZ ( JS )-'- --ZZ ( ISr
XNI = XX(NS) - xX{IS)
-------YNI-=-- YY(NS)----yY (15)------.----- ..- ---.------------
ZNI :: ZZ(NS) - zZ{IS)
------.XNJ. = -xx (NST-'';'-xXlJSl'---'
YNJ = YY(NS) - YY(JS)
------ZN..J = zzct~sr"';;'--ZZ('J5)-""'-"
EL = SGRT(XJI**2 + YJI**2 + ZJI**2)
. EK' = "SGRT(XNI**2'''+--YNI**2 -+- ZNI'**2)-----.----.-.-----.----.---
EH = SGRT(XNJ**2 + YNJ**2 + ZNJ**2)
-.----- ..--. IF' EL. GT. 0.0. AND'. EK~GT.0-. O-.'AND.EH.GT'. 0-;O--Y--GO--TO-'7--- ..--- ..-.-.----------
\A!RITE(6,3S) 1ST--- ..---- C ALL EX I r-' -_.---...-----.------.--.------..------.--------
7 WHY= (EK**2 + EL**2 - EH**2)/(2.0*EL'
-._- ..---- - IF' HHY•GE~o. 0 • AND.vJHY-.-LE.ELr -GO-'TO--16-----------------.-----,-
'IIR I TE ( 6 , 1 7 ) 1ST
--.-----e ALL"EXI T--- --- -- --- ----------.- --------- --.-------- ._--
16 Hl = SQRT(EK**2 - WHY**2)------ . AREA = o. 5*EL*Hr -.------- ..----------------- ..-----.- ..--.------ ....-------- ..--
D = G*TH*AREA/(EL**2)
....------ --SK(1",1)"= ( (WHY-EL) /Hl )**2.-.*O-.------:---~- ..-. -.------.-------
SK(2,l) = -(wHy-EL)/Hl*O
------.- ... SK (:3, l)= -~.'HY*(WHY-EL) / (Hl*Hl' *O-------.~-.--- ..---.----------.:._._--.--
SK(4,1) = (WHY-EL)/Hl*O
.------.----.- SK (5,1 )"= .EL* (WHY-EL) / CH1*Hl'*O----------.----7.-------------.------
SK(6,1) = 0.0 ...-.--_ ...-_ ..SK(2,2 "-:-'0 - --.----.--.--.-- ...---- ...-----._---...---- ..-.------.---- ..-...----- ..-------.--. _.
____ ~ __ • • __ ~. __ • '_ •• _ •• __ ._4 __ "_ • • __ ~_ • __ • --.---------- -- -.-.--, .• ----' ••• -- .---- -'-
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;')/\\.)'1':" - \'irlll'l'rl~U... . . . . .SK l 4 , 2) - -0 .. - . _.. -.. --.. -.- -.--.-.- . - --.- .. -_. --.. - - -.. . ,'.' '0'
SK(5,2) = -EL/H1*D .- - _. _ _ .. _~.__ .__ . ,-._.~.,-~ . ., -._., .. _ - _.. " -." -_ ..
SK(6,2) = 0.0
SK(3,3) - «WHY/H1)**2)*0"'--"- .--.- SK (4,3) - ~v:HY IH 1*0 .. .--- ..• ----- ....--- ....-.------ -_.-- ... --.---- ..-.... -..-.--._-------.-- ...--.
SK(5,3) - -~HY*EL/(Hl*Hl)*O"'---._._.-._. - SK(6,3) = 0.0 --_ .. -_. -_.- -~_..-_.....-..~.--..~-._-...--.-- ..--..- ....-...-.-.---_..'.-._-_..- ..... - ... ".'-"'--'''---''---'--
SK(4,4) : 0 ..'.-- . _.-. SK ( 5 , 4) = EL/H 1 *0 --- . -- ..-.- ... --.-.--.-- --.- ..---.-.- ...-..-- ....---.- ...-- ...-.....-.-.-- ....-... _..0 ••••• - •• _." - ••
SK(6,4) = 0.0
------ ..-. SK(5,5)' = .( (E.L/Hl )-**2) *O----.--------------- ,..- --..--.--.---'--~.
SK ( 6 , 5) : 0.0-------_ .. SK (6,6) =- 0.0 ---------------- ----.---.--.-------- -- --.- ..----- ..----
NN = N-l----- 0'_- _.- ... DO 10 J .:- ..l-.'.NN--------------------- ..--.-.--.---.----.---.. .----._._-~----
18 : J + 1--.-- ...- . _. -'00 10' I = I B, N' ,...' .._------ ..-- ..---------.-----._ ..--.--.-.--...-.-~--..---.-------. _...-....~.
SK(J,I) = SK(I'J)--- '-lOCONTINUE .. _. -,--"-" -------.-.-.---- ..-.-..-.--.-.---- -.-..- -.----.- ..---.-
CALL PREPEL(6,SK'SKP)
---------CALL PLATRA (IS, JS, NS,XX,YY-, ZZ,NO'O'AL, TR)------.------.----.------ ..--
CALL TRPOSE(TR,TRT,12,12)
--------.--CALL AMTMUL(9, 9' TRT ,SKP,SKTR ,12)"------- ...---.-.----.-----.--.-.---.--
CALL AMTMUL(9,9'SKTR,TR,SKF,12)
--.--._- CALL- ELEPAC (9, SKF, A, NOO-,-IMATK, ~JB-A-N-D'l-------'--"'-'-"'-------
IF(JID.EG.O) GO TO 50 .
--C••-----IoEALIZED .TR I ANG[E"-STIFFENERS-AR~ADOEO-------'-----'-"---
COST = \tJHYIEK
'- COTT=.\oJHYIHl-.----------------------.-----------.-.---
TArH = 1. OlCOTT
-----S INT= .HI-/EK--------------.-----.----------.--.-.-----.----
TANPH = H1/(EL-WHy)
--COSPH -= (EL -WHY1/EH ------~----------- ...-----.--.----.-_.-----.-.-
SINPH = HI/EH
----.-. AC' =- 0.5* «(K/COST --EL) *COTT------ ----.---- ...------.-------.----.---.-
Dc = 0.5*(EK*TANT - (EK/COST - EL)/SINT)
--- .._-- BC'-=0.5* (EH*T ANPH -- - (EH/COSPH-- ELT/S I NPH)------ .....-.----- ..'.-- .-.-' --
HDASH = 2./3.*AREA*(1./EL + 1./EK + 1./EH)
-.--.---.--.- RA = TH*HOASH**31 (12~0*(AC**2+DC**2+BC**2n-.--------.-- .~--.-----
C** ROO NO. 1
-C ALL--- RODEL3 (RA, EE-; xx-,yy, ZZ, IS,-JS., SKF, NODAL)
. NOD(!) = IS
L . NOD(2 )--:'JS ----- ...- ..-------- -----.---------.- ..---.-.-.----.------- ..-
CALL ELEPAC(6,SKF,A,NOo'IMATK,NBANO)
-'--"C**- ROO NO. - 2- - .-.--- --------- .. -- ..-.- -----.-----.-.-.- - ----------. --- -- -.--------.---
CALL RODEL3(RA,EE,XX,YY,ZZ,JS,NS,SKF,NOOAL) .
.---.---- NOD( 1 ):;:;S---- --.--.--.---- ..-,--.---.---....--- ...--.-- ....-__. . o_~--.--.---...._-.--- ...---.--:....-.
i NOO(2) = NS
~----_._- CALL ELEPAC (6,SKP,A,NOo, IMATK'NBANOl---- ...- -----.--- ..------ ...------ ...
, C** ROD NO. 3
..----.-- .-- CALL ROoEL3 (RA, EE,-xx,YY ,ZZ , IS, NS, SKF; NOOAL)---.-.-- ...-:---..-------------- ...-.
NOD(1) :: IS
-- -.---- --- NOD (2) = NS"--'- ..----- -- --- .-".-- .. --.--.------ .. --- ..---.-.--.-.-- ..---- -:.-.--.---.-.-.. .-.--.--- ..
CALL ELEPAC(6,SKF,A,NOo,IMATK,NBAND)
--.-- ...-50 COf'JTIrIUE ..-. -.-- ----.- - ..--- .. -- -- .. ---.-- .. --------- ..-.-.---- ...-- ..-- ..-- ..- -"-"..'--' .__ ._f •...••.
5 FOR~AT(lOX"SHEAR TRIANGLE oATA"/)
.--.----- 9 FOHt.~AT( lOX, , IDEAL IlEo -TR IANGLE DATA" ,/ )------------.-.-- ...--.-------.------
15 FORIv',AT( )
17 FORMAT(lOX,'*** ERROR-*** BADLY SHA~EDSHEAR TRIANGLE.CARO NO.') -
CI6,11)
25 FORf/,AT(lOX,316,3E13.4)"
35 FORMAT(lOX,'***ERROR*** INCORRECT NUMBERING OR NODAL POINT COORDI~
lATES OF SHEt,R TRIANGLE",'CARD NO.',I61/)-'- - .----- - . -.,.---- .
RETURN--- .-- ENO-' - .----- ..--- .-- -.----- -.-.----.- --..----- -.------.--.--.- ..-.-- -- -,-. -._..- .-- - - _--.- -.-_._ -
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C*-- . c * *
c**
C*
SUBROUTINE ROOPAK(NROD3,IMATK',NOOAL,A,XX,YY,ZZ,N8AND)
SUBROUTINE READS DATA AND PACKS ~NDLOAD ELEMENTS INTO STRUCTURE _.- .:
I\-~'ATRIX
--._-- .__ . --_ ...._---.---------- ._-_._--------
OI~ENSION NOO(2)'ROOS(12,12), A(IMATK,NBAND)
o n'lENS I ON XX(NODAL) , YY (NODALh ZZ (NODAL) --,'--"-'-- .-' ...-.._...._...-.---.- -----..----.
\'JRITE(6,14)
DO 320 JROD = 1,NROD3--- .-.-------.---.-----.-.--.---- ...-
READ(5'10)JR,KR,RA,RE .
-.--.----. -.WRI TE(6, 15)JR, i':R'RA,RE------------.-.--------.-.--------- ..---- ..-'---.----.---
CALL ROOEL3 (RA,RE,XX'YY'Z.Z,JR,KR,RODS'NODAL)
NOD ( 1) =. JR -.- .-. --- ---"--'-- .- ----.---.---.------------ ..---.----- ... - .---.-.------ ..----.--
NOO(2) = KR ..
CALL ELEPAC (6' RODS,A, NOD' I MATK, NBAND).---.--.---:-------.------ .. ---. -- '-- ... ------- -_._.-.-
320 CONTINUE--. --- 10 FOHT.1ATC- ) -- -.-.- .. -.- .------.-.--- .. -----------------.-------- . .---- - - -- .----- ..-.- ------ ..
14 FORMAT(lOX,'FLANGE ELEMENT DATA',/)
----.-- 15 FORMAT( lOX, 2 16,2 (E10. 4, 2X»----.-----.--.------.-- ..--.-...-.--.---.------.--.-.-;-
. RETURN :r---"---'--' 'END -- ..---- ..---. -.-------.---.----------.- ...--.-- ..-------.- .. ----- ..------- ..--1
1 • . I i
.;. !
:~--.---- SUBROUTI NE RODES3(NROD3, U, NODAL, XX,VY', ZZ-)-.---------.----1
: C** CALCULATION OF LOADS IN ENOLOAD ELEMENTS•.--C-*------ ..-- -"--'-.-- ..--'" - ----.-.-----.. - -..- .-.---.------ ..-------------------
. C*
.-----. ---OIi'-iENSIoN U(3,NOOAL) , XX (NODAL), YY (NODALhZZ (NOOAL)------.---.---
00 960 JROD = 1,NR003
'.------.-READ - (S, 10) JR,KR'RA,RE--- ..--.---.--.--------------------------.--
OIFX = XX(KR) - XX(JR)
,----------0 I FY-' = -yY (KR)' - Yy ("'R)' -.-.-.-- .--..-.--.------.-.
DIFZ = ZZ(KR) - Zze"'R) .
.----.---EL-=. SGRT(DIFX**2 + OIFY**2 + DIFZ**2)- .---.-.------.--
02 = (U(l,KR)*OIFX + U(2,KR)*OIFY + U(3,KR)*DIFZ)/EL
----.---01- = (U (-1",JR) *OIFX-+'- U(2' "'R) *OIFY-F U(3 ,'JR) *DIFZ)-/EL----------
EPSXX = (Q2-Ql)/EL
------SIG~1A - =- EPSXX -*RE---~--------.---- ..-.--
FAX = SIGMA*RA •
------ WRI TE (6,25) JR, KR"'RA, RE, EL, FAX, SIGMA--
960 CONTINUE
--------10. FORMAT(' -).--.-.----- -' ------ -- .-- -..- -....---.-----
25 FORMAT(/'4X'214,4X,S(E10.4,4X».
,----.-- .... RETURN-- ..---- -..-..---------- .__.-..-..---- ...----.-----------
END
_______________ 4 • • __ • __ .----- --------
SUBROUTINE QUATRI(XX,YY'ZZ,TH,EE'ANU,NOOAL,SK,N60)
--C**-STIFFNESS MATRIX OF QUADRILATERAL ELEr""ENT MADE UP OF- 4 CST'--ELEMENTS
DIMENSION XX(NOOAL),YY(NOOAL),ZZ(NODAL)
--_._-_ .... ---- .OI~JiENSIOr~ SKC10,10) ,Erv;AT(6,6)~ ... --_.--.-..---.----- ...-.--------
DIMENSION B(6'6)'NOO(4),X{S),Y(S),LNOO(12)
.-----.-.-.OIi-iENSION ITNOD(3) ,BTR(6,6) ,8E(6,6)-,S(36)-'-
I = 1'100(1) .
.--- ..-----J -=-1'100 (2)' --- ...---- -_ ...---.--- --- ..----.-------.
M = NOO(3)
--.------ ..--- N = NOD (4) .-.- .--- '.' - -.-..-_.- ..- .
C** SET UP LOCAL COORDINATE SYSTEM
------- "-'--XJI-=.-XX (J)' - xx (0' ...----.. .-._...------. ---..--~_...---.-------
YJI = YY(J) - YY(I)------_._---_ .•..... _._--~_..- _._._._ .... ---. -"'- ..~_._~.... - .. --_._ .._.- .._-_ .•_.~-~._-~..-.- -----~._--------_._--_._-----
____ • ~ ••••• '" __ .~_._. __ ~"_ .•• ~ •• __ ••••• _. __ , __ ._ •• __ ••• , M • ~------
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(xvi)
.'.--- .... - .... Z.; I '= ZZ( J) ZZ ( I ) .- ..- ..... : . - ---.-.-...-----.-----.--------.--.--------- ..-....---
XNI = ~X(N) - XX<I)-..--.-.__ .-.Yru =. YY <N) - YY (1) -..-....-_....-- ..---.--.-..._.-.--.-..-...--.----.-------.------------
Z N 1 .= Z Z ( N ) ••. Z Z ( I ).-------. XMI = XX<M)' XX<I).-.-.- - -- -.~_.-------.---.. --.---._------.-----
YMI = YY<M) YY<I) ..----..--.- ZMI = ZZ<M) ZZ<I) ..-..- --- -..---.------ ..--..-.----. --
XNJ - XX<N) XX<J)--.-----YNJ = YY(N) YY(J) .--...- -._--....-
ZNJ - ZZ<N) ZZCJ)
• X rJlJ' = XX ( M ) XX ( J) --"-'-- ...._-.-.-_.----- .-----
YgJ = YY(M) - YY(J) .-------ZMJ = 22(11-1) ZZ(J)- ..----.-...-.--...------------c---
EL = SGRT(XJI**2+YJI**2+ZJI**2)EH = SORT (XNI**2+YNI**2+ZNI**2) ..-------.-.---. ----
El = SORT(XMJ**2+YMJ**2+ZMJ**2)
IF (EL.GT. 0.0. AND. EH.GT •0.0.AND•.ET;GT';O~O)"GO-TO"-'4--
\'JR I TE ( 6 , :35 )
-------CALL EXIT.---- ... -- .. - ...-------.-.- ... -.-----.-.-.-----.
4 EK = SGRT(XMI**2+YMI**2+ZMI**2)
-EM = SORT (XN';**2+YNJ**2+ZNJ**2) -..------.
EX = (EL**2 + EI**2 - EK**2)/(2.0*EL)
----. WHY = (EH**2' + EL**2'- EM**2) / (2.O'*EL::l
Hl = SQRT(EH**2 - WHY**2)------ H2 -=-- SORT (El**2--- EX**2,------.--
X(l> = 0.0
----V (1)-:-0.0----.--------.---.-- ..
X(2) = EL
Y (2) -'=-'0'. 0 ..--.-....-.---- ..- -.-._-- .- ..- ..-..-- ..-.- ...---.--.-------.
X(:3) = EL-EX
.y (:3) - = H2-- ....--- --- --- --._ ....- ...---. -..-----.-----.-
r X(4) = WHY
1------ Y (4)- = H1 _- -'- .-- - - - - - --.------.
X(5) = H1*EL*(EL-EX)/(H2*(EL-WHY) + H1*(EL-EX»-Y (5) = H2*X (5) / (EL-EX )..- .._-.--------
EMULT = EE/(1.0 - ANU**2)
--.---- DO, 5-'IR-= 1'10 ..--.-.-.--------.---.----.---------------
DO 5 JR = 1,10
5-SK(IR,JR)= 0.0---------.----------.------.--- -----
DO 10 IR = 1,6
--------00 lOJR = 1,6'---'-'-' '-. -- ..-.-.--.---------------.-----------
10 EMAT(IR,JR) = 0.0
--'C **--- PLA i"E 5 TRE55 - E-toiA TR I X------ ..---- .--- ...:-----.---------------------
EMAT(l,l) .= EMULT
----~- EMAT (2'2 )--:- EMULT..- ----.---- 'e---------- ..- --.---.-------.-:-----
EMAT(2,1) = EMULT*ANU
---.---EMAT < 1, 2) .'=.'EMULT*ANU."'--.'-'-"'- - ----.--.
EMAT(:3,3) = (1.0-ANU)/2.0*EMULT--------.LNOO (1)-=--1----.---.--.---..- -------.-----'--.-.-----.------.--
LNOD(2) = 2----.----LNOO (3).=. 5 ..--- - ..-.--_..-.--. -..- .- .-----.-.----.--.----------------
LNOD(4) = 5----.-.-.-.LNOD (5)-=- 2-.------------"-.:'-.C __ ••••. ----.---.------ ••••• -------.---.--.
LNOD(6) = 3
--- ...__ .-LNOD(7).-=4-.---.---.---- --.--.-- ..--.------- ..---.----.-----------
LNOD(B) = 5
---- -- .._. -. L NOD < 9) .:. 3"'- .._. ._.-.' ....----.-- .... -' ..- - '-'--- - ...-.- .---.--.-.---.- ..--------.--.
LNOD(lO) = 1
.._-- -- LNOO(11) . : .. 5- -- ..----.- -"'--'-."-'" .- -- ------- - -.-.--- ----.-.--- ..---------
LNOD(12) = 4
--~-------_._---_._---.;.,....._--~-------------_.---
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(xvii )
--ICOUNT = 0
DO 200 ITR = 1,4
IF(ITR.NE.l) GO TO 20
ICOUNT = 1
lEND = 3
GO TO 30
20 ICOUNT = ICOUNT + 3
lEND = ICOUNT+ 230 JNOD = 0 ._-- --.--.------.--- ----.---.-----.--------.-.-----.----
DO 40 ILD = ICOUNT,IENOJr\lOD= JNOO + 1 .----.- - ---------- --..---------------.-.-'-"-
40 ITNOO(J~IOO) = LNOD(ILO)._~----- .__." IS - lTN.OD (1) ..-----..--0 •. -._0- .• _._-- .....• __ r ••• • •••. •••. .•••.__
...IS- ITNOD(2)...--.--.- NS = ITNOD (3)' ._. -.'----.- .-."-.-..-.----..------..-----------.---.-------
Al = X(JS)*Y(NS)+X(IS)*Y(JS)+Y(IS)*X(NS)'
A2 = X (...IS) *Y (IS) + X (NS) *y(.;S) '+- Y (NS) *X-rIS.)--.----------------.-.
AREA = O.5*ABS(AI-A2)..--.-. -- DO 50 1ST = 1,6 --------.-.. -.-.-.--------.-------------- ..---.----
DO 50 ';ST = 1,6 .- "'-50'B (1ST ,J5T) = 0.0-----..-.-.-.-.~ ...- -.._---.
B(l,l) = Y(JS) - yeNS)
.--- B ( 1 ,3) '=" Y (NS) ..-'Y ( I S,- .--.-.-----..------:.
B ( 1 , 5) = Y ( IS) - Y ( JS ,
-------- B ( 2,2)' = XCNS) - X (JS" --.- ....-- --.-.----.----------- ..--------,-
B(2,4) = XCIS) - XCNS)-------.B(2'6) ..= X(JS).--.-XCIS) .__ ._c. .... . ------ ..------.-- .. --- ..•.
B(3,1) - X(NS) - X(JS) ,B(3,2) - Y(JS) - yeNS) ..-..- -.-.- - ..- -.- .
B(3,3) - 8(2,4)
- B ( 3 , 4) = 8 C1 , :5 ) '- - --- -"-'.' . --,.. .-,..- ----.--- ..----.-- ..--.~. --- --- ---- -_. --. .-.~-- -_.- -.
8(3,5) - 8(2,6)
- ...----- ..-- 8 (3 , 6 ) = B(1 ,5) -. .. -_ ...- -- - -.---. --....-------'--.---- --.------ ..-----
DO 60 1ST = 1,6 .
.------.-- .. DO..60 .JST='1.6'-' .---.----- - ---.--
60 BCIST,JsT) = B(IST,JST)/(2.0*AREA)---.----- ..CALL 'TRPOSE(B'BTR,6,6) .. -..---
. CALL AMTMUL(6,3'BTR,EMAT,BE,6)
---- ..-..-- CALL-' Aiv1TMUL(6,6' BE, B, BTR, 6) ....-.._..
DO 70 KTR = 1.6.---- DO 70 JTR = 1'6 -- - -- ---------.-------------.------
70 B(KTR,JTR) = BTR(KTR,JTR)*TH*AREA----C**.-MAKE LOCAL"'r.1ATRIX-INTO'--ACOLUMN.-.---.----.--.-----------.- ..
IT = 0
---- ..-- 00' 80 '...1'-= 1'6.--.-'-.---.-- ---.--- -------- ..
DO 801 = 1,6--- ... -~-lT- = IT + 1;-' .' .----..... _.._--..-..... ---'.-------- ...~-------- ..- ---'---'---' -----.-.--
80 S(IT) = B(I,J)'--C** -'PACK LOCAL 1\1ATRIX--INTOQUAO.MATRIX.---------.-----.- ..---------.--
IT = 0-- -------- D090 lCOL = 1,:3 - - -. --'-.- - -.._.. --- --------- ..--.-.-.-- --..- ~-- ..- ..~---.- ..- .
IK = ITNODCICOL)
.--------. DO 90 JD I = l' 2' -- ..-.
IACOL = (IK-l)*2 + JOI
--.---.- ..-.00 90 IROW = 1,3" -.. -'" ---:- _-._.__ . --.--.-------------.
IR = ITi'JOO(IROVJ) •
.--------- ..DO 90 101 = 1,2'- ..... ...--
IAROW = (IR-l)*2 + 101.---- ---. IT = IT" + i ".-----"- -.--..-.---.. -----.-.-- --------.
SK(IAROW'IACOL) = SKCIAROW,IACOL) + SCIT)-.- ,~. ~.-.--_ .... -- '-" -_-._-_.-._------._._-_._- - . _._-_._-----_ ..----~...
---_ .•._-_. __ .._-.--_.- •.._ ... - .- ._ ..~_..'~-- .... -'-' ..._.~~.__...._.__~.,_.._._._...._. __._.. .... __ 0_._-.-.---_. -.. ._
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'; (xviii)
NODAL POINT COORDIN
"' •••••• • • _ ••• ••• __ .•••••••••• __ ~ ••• 0" /_ ••••.
i
I
90 CONTINUE
200 CONTINUE
35 FORMAT(lOX,'***ERROR*** INCORRECT NUMBERING OR
lAT[S OF 4-CS1 PANEL.',II)
RETURN
END
SUL:WOUTHJE QUA4 (NGUA4, H1ATK, NODAL, A, XX, YY, ZZ, NBAND)
~--"C**-'-STIFFNESS r"'ATRIxOF 4-NODAL POINT QUfl,ORILATERAL-- .... _.--------,.--
C** PLANE STRESS ELE~ENT OF CONSTANT THICKNESS I
----C*-*" THE SIDES REr-'AIN STRAIGHT AFTER DEFOR1'-1ATIOW-----.-- ..-.-------. -----
DIMENSION E(3,3)'SE(8,8) ,ST(12,12),TR(12,12),TRT(12,12)
-----.- 'OIiv\ENSION XL(4) ,YL(4) ,8(3,8) ,NOD(4) ,SA<12,1'2r--'-'--" ------------
DIMENSION A(IMATK,NBANO)'XX(NOOAL),yY(NOOAL),ZZ(NODAL)
---------- WRI TE e 6,5) . -- ... _-..--- ... - ..._- ._- .....- - .... -""'--.---'-" -----------.---.--.----------
DO 200 IQ ~ 1,NOUA4
--.:-.----- READ (5,15) IS',Js,MS,NS,TH' ANU,EE -...----------- ..-----.-----
WRITEe6,25) IS,JS,MS,NS,TH,ANU'EE
---.:....---- NOD(1) .-=. IS----.-.------.-.-- - -- -..-~----.-----------.--------
NOD(2) = JS
--'--- NOO'( 3 ) -:-MS---------.--.--- ...----.------.----
NOO(4) : NS
-1- :--IS---- -- --.----..- -....._-
J = JS--M" :-'MS ---.-- ..---- -..--- ..------.----.---.- ....
N : NS
-'---C-*'*---SET UP -LOCAl. -COORDINATE--SYSTEM--;--'
XJI = XX(J) - XX'I)
-.--------.- ._-.y JI "=-YY CJ) -'--- YY ( 1)- .-.- ..-..-. - .....- ...-.. -- ----.- ....-------
ZJI = ZZ(J) - ZZ(1)
----XNr-=-- xx CN)-- 'XX' I) - ..-------- ~-.---- .• -.----.--------------
YNI = yyCN) - YY(I)
-ZNI-= -ZZ (N) -'-ZZ' I ).--.--.- -.---------. -----.----------.----.-------
XMI = XXCM) - XX(I)
-.--- "YMI- =-'YY (r•.'1) ---- YY (I )-------.---.---- ...----.
ZMI = ZZCM) - ZZ<I)
---.-.--XNJ= XX (N) '- 'XX <J ).---- -.------------.----.-
YNJ = YY(N) - YY(J)
------ ZNJ-='-ZZ (N)'--- ZZ(J).------.-----.----.----
XMJ = XXCM) - XX(J)
-----Yt-iJ-.= ..YY (M) -- 'YY (J)--.-- ....------.-.-------.
ZMJ = ZZ(M) - ZZ(J)
-EL"=--SGRT CXJI**2+YJI**2+ZJI**2) ---------
. EH = S0RTtXNI**2+YNI**2+ZNI**2)
_.-' ---'---E 1= SORT CXr4J**2+YMJ**2+Zr",J**2) - .. ~--.- ----...:-----.--
IFCEL.GT.O.O.AND.EH.GT.O.O.ANO.EI.GT.O.O) GO TO 7
------. ViR I TE (6,35) IQ-'-'" .... -.. -- -.- -- .. -----------.-- ..--~----~--------------.... - ..
CALL EXIT
-------7EK = SORT (X~I**2+Yt.H**2+ZMI**2 )------.---.--.-.
EM = SQRTeXNJ**2+YNJ**2+ZNJ**2)
------- ...EX = (EL**2 + E1**2 -EK**2)/C2.0*ELY-'
WHY = (EH**2 + EL**2 - EM**2)/(2.0*EL)
--'---'-Hl = SORT CEH**2 - ~IJHY**2)" - --.... -..---.--.-----.-----------------
H2 = SGRTCEI**2 - EX**2)
------ XL (1 ).---=- O. Q' -.-_ '--- - -- -.-.-.- .. -- --.- ---.------.--.------------.
YLCl> = 0.0
----.---- XL (2) . ='-EL-'-- -- ..-----. -- ---- ..-., - ..--..------.------.--.
YL(2) = 0.0
-------- XL(3) = EL-EX~--'-'-""--' --- - .. -.-_ ---- ..---.--- ..--.---.-.-.------ --.-------
YL(3) = H2
.------ ... -_.-.- XL C4 ).- = 'WHY - .... ---.- .-- '-'-' --.- .. --- ... -- .... ---- ... --- ..... - - - ..---.-.- ...------~.--.-------- ...'-.--------.
YL(4) : Hl
-------,-----_..:-._-_ ..---._------_._.-. __ :-.__._----~.---------------
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~. ~-_.-. -~,- .._. __ ...._---_ .._------_._._ ..._-_._ ..._-_._-_ .._-_._.,-
(xix)
00 10 IE = 1,3
00 10 JE = 1,3
10 E(IE'JE) = 0.0
C** PLA~E STRESS E-MATRIX
EMULT = EE/(1.O-ANU**2)
E (l , 1) = Er"1ULT
E<2,2) - EiV,ULT
E(1,2) • Er,lULT*ANU.- ..-----.E (2,1) = Er.iULT*ANU ---.--..---.----------------.--------
E(3,3) = (1.0 - ANU)/2.0*EMULT_ ...C**- -CLEAR ARRAYS. OVERWRITE MATRIX E BY.'.UppER-TRIANGLE-U .•-----.---.--- ..- .
DO 3 K = 1,8
--._- .-. DO 3 L' = K,8
3 SE(K,L) = 0.0
- -- ---. E ( 1 ' 1) = SQRT ( E ( 1 , 1) ) ---- ... .-_...- .. ----.,----- ... ---.--.---------.-------
E(1,2) = E(1,2)/E(1,1)
--.-----.-- E(1,3) - E(1,3) /E (1,1 ).. ... ..- -.-...-- ----.--------------.-----
E(2,2) - SQRT(E(2,2) - E(1,2)*E(1,2»-..-- -----E (2 ,3) = (E(2 ,3) - E (1,2)*E (l,3»/E (2,.2r
E(3,3) = SGRT(E(3,3)-E(1,3)*E(1,3)-E(2,3)*E(2,3».--C:Ii*."START GAUSS QUADRATURE LOOP •.-....---------....-- ---.--.-..- .------.-----
00 20 II = 1,2------- DO -"20 JJ =--1, 2 -~,-_.-.---.~-._.-.-.-.~ -...-..---.-.-....-.--_...-----.--.---
CALL SHAPE(II,JJ,XL,YL,B,DETJAC)
--'C**---'-OVER\IJRITE MATRIXB BY U.S. _ - --------------.
DO 9 K = 1,3
.-.----- ...00. 9-L= 1,8 .----- ..--.--- ..--- .. -::--..--- ...---- ..-.---
DUM1 = 0.0
--.--- 00'8 M = K,3 -- -
B OUM1 = OUM1 + ECK,M)*B(M,L)
.. -_._- .... 9 8 (K, L) = OUr--l1 - .-- .. '_.- .-.-.--.--.--- ..--- ....---.------~-----
C** ADD IN CONTRIBUTION TO ELEMENT MATRICES.--------DUMl = DETJAC.. . -.._ ..-.---..-.--------.---- --.----------
DO 20 NROW = 1,8'--.-_.-:.-.00 -20 NeOl-;: NROW, 8-.--------:---.. --------
DUM2 = 0.0
----.- 00.18 L- =1,3- . _..... _...---..... - ... -0 - ••••••• ----.-
18 OUM2 = OUM2 + B(L,NROW)*BCL,NCOL)--..---...20-SE(NROW,NCOL) = SE(NROW,NCOL) + DUM1*OUM2- ..--.--.---.--------
C** QUADRATURE ENDED.COMPLETE STIFFN~SS MATRIX BY---C**'- SYf\.;rwiETRY.AND f\.1ULTIPLYBYTHE PANELTHICKNESS--.-----------.----
DO 30 K = 2'8
---~ ._.--..- DO . 30 L - =-- 1 ; K --.----.---- ..- .-.--._--.-_..- ~-..---- ----.-.----.
30 SE(K,L) = SE(L,K'
---.--. -.-.. 00 40 K--:: l' S .. -.------.-.-.-.-. - ..
00 40 L = 1'8--- .'40. SE (K,L) = TH*SE (K,Ll-.-.'.- -..._.-._.-.-.-...-------.-----.- ..--.---.--
C** PREPARE ,ROTATE AND PACK ELEMENT INTO STRUCTURE-.--..c**.-STIFFNESS r'~ATRIX ---.--- --..----.---------..----------.
CALL PREPEL(S,SE,ST) .CALL-' PLATRA CIS,JS, NS,XX,YY,ZZ'NODAL,.TR)-----.-.-_.-----.. --.-------
CALL TRPOSECTR,TRT,12,12)_.--....--- .-CALL AMTMUL (12,12,TRT,ST ,SA,12)'-.-----..-..-...-----...----------.-----,- ..
CALL A~TMUL(12,12,SA'TR'ST,12)_.-._.- -.CALL ELEPAC(12,ST,A,NOD,H1ATK,NBANO) -..-- ...- ---..-.-----.-- ...
.200 CONTH1UE...._---.. 5 FORMAT (lOX, 'QUA4 PANEL DATA t , /) .. - --- -- -;----_ -..0- ••• -.------ •• - -. __ .-- -.-.-- ••
15 FORt-1AT()
- ..-- -- 25 FORi,~AT( 1OX, 4 16, 3E13.4) _.
35 FORMATC10X,'***ERROR*** INCORRECT NUMBERING OR NODAL POINT COORDIN
..
. .- . ." - '" . . . .. . .'... .. .. - - - " "
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(xx}
lATES OF QUA4 ELEMENT,CARD NO.t,I61/)
RETUf~N
END -
:, •• ~ •• ' ._. ~ •• " .••. __ ~ __ • • ~ ._. • __ •••. _._ •• ~_ •. __ .••. J _. ,_ ••
._-.- - ---- --SlJ~;;Ot ITTIJE R(i[:EL3 (Ftc." RE, XX, yy, 7.7., JR' KR, HODS, NODALr------- _----l-- - -.-
DIMENSION R0US(12,ll),XX(NOOAL),YY(NODAL),LZ(NODAL)
HJ 3-DIM.
.. _. 0'. _ ••• __ .••, .. __ . •••..••• " • __ • •__ ••.•••. __ • _--(.- .._------------ -- _ .... - ._-- -c.. CAlCULATIO~ OF END-LOAD ELEMENT STIFFNESSES--c----------.------- --- . --_._-------._-------...-.--. ----.---.--.
N = 6
----.---OIFX -=. XX(K[-() --XX(JH)-----".----.-.------------------------
DI~Y = YY(K~)- YY(Jn)
.f)Ir z- = .ZZ (I',fO'- lZ (-...Irn-- - ..- .. -----0--.--------.
EL = SQkT(~lFX**2 + ~IFY**2 + DIFZ**2) .
1F - (::L. GT • (j.-O )-Go-ro-.-1- ..-....------------.-----_.---
~'irUn:(6 , J5 )
------C-AtL"" -EX IT-------'--------- ..-.--..--:-----.------.-.
7 RO = SOHT(DIFZ**2 + DIFX**2)
-e-:..-r-TR-.n.7~S-F Ol-\~1J\T I ON--COEFF-I C-IErJTS--.
z = r-{A*~IE/EL
-1'T 1-= -[.'rl F X IEt.;.---
112 = D1FY IEL .
T-tj-:--Dl Fl/Et:--------.-----.-------------.------------------
1\ = Tl1>!<Tll*l
------------'-'-tr=- T-l-l ~Tt2 ~Z------------- ..---..---.
C = Tll*1"13A:Z
--------::-~~i.t/~~~T-l~#-C -------------- .--.---.-----.----
E = T1.2>j;11j~Z
F----"'f.13~1''1-:)"*'2----- ---------- ..-------._.c. _
:{O;:::S ( 1 ':> = A
:.------.--. --(, 0(,) S (;> , :-). --=- g-----..--.----- .--.- -----------------.-- ----------.- ----. ---
;.~0;jSC~'1.) = C
~.:)~.S-(LI-'--'~'''>-::---.:.; A-------.----.----~-- ---.--------------~~""--~--
:<. (J;'; S ( ~.5, :.) :: -6
:IC~,S_r6-,-~=--C
:'::-(,05(2'2) = D
-----.7C.~S-('3.~T-=--E-------------~--.----.---
~';UL,Sf..I.I.2i = -B
'-r.:.:,~;t:,~i;;t--=-.--D-.---------
.::CoUS ( 6, ;: ~ = -E
...~~G-s-'t:;.',,-:rr-- ::-.-r-.--------------- --
?('!C:S (4 ~:):. = -c
;c ,~,'J:;-\'5;:) ,--::--.~c_:_---.----.-.--,.------
~-(.:;5 .:;..• :3 ; :;;: -F
---. -- ?'::'J: '~-4-;.--4!.--=--A------.-- -.------.-.----- .-_.----.-----------.-------.----
.~.,..•OS;~5; I •. :; = D
,:-:--J::.-~.r-n-.•t~--r::---c--------~-_._.-- -~~-----------.
;~.-•.-~-:.st::: ~~.~' ~ D •
--::-~!"2S-~6.~1.~~;-~- e:---_ ..'-.---._. -_.~;-_.--.._.._..--..--.-.:-.-----------.-------------
:,':~.~-"o;6'\ .:: F
-- ---.-'-1.C=-- [,!,;,. r-- -...-------.-.- .-.-----. - -.- --.- ---.. -_.-- ------.---.---.------
;),,-. r:O ,J :: 1, ~,:1.------r-::,---=----;:r-+-.--r- ---- -.------.-.--- ....-----"-.--_.----.-----------.-.------ ...
.):., ?(l : ::: lO,N
---- ~-.:.::;s r ~l ;-: ). -:~ ..i-\OuS ( I ,'J )---._. . '" .
20 C0.-.;TI!';UE
-- --35-7--7':i~';I\ T~'...O~C;-, ~. ~F.Rr<or~.*** ..At,l EtJDLOAOElEr-1ENT-HAS-l\lO---CENGTH-;-CHECK-NOC
lr.~. ;:')OI~i;tlU~1J[fur~v .o,ND COOROINATES' ,II) .--.- ....?-I.i)Rl'y------ .. - ..-.._.. -...-. - ._---- ---.'--.--.--._. .-------------------- -----.--.-
;':"r"'i:'I.
-.'-.... I--_._-_._._ .._----_._--_ .._--_ .._-----_._ ..__ ...~--_. - - - . - -_. __ ... - .__ .._ .. _ ... -..-_ .. _ .._-_ ..... -, •._-_.~_.-~_ .. __ ._-----------------
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._-------_.-. ----_._-----:-- _._-_.- -_.~-_._---_._---
(xxi) -
SU~ROUTINE SUPORTCA,B,IMATK,NBAND,IDISP)
C.* INSERTION OF SOUrJDi\RY CONDITIONS.
DIMENSION ACIMATK,NRANO)'B(IMATK)
00 5 a 0 lOIS = 1, I DI SP -- - -.' - -_ - - -.-.- -. ---- -. -'- .. -.- - -.'- _.-
REAO(5,sO)INOD,ID,DISP ~
\'JRI TE C6,515) HJOD, 10, DISP .------;-------.----. -..-------.: ..---.-.... - .. -.. -...,.-.-- - ..
NROWK = CINOO - 1)*3 + 10
A CNROWK , 1) = 1.0' . - -. - - -.. ---- •. - ---
8CNROWK) = DISP
.--.---- --.-. 00 430 J :: 2,NBANO---------.---.-------- ...-------------- ...-.-- .•------- .•...:.-.---- ..-.
N R :: N f~0 WK + 1 - J' .
--.------ ..- _.. NC = NROVJK-1 +J .__._..- .---------.----.--------.----- -.-..-.---..------ --- - --- -._.....
BCNR) = BCNR) - OISP*A(NR,J)
._-_ .. -- B CNC) :: B (NC) - D1SP*A (NROWK'.J')-'-_._-- ---------.- ----_. .._ ..-._--
A(NROWK,J) ::0.0
IF(NR)430,430,42~
425 A(NR,J) :: 0.0
---.--.4 30CONT I NUE"".---- -----..------------.--.------------------- ..--------
500 CONTINUE
'-_.'- 50 FORMAT C. ) _.. ---------------.----------- ---.--.- .. ------------
515 FORMATC10X,2I6,E10.4)
:-._-~----:- RETURN-- .. -.--.----.--- __-.-...-_.-.-.--.--------------------------.---
END
••• ----'."_. .• _ •• •• •• __ 0. _. ~ .•• • • ~---- • _
SUBROUTINE SOLVE{A,B,NN,IMATK,N6AND~
---'C.'*'-'- GAUSS ELIMINATION SOLuTION OF' EGUATtO"NS--rBANDED-"COEFFIC IENT~MATRIX'-
DIMENSION ACIMATK,NBAND)'B(IMATK)
. 'C**'--' REDUCE rljATRIX .....---. ------.
00 300 N = 1,NN
.-----.-.--.1 :: N -..- ...---.---..- ----...------------------.-- ..-----.------.---
DO 290 L :: 2,NBANO
--.-------- ---1'= 1+-1- --.--.- - -.0----
IF(ACN'L» 240,290,240
.----.-:240..C= "AC N,L)IA"(N'l)-.------.--.--- .
.) :: 0
-----7-- DO 270K ::--L, NBANO-- ..------.----
J :: .) +. 1
--._- .. - IF (A (N, K) ) -260,270,260 ..-----------.-.-----
260 ACI,.) :: ACI,') - C*ACN,K)
------270. CONTINUE' ---.-.---.----:--.---------------.- .---.----------- ..~-
280 ACN,L) :: C
---c**--- AND LOAO-VECTOR----------------------- ..--.- ..----- ----.--
C** FOR EACH EQUATION
----.-- ..- B(1) :: 8CI) --C*8 CNr--------.---------------------.-.--.-- --'--..-....- ----
290 CONTINUE
------ 300 B (N) :: B (N )-1 A CN, 1) --.-------------.----.-.--------- ...- ..-- -- ...--.... ....:...-.------
C** BACK SUBSTITUTION .
- -- ... --.. N = NN --. -.-..-- -... -- ..-.- .. -.-.--.--------. --.--- ...------------ .....--- ...- ....- .- ----- ...----.--.--
350 N ::N-1
. IF CN) 500,500,360 .--.---- -------.- -----.---- .-..-- '--'--- --.--- ---- ..-
360 L = N ,
00 400 K :: 2, NBAND-..--.------.-.--~--- ..---- .._------ ..--.----.--- ..--.._.-~-------
L ::L + 1
IFCA(N,K» 370,400,370"-' -..---------.-----.-- ....-.------ ...----- ... -~-.-....- . - -"-'-'-
370 B(N) = BCN) - A(N,K)*B(L)
400 CONTINUE"- ...----. -.-_..... -----:--.-~---.-.- .. --:-- --------------- -- .--.-.----.--.-.~ ... -.
GO TO 350
-'--" ~_ ...•- .....• -._._-~.._ - -------_._.- - -_.__ _.~_._,-_ .•--...• -._._--- ..__ ---"._""- - .•. _ ..__ .-.---_._._ .•.._._".--~_..
'500 RETURN
END .
-.--_.__ .._---_.-- -_ ..__ .__ ._------_.__.,,--------. -------_.-. __ .__ ....• -._---_._- .- _ ..__ ._-----._'--_ ..•_._---- .__ . -----_."---- _.__ •..._. __ .-
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(x>:<l1 )
••• __ ~ •• • __ •.• _~_ - __ • ••• _~. '_+0 •• _' _ •••• .• ••• _. __
SUBROUTINE QUAPAC(NGAT,I~ATK,NODAL,A,XX~YY,ZZ'NBANO)-----C** STIFFNESS tJlATRIXFOR 4-CST GUADRILAT(PLMJE STRESS) -------.-------------.-
DIMENSIoN SK(10,10),S(B,B),ST(12,12),TR(12,12)
o rr-:Er'"S ION TRT (12'12) ,STR <12,12) ,STF C12,12) ,~jODC4) --._._-.----------.--
DI~ENSION A(IMATK,NBANO),XX(NODAL),YYCNODAL),ZZ(NOOAL)
------ - OHiEr~S I ON G10 (8) , 09 (e) --.- . ~.------- ....-.---.----.------ ...-...-----.-.--.---.-
WRITE(6,5)--_ ..'....00 100 rOT = 1,NQAT'-- .-_..-....-----.-----.-.- -------- ....--.-.~.------
READ(5,15)IS,JS,MS,NS,TH,ANU,EE •
----- -- - "'JRIT E ( 6 , 25 ) IS, JS ' r-1S, NS , TH, ANU, EE--.---- -.----- ..-.---.-------. -----
NOD (1) = IS
- --_ .... NOD(2) =JS - .-- -"--' ...._-_ ...- ..- ..-... -------- ..-- ...--------.- ...---.---
NOD <:3) = MS----- -_. NOD (4) = NS - .. --.- -- .... - ._... ..- .... - c .. • •__ .
CALL GUATRI(XX,YY,ZZ,TH'EE,ANU,NODAL,SK'NOO)----C**.--REouCE SK tv~ATrUX'TO AN axe - . -... - .. -... -----.- ..------
01 = SKC10,9)/SK(10,lO) - SKC9,9)/SKC9,10),----- 02 = SK( 10,10)/5K(l0,9) - SKC9,10)/SKC9,9) ..--------------------
Do 50 13 = 1,8
--.----010 C13) = SK C9, I3)/ (SKC9'9) *02)- -"'5K<1 a ,--r 3 )IC SK (10',9 )*O~)
09(13) = SK(9,I3)/(SK(9,lO)*Dl) - 5K(10,I3)/(SKC10,10)*Ol)SO-CONTINUE ..----- ..- ----. . --..----
DO 70 IROW = 'l,e
---- 00--70 ICOt:--=:-l,e- ---.--------
S(IROW,ICOL)=SK(IROW,ICOL)+Q9(ICOL)*SKCIROW,9)+OlO(ICOL') *
CSK( I RO\'J , 10 ) --._-.--_.~.- -..----------.-. --- ----.
70 CONTINUECALL:'---PREPEL(8,5'ST)---...---- ..--------...
CALL PLATRhCIS,JS,NS,XX,YY,ZZ'NOOAL,TR)-"Cf,LL---TRPOSE(TR,TRT, 12,12)-" ...----.--------------------
CALL AMTMUL(12,12,TRT,ST,STR,12)
----CALL..- Ar-HrviUL<l2,12,5TR,TR,5TF, 12 )"-----
CALL ELEPAC(12,STF,A,NOD,IMATK,N6AND)..-"_.~-oo-CONTINUE----:-----....--.-..-- --- -.-----------------------
5 FORMAT(lOX,'4-CST PANEL DATA',/)15-FORr.,iAT(-)----..------..------------..----:--
25 FORMAT(lOX,416,3E13.4)---- RETURN-" ---- ---------..~ ---- ..-~--------..-----------
END ,,__ ._.>-------_ .._------. -------------~.~._._----_._ ._ ..__._-------------
--------------_.
---.-------SUS~OUT!NEPLATRA (IS;JS,NS ,XX,YY,ZZ,NOOAL,Tr---------- ..._--------.---.
C** PLA~E ELEMENT TRANSFORMATION MATRIX(VECTOR METHOD)
---C** LOCAL CooRDINATE SYSTEM SET UP \'JITHI ANO"J 'ON THE--LOCAL-X-AXIS-.----
DIMENSIoN T(12,12),XXCNOOAL),YY(NODAL),ZZ(NODAL)
---.------ XrH - =. xx CNS)- --xx ( 15 )------- - -..- ---------
YNI = yyCNS) - YY(IS) ,
--- "----bJI-= ZZ(NS)-' ZZ( 15)-.- ....--- .":--. ------.---.-- ..-------------. -----.
XJI = XX(JS) - XX(IS).-- --- YJI = -YY (JS)- yY C15) .--..--..'--.....-----..---..-...- ----------.. -.--------.--.--------...-.-
ZJI = ZZ(JS) - 22(15)__________ ...__ .._. .~_~_ ..~. _. , ... ... __ .--_ .._._0. -----._---_._------------
-------- ----------------------------_._----------'-----------
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(xxiii)
~...~.._--- ._--.-. __ .•.._-_._-- -----~_...~._--------_._...-
.... _.... __ ._ ..... --_ ... -_ ...__ .._--------_._-.-._._-_._-----_._ ..
~ _~ _._-_ _.:- - -_._-_._._--- _._._.~----_._-._-
--.- _ -.- '. ".' - .- .---_ ..~._.~.._.,._-_ .._-_. __ .-._------,--_.-
-XNJ = XX(NS) - XX(JS)
YNJ = YY(NS) - YY(JS)'-'ZNJ = ZZ(NS) - ZZ(JS).---- .. ----.-- ..------- ...----.--.------ ..- ..- ...--- ..-
EL = SQRT(XJI**2 + YJI**2 + ZJr**2)
-.---.--. EK = SQRT(XNI**2 + YNI**2 + ZNI**2)--" .. --..... ----.--.------ ..--- -------
EH = SORT(XNJ~*2 + YNJ**2 + ZNJ**2)
----.------ \'JHY = (EK**2 + EL**2 - EH**2) / (2. O*EL' ....----------------------.-.--
Hl = SQRT(EK**2 - WHY**2)
.~.----- - AREA = O. S*EL*H1'-- ...----- -- '-' -_ ..-. -.--.- •.-- ..--- ..--------
A - XJI/EL-.----- .-- B = YJI /EL --- -- -.- -.--" - -- --..-------- --.--.----------.-
C = ZJI/EL-.------- .. G = (YJI*ZNI - ZJI*YNI)/(2.0*AREAr-- ...----------.-------------
H - (ZJI*XNI - XJI*ZN!)/(2.0*AREA)
-'--"--- P - (XJI*YNI - YJI*XNI)/(2.0*AREAr-----.-;--------------------------
o = H*C - P*B------ .. ----- E - P*A' - G*C ..---.- ------- - ..-.-- ..-.-- ..-------------.-----------.---
F = G*B - A*H---'00 10 I : 1'12---.--.------ ..--..-.----------
DO 10 J : 1,12.-.--------~.T ( I ,J r--:" 0-'''- ----- ..-----.-- ..•.- -.-- ..-~-.-.---.---.----.-
10 CONTINUE--~--- T(1,1) .':" A---.-------- ..----- ..--.----...-..----.---.-.-.------.-------------
T(1,2) = B:-------r (1; 3) --= ..e----:--.-.---.------- ._--.. ..------.----
T(2,1) = 0.-------T (2,2r-"=' E.--.---.-------.------.---~------.------
T(2,3) = F
-"---"-'-T (:3,1)'.='- G-----------.----- ..----.------.-----.----
T(3,2) : H
-.----.T (3,:3):P-- ..-.-------.--.--------. . . --------- .
T(4,4) = A
-'--'---'--T (4, S) -=' B -----~.-.--- ..-.-.-.-----".-
T(4,6) =C'---T (5,4 roo=' 0----.---------- ...--- .. -"-'...--------------------.------.
T(S,5) = E
------T(5,6) --= p--.-----.----- ..-..-----------.--.-
T(o,4) = G
--'" .---T (0, 5)- =' H-:.----- ._- ----.- .....-.---- ...
T(o,6) = P--.--.-----,--- T ( 7 , 7 ) -- =-..A ._--"- ..----- -----..:....---. - - -.----.---------------~--~.--.--
T(7,B) = B..-. __....--- .-.T (7,9) - =. e .-. ......--------.----.- .-----------.-.-.-----.----... .----.-.-----------.-.------
T(B,7) : 0--.-_ ..- .._--'-T(8,8 )...= E .-...-.....-.-- ..-.----..-.- ..-..--.-- ...--.-------,.--.----.--.-------------
T(B,9) = F ..
.--- ..-_ ..-. T (9,7)" = ..G---.- --..,..--- ---..- ..-,-. -.--" - --------- ----
T(9,B) : H--._ .. "---'T (9,9) =. p' ..- - -..-._ - --..--- -_ - --.----- ..--.------~- .._..-..-.---------.---
T(lO,10) = A.._ -. _ .. T (10,11) = B';'" -.- - .-- --- ..-..--- ---.--- _-- _ ------ ..<---------.,
T(10,12) = C..---------..-.. T(11,10) = 0"'" .. --- .... -~ .... -----.--- ..----- .---. --"--' ... ------ ....------- ... ---.---.---.--- ..--------
T(11'11) = E
---- ..---.-- T (11,12)' = F .....
T(12,10) - G
.--_..--.'---"'-' T(12,11) - H-.-- --- ---
T(12,12) = P
--------------RETURN -----.- .. - ~ - .
END
.-._--,-_ .._ ..---.__ .•.•.~..-._-- .-_.__ ;~ _ •........_._ -- -.. - --_ ..•.. -'" .~.•.~.', . •• _0" ~~ ••••• ••• __ •••• _ ••• •• • -,. • •
. ..•.-.~... .-... . _ - - . - - .
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(xxiv)
. ,
•
- ._--_._ .._-~--._--"-'--'.--.-. ... _.------ ----------_ .._---_._------_._--- ----_._"_ .. ",---'--'-.'.-
-- ._-_ ....__ ._ .._.- _ .. ' ..•--------- .... . -- _._- -- -_._-_._-- -------------_.~~-_.__ .._._--_._. ---- -.- . -, .. - .-- - --".
--_.__ .._------_ ..•._ .•.-------_._---------------_._---------_. ----- ..._--- •. _- "--_."._. . -- .'-'." ---.-.
----------- --------------------------- • __ ._--_._- __ • __ -0 _ ". __ ._.. • ••. • •• _
---_._-----------_._-------- ----------------'--- •..__ •.._.-._ ...__ ....•----..,.--- ... _- ".-- ._-_ ..... "--"_._-_._--
.-..--t-'---- ---.----.----------.-. '---~---.---.-----.---------_.---.-- ..- -.- - -----..-.--._-".
i
r I
!
i
' - -.-.----.---.---.-.-- ..----..---- --.--------------.-.----------T-.--..... "-'.-"-"-- .
I
SUb:~ ':\1 IT I rJ:: I~f IJ\STR (I JG AT, U' NOD.e.L, :x:X, yy, 22)
---c-.•.-.•..--5r~E5SF:S-.I_:"JTH[ -,r-CS T. PI\NEl (r-'L.o.nE5n~:ESs-)-------. -.------
D I.'.1E('.:S 1(I r J iJ ':-1() ( ~~ ) , U U , ~J 0 C)1",l) , -..;( 12 , 12) , Vor ( 12 , 12)
------:)I~~2j.)~~Jr)N---T(J2 rX2)-,'x:'X( '"JODAL) , YY(tJOD,ll,t-).,-zt-tnn[)Al.;-)
D I :"i~;"JS1 'ifJ [P5)« ~i) , EPSY (4) , EPSXY ( 4) , Sl< ( .1. 0'10) , OUP (8)
L.•...!-;-i~~~;~::jtT~N--S-J:GXt~r-)--,-S-l.vy(.4), SIGXy(4)------.---.-----------
/.'r( 1n:(6 , 6 0 ) .
Do---h;c;'-I GT .=- -':'-t'~'(~J\j----------------- ---
R.:::':i',O(;:., J. 5) 1S, y$, :\15, f!S, TH' ANU, EE
:\;=:>O (-l-)---=--rs----- .---------.-----.---.
",IOJ ( ,:) = '"'S.~~vJ(:n -=~';5-.-----.--~-.---'------"--
~!oD (!.~) = ~JS
--. -c-~.'---SE,-tJP-L()C r.c -coC'rDTru,Tr:--sYsTDr--c-------------- .------
XX\ = XX(~S) - XX(NS)
--------'( ,~~~-;:-yy-()~ ~;-)-.---\' '( ( :""'!s )---.------. --"-"--"--'--' -...-------------- .-~---------
z~.;;. = z~: ('"i'~) - zZ (HS)
--x.Jl--';:-XX(-JS) ...••.--xX( IS )------ ..-- --.-~ .._.---------.---.---~-----
r~I = rY(JS)- yY(:S) . .
-- .-----. -(~Jr'::- -zzr-J sr-- •..-z l. '-:ST--.-- ....:_--._-.----.
~~~I = ~X(~~~) - r~(:s)
----------r:.~r--=-~y(:.;:.'- -•.--'1'1' C;-ST- --.---.-.--.-------.----- .------------------- ..
\ Z~.~l .= i-:Z(~~:..~I - 22<1-;}
----\ '~~~.T--='-:-;...1",~::;)---~-';"'A {,)',51-.--.-- •.---------.--------
\ Y~J = Y'(~3) - ¥T~JS) . ._____ .. 0______ __ .. __.. _.:......_. __ ._. . __ . _ .. _ " . 4 __ ._ .. ._._._>--_. ..~_ .. _ . .._ . ~. _ .
\
\
\, .-.~..-
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fx);v)
.-- .._.- -- - i:~~'.,j ..•- , '--, I - -. .. ( 1':- IL •.~ , .;."" , ..••• J. , _. ,
.\
( ". j ;.. x \ 1 )". . .•. '- ., , ::...
- - •. .._._-- r..' .•. - 'o.e. t ,. , : '.''r .; .. ... - .1 .. :.\ )-. -. -. ~ ',., ) ..., ;1 I ., , ..
(. ... ,.-:. -- .. I--------- . .... ,. \J .- ., ... •. ~ --, , .. ,"" .- "/', ,,'" -.I: ,•.. I ,I \ ., , ~ '." " .- .J'..: ;• . " 0 I •
- .•• ._. _ r'o' •• - ••• _, --_. _._. __ •..•.~ •.••_- ._ •• '--- ._ •• _ ••••••• -_ •• _- -_.- _ •••
----.-.--.--------.-~.:'-, -- .~_ ..• t,,~.' .••.•.••• - ._-.
'_ ..•" •. ~._ ... _ 4. . ,.. I
L. :.: s(n~Tc.:;,Jl~oJ2 .~ -':'.)1*4"2 + Z,JI**2)
-----.---T::~ -= S~-,./Tc.;,;~n~4::+ y~~r**2+ ZIH**2r-----.----.-- ...-----.-----.-.--------
!-.I = S,-;.T(!;i'~J~»2 .• Y~~,J**2 + b1J**2)--.--~~._-= 'f:=,I~:~.:T(~ :\~I;';'j;2.•. \{~'.J *'•.2 "+ - Z!\I\!.**;~~)------.----.-----.---------.----
:::\' - ~~;.!".:T(..:.i'"J •• 2 .• Yr-i"J"'t2 + 2t4J**2)
-----.----'C~J=. S',~~TC •.~~I'~;,;.•.2: - y,\l,~~.q2.+2i'J1N.*2.)--------------------, ------
[x = (LL"~2 + CI*u2- EK.*2)/(2.0*[L)
--- --------;J~;y .::.- (~H)\ ~.z----:-.EL>C)t;~••[1." *2) / (2 ;0*[L1---- ..--.-----.--- --.----------~.-
. Hl = ::,:,I:,:T (u: •...;..z - ~.~!'.'**2) '.
----.--~-i~.-=.-~, ":7~t. '"t:.I" ~2 _.••. [1:'1:*2 )',_.._.- _..__.__. -------
._.
- -
-------_._----- ----
-NOVY-- ._--
LECTION
0) ---------- ---- I--- ----
.9)
- -
-----_._._-------- --
. ----~---- ._---_._--
•------
--
---~--__::'r~.-3D-": .t--::-- -:--,'0- -.---.-------.----- ..-- - --~.-.--.--.-----
T(TI = TOTl + SK(4,::)*OUPCI1)
'-~-":-1'2--= 7UT 2 -"'{-.S~~, : 0', :-:-)-* out> Cr 1)------
30 CI~.~.:fIi\jl IL
-~J 0--::--( ";'"0: ;-/St\T9,~n'-.~- ToT2/S~~ (10'9') )"/0-2-
~;-:' ::: (To;.':'/St'~C<J,10) •• TOT2/SK(10,lO) )/01
-:c+¥--- F~;:-~'S't'i:-r:-J\~JGtc------.-.---- ----- ------.-..---.-.------
.l\.:,',~~j; = n.:) '*~:L*'t0
DO 20 Ie = :,4
.~~\,)--.~fr-~-?..=-.-l-,-~--.----------_ ..--_._._-
IT = 1; .•.1
----- -- --[X};.> (1 T) ::-"v"': t ~H ,'1 C ).--:--------- ------.- ...- ------
20 CJ:.jT lf~tI~
- ----- --1(jTl~'= lr'-""-- . ----- ----..,-- --- --- ---------------
T.~T~ = 0
)\(1 = il:'''i:L*'lL-C.::.)/(H2*(CL-',vHY) + Hl*(EL-[X»------r-c.--.-= -'I,~"';\T - ,'-eEL-EX) .----.,-.- ..-----------.-------
D~: 10 JC :: 1,:;
------:-,::-::-::- i',V~:1(-JC ).-.--- _ .._- ----.----.--.- --.--
S .':, lOY.;~ =- 1, ~
-.----v (-;\2-,-.,}(') ::--u (1~2;Nr~J.---------- ..-.-----.-
10 CC:.;TIi\!I.'E
--C-l\Lt-PL~-r,Tt~.':.( I~-;'0S ;.r~s,-;'~,yy, 22, NODAl:,-j-}-
C.ALL f.:'I,n~iJ~(~\,L~,T,v,\jT,12) .
: ,'I'LC ,~! :r(r~n( ;\~~,',''t ,ZZ. 'r •• , EE, ,tl.N'.) ,;',;ODr.t_-,-SK,
C",* Ctl~C'_iL~ilO~J OF THL [L:~'i~~~r,T[OPOHrrrs DEF
------.-.:r--::- :-;-'~.T;:(r;9)/9~':l),:::0)--- SK (9,q )/SK (')"1
D~ = S(lO,lU:,'SKCIQ,9) - SK(9,lO)/SK(?,
------'1-,-=--n-- . .----------.--..--.---..-------------
----.--Zr:.-~,.\T'Cl)"-."::--'f: ~':()*"2::'OP'T: f-~'+--Yo~<£)o.)f)r3f> ;(--~2-'-Ci */.;(~"Ci\y=.~==-~~._-~~'":"~~.,
::';.:-~,y ( 1.) :: '( ;,O-[L) "L1\)P (2} -;~o,~[tl)p (LI-) +EL:401n) / (2. O*AREA) ;
-------:.-::::::'.:'f(:T ---::---.(()~O-[L j ~<DUP':)-YO;:.DUPT2Y;;.XO*OlJPc:r>-+YO*DUPl4T
C+:~vU9)/(2.UUARC~)
- c-:;-•••-- - s::::~~1:jD--;-:...:-'!.!•..~~G"L:.:c'''----------- -----.-.-- ...-....---------.-----------------
A;. :: t-J_~~~2 -.} ':(,* 'CL-[X)
------t\-2--=---~-,;. ~-o-''''---(12.;<';0' - --- - -- ....------ ..------ ..-.
~~~A = G.5*AJ~tAl-A2)
-:::-:::.~,~(Zi-.::--T ••::i~.::::.,.•.:l- T .. (H~-':O} *OUP( 3)-T"'.rO''-DUPT5Y)1(2~ O*AREK
':..':>:, Y (2..' :: ('.r.,:'i\:;.:.:' 0'- (;~\) •• (CL"[~\ > ) *DLJP (4) + ([L-)(O) "'DUP (6) ) / (2. *A
---.;:-;-::;~,:'f'(';.?r-::( -E~.;.\.n;";i 12""v:' u+( ;(0-- (CL-L)C) r*DUP'( 3-) + (H2--YO r*DUP nnc f(~L-Y0).JUP'S) + Y0.~UP(0)/(2.0*ARE~)
EA)
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. .._._.~ .."-' -'-~._'-"-- --- ..- .._--_._- -- -~_. -_._-_ ..._----
<: I: ~YO) *DUP (:;) ) / (2.0 "'1\ ,f.1\ ) -'-'-'"
-en) MH 0+ (XO-'IJHY l *DuP 6))
.,.- ... ""--- _._-_._~---._.---~---_. -_ ...
12) )~Dl)f' (B > + (\'JHY- (EL-Ex) '-09
'r*DUPT6Tl/ (2 ';0": AReA')
.
,r (7) )/(2.0*ARCA)
:-DUP r0Tr7T2-;O*l.RE~-)
.up (2) -\~HY)t(~9 +111*Q 10
--,---- ..
- -
) +fd'Jl) ••.[PSY ( Inn )
.'\-)+,ri. ~JU"'r.:'P$X-c-ITRj)-
--
S)(Y (Inn
.
---
-_ ..._.__ .
'""- ._-- .._----- -_._-._-_. - -_ •...- -_._. -_._----_.- _.- ..'. -_ ...._-
( :) ,5IG~<C :) ,SIeYCI) ,SIC Y(I.> ,
...- .....~,._ ..__ ._.-~------.•..._.__ ...._. --- ._.-._-~..- _._-_._-.-
-_.
R[ss--m:co VEHY.-,f,-30X.,-3 0- .,.,......:.)--.-
.,-/-)--------_.-. --
pSy, , 1v ~(, '[PSXy' ,RX, .SI IJX' 'HX,._--
.- , , E1~. L~ , , I\VSIGXY:: ,, 13.4)~
.._-----
- - -
----
XX, YY,7Z.,-NBAND,-.:JIO)---- ----..
OR PLANE STRAIN)
E ( 6 , 6 )---.-----
r12 ) ,CSTRC12,12)
2'12)
,_.
L)_ .._--_._ .._-------_._-_.- _._--
-_. .-
- .__ .~_. __ .-.-----_. ----- -------
-_ .. _ ...... _._.~-_ .._._. ---- -_._-_.-.-
..._-_ .....---.--- ,. -- -
. tJ~'-L+-(j ---: 7f(-":: -l",.-tf,----_ .. - ...-------0.-- ...------------
~.,r(.j.(r-~i\) :: [C/(j..v-MJUt(*2)*(CPS~~C:7R
'--_."--~-r0'((IT;::')--::[L-jL, '1. o-;~rJU)":O(;2.) *'{ Cps-'tr:;-;
'r~ = .r;~ • 5:~~'rTR)
---.----.-T~--=..-T~--.---S":-\;"'{-("I-=r}, )-------------~------
sr\,>:~'( :~'~q:: [L/'2!JG~,:(:.O + MJ!J~ )""CV'
----- --.1-:::1-=-~-;( ~'-y.--3'r'"A'(-(-I-rf"iZ-) -------
----_._--_._-----_._--------------
(: oi-='-T'lFi(\ -:-•...: .1\; JCL.C
/\ ~ :: \I' ! i" .} ',. "n"";' ., i, .•' •••• ~ ('l..-L-[,",)..•. ,\ ',.''.. _ . hi, ~ '\) ,
__ ... _0._ .. -~. '-"-.~.'; =" \'~~I'..}a':' : :LL ••C)~'~'t.Yv ".• 12*'.\,;iY _..
t\".~""\ =. !1.~''';\J~\;\l •• ;\2)
.... _- .....• - '1;,:::: '~!" ( :,' :: « YC.••. ;,~) ':"Ll:.IP (7} + (r 1;2-;'n ) -4(/H
~'.:'.:-,Y ( j )::( ( (L L..- L ~ ) '.,~i} )*;.; uP ( i.n + ( "ny - ( LL
---'- - - -C I' (~1'• ~, •• ,",i'\ ( f\ )' ... ...0 ••• - •• _-. - • - • • - •• •• _. --- •• -
i:.;' . ,;,~' <:\) :: «, [L -[,;,,) ••;(0) *OUP (7) +( '(O-f-
---'--'---C' '.1 H..;:';'<ilY><G 4u.; 'AO- ..~fn',,,,,l)u;:> (5) + (Hl;;'Y'O
i..:,.'" F,:I,u.TH T,,!J\i,l;;U':
.-----.---..,:1 ..::--";;rY~Hl' .... - .. -.... --------- ... -------
fl, .•~ =. '....;..:,(" YO
:- .- -'.'_."f' -~~~:r,.--'='_.'~-;.':);1; r,;~~\ i~::'~.;\.~1..-,._-'-.-..--_~4---4-.--
j:.;. .,);(ll: :: (':,)-;ll ):;:UUPC:'>+ilj,,.,G9-YO*Dl
-~- -----.-. ---::- 5'(ti;/" ::-. rc ~JU'(';:'::;OT .•i)UP ("2) -'~iHY $' \S1.Oi:;(O
," - ,V(t~,.- ! c"'.'v-''''')'I'''Ur)(~ )+(VO"Jl' w.'j~;'.:;" I - \ 1111, I\V'U • I -11 , .•.'oJ
--- -'--C'I'X'Y"C::)V<'7 r--- ¥o*DUP C [\) rl {2 ;.O'f:' ARt:iO--
l~ = 0 .
---.----T r--::- (,- ...----.---- ..-'--...0 .-.----_ ••• - ••• --- -.
1 ;: Y = (i
_.__ .._------::-:".;: ~_.._._----~_.._ ..- ..•..- ._-._---_ ..- ._---..,.-----_._-- _. __ .._---._~-----
40 CO!\!Tli']!.IC
-~"v~-l{);~'----=-'-T';,\/~t-'.-0---- -_ ..-------- ..--:----.
,f:.•v::. l f~ ';' :: T +'{ " 4 • (;
-----~V ...:. /';,..:y --::-:- i\ '.t-,I-;;- .--0------.------ -~ -- ..,.,.---,.----
'jl/i-' 1T[ (6, 2U 0) rs, ,",5, ~.1S,r~s
.-------.- ...--.~;\.;\~ TL'(;, i"~:'U-) ._._... - '--"'" -.. - -. - --....- ..------
(: ..l'r~ (I" L~Ulj) \ 1.d.Y~;~(l) rCPS~' CI) ,[PS~~Y
' __ . --- .'-C1' -:: 1~'i-) - ......•.........- : ..•....... - -.---
r;ITE(0.Ju0) AVS:G~,AVSlGY,AVSXY
----:---1, i)o-e~.m:;'-:t:1t!C--- ._- --- ---------.- ...-- ---.----.-
is f- :.i-i,r'1.i,T ( )
.----- -60:--F.:~(t'ii\:Tt~l-''';/l;3;j};'--':,-CST-- .P1'\t:lCL---ST
C,ll)
.-------- 20 O'+--\.';--,;'l':\-'';--(-/!,f-..-lt ~'.' [LD1G JT COi'Ji'J.PTS",tr:S
250 r-":"-:",,,,I,' (:-~/" ,oil-\! A,'JGL[' • 6/~, '[i"J$X' 1(3)(, 'E
-------C-.-S-:-:,.y- ..~p-""3)~~,~,5-J, (jjf.-"'( ,. ;-,'"-)--"------- --.--.---------
300 ;",-,;\;')i,"1"(::);<,' MVS:G~= • ,[:3.L,,' f\VSIGY
40~':',.~;Tr;:'\::,'x';'::~-"uCIj .-tt .,.i•..) ....-.- ..---- ..- ..---
i{~ rUi~fj
------ SUBROUTINE TRH13 (NTRIM, IMATK, NOD~[, A,C** STIFFNESS OF CST ELEMENT (PLANE STRESS
----- .. DH~ENSION E~.iATCo'6) ,8(0,6) r£3TR(0,6),8
DIMENSION CSP(12,12),TRC12,12),TRTC12
-------- .....- DI t-1ENSI ON NOD(4) , A ( I MATK, N8AND) , CSF ( 1
DIMENSION XX(NODAL),YY(NODAL),ZZ<NODA
----- ... IF (JrD. EO.1> GO TO'7"-' - ... " .... - .. --
\'JR I TE ( 6 , 5 )
-----.-GO 'TO' 14- -'--e -- ...------------. -.----- ..-.---
7 WRITE(0~8)
-----.- ..-14 DO 50 IcST = 1,NTRIrv1---"
READ(5,15)IC,JC,NC,TH,ANU,EE
"-'--'-'-''''vJR I TE (6,25) Ie, JC' NC, TH, ANU,EE --_.__ .
NODel) = IC
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- "-_.-_.....,_._-_.NO()(2) = JC ..~.. _...
NOD(3) = NC
--C **-- SET UP LOCAL COORDH~ATE SYSTEM -------- ---.------ - - --------- --
XJI - XXCJC) XXCIC)
.----.--. -..- XNI - XX (NC) XX (IC)..... -- ..- --.-------.- ..---- -- - -.•--.--
XNJ - XX(NC) XX(JC) .
-.---.-.0 .. YJI = YY (JC) yY (IC) -- ---- -- -.• -.--.-.-----.-----. "---'-'-'--'--"-'-
YNI - YY(NC) YY(IC)
... -.----.- YNJ = YYCNC) yY(JC).- -.--.- ..--------. _.•
ZJI = ZZCJC) ZZ(IC)
.-.----.- ZN I = Z Z ( NC ) Z Z ( I C) .-- ..- "-'- . ..- .-.--.- .. ----- ------.--- -.---. ---- .
ZNJ = ZZ(NC) - ZZ(JC)
---.-- ..EL = SQRT ( XJ I * * 2 + YJ I **2+ZJ I * * 2 ) ...--.--.-.------.--.-.-.------ ----
EK = SGRT(XNI**2 + YNI**2 + ZNI**2)
---.--.-.O.i = SGRTCXf\lJ**2 + 'YNJ**2 + ZNJ**2) ..-.-----:--.----- ...-------
IF(EL.GT.O.O.ANO.EK.GT.O.O.ANO.EH.GT.O.O) GO TO 13
-.--._- . vIR I TE (6,35) I CST ..-- -_.... " - .--- ..--.-.----- ..----------.---------.-----.-
. CALL EXIT
--'--1,3 WHY = (EK**2 + EL**2-EH**2)/(2.0*EL'---.-.-------.------------
IF(WHY.GE.O.O.ANO.WHY.LE.EL) GO TO 16
---WRITE c 6' 17) ICST.----.-----.--- ..---... -e .. -.-- ..-.--------.--.-.-- •.
CALL E;~I T
lo.HI = SGRT (EK**2' .--WHY**2)----- .....- ..-.------.-.--.----- .•-----.-----------
AREA = O.5*EL*Hl •
L--.---OO 10 IR =' 1,6--' ----.-.- -- ----------.------- -------
00 10 IC = 1,6
--EMAT (IR, IC) =' 0.0-----------.- .... --.-----.--------------.---------
. 10 BCIR'IC) = 0.0
'--'-'---IF (JIO .EQ.1l GOTO20--- ..---.------.--..--.----------
C** PLANE STRAIN E-MATRIX
.-:-~-----.---. 'EMULT = EE*(1.0 - ANU)/«1.0+ ANU)*<1.0-- ••.-2 •.0*ANUn------.-----.-- .
EMAT<!,l) = EMULT
.J._. .__ . Erv1AT(2'1) =. EMULT*ANUI <1. 0- - ANU).-.--------.----.--.-------- ..--.----- ..-----'
EMAT(1,2) = EMULT*ANU/<l.O - ANU)
EMAT(2,2)": -EMULT .--,--.---._.-.-.--.---
EMAT(3,3) = EMULT*(l.O - 2.0*ANU)/(2.0*(1.0 - ANU»
-------- .GOTO24-'-- ..-..- .- - --.-.----...- ------------.--
C.* PLANE STRESS E-MATRIX
----- 20-' EMULT= EEl C1. 0 . - ANU**2 )-._-------.--.--------- ..-~- ..--.----------
EMAT(l,!) = EMULT
----.-.--- ErvlAT (2,2) .-= EMULT. - _.---- ..- _ -- -.----------.--
EMATC1,2) = EMULT*ANU
---.---- ErJiAT(2, 1 )-.= EMULT*ANU--'--' ----.---- ..--.-----.---.----.--------
EMAT(3,3) = (1.0 - ANU)/2.0*EMULT
'24'-8 (1,1 ).= -Hl ....-.-.---.--.---------.----------.---------.-.-.---
B(1,3) = HI
------.- .-- 8 (2,2) -WHY-EL ..------------.- .....-'.'...-.---.--...:.---~-_.--- ...--------.---------
B(2,4) = -WHY
--- ...-- B(2,6) = .EV-.-- ..------ ..--.-----.-----.--. ---.-----.----.----.
8(3,1) = WHY - EL
--------8 C3,2) = -'-H t ...--.-----------..---.."._"-.----------------------.--.-
8(,3,,3) = -WHY
-- .-- -- --. B (3,4) =. H1' - ---- -----.----- -.---.------.-----.------
B(3,5) = EL
------00 30.IR=- b 6--." ----- .-..... -....----.----- ..----------------
DO 30 IC = 1,6 .
-----.-<30. B ( I R, Ie)= B ( I R, I C) I (2. O*AREA) --.....-.- .--- ..-.-..-------------.
CALL TRPOSE(B,BTR,6,6) .
.-- _.-.. CALL AMTMULC6 , 3 , BTR, EMAT, BE , 6) .--.-._--.-.-_ ....------------. ---.-----
CALL A~TMUL(6'6,BE,8,BTR'6)
-----------_ .._-_ ..__ ..- _. --_ .._~~_._.- _.~ ~_.._ ~., ._-. --_ .•._----_._._-_ •._ ...•._--_ .._-----_._--
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DO 40 ITR = 1,6 ".' .- .._.-.--_._._-_ .._...._..._._._..._.__..._._-.-_..__._ ..._-------- ..--- ..--
DO 40 JTR = 1,6 •....---.--40 BCITR,JTR) = BTR(ITR,JTR)*TH*AREA -,.--------.----------.-.--- -
CALL PREPEL(6,8,CSP)--.--.---..CALL PLArRA CIC,JC .r~C, XX,yy, ZZ,NODAL, TR) -..-----.--.--.--..---....-----...---
CALL TRPOSE(TR,TRT,12,12)--'."-CALL MHr--~ULC9,9,TRT,CSP,CSTR, 12)'----~-------.--._-_....----_.------- ..__..
CALL A~T~ULC9,9,CSTR,TR,CSF,12)
_.---.----- CALL ELEPAC C9,CSF ,A,NODrIMATK 'NBANO.)-.---.-------------------
50 CONTINUE ._.- -.S'FORMAT(lOX,'C.S.T. DATA (PLANE STRAINP-'/)------- ..----:-.---
8 FORMATC10X,'C.S.T.DATA (PLANE STRESS)',/)---'-'15FORMAT() ----.--.. ---.--..-----. ----..-.--. --._ ..
17 FORMATC10X,'***ERROR*** BADLY SHAPED CST ELEMENT.CARD NO.',I6//)
----- - 25 FOR~1AT ( lOX, :3I 6, 3E13.4 ).-- . -.---------.:------------ .. --- -'--'--.-- -.- .--_._._-
35 FORMATC10X,'***ERROR*** INCORRECT NUMBERING OR NODAL-POINT COORDIN-----lATES OF CST -ELDI,ENT'-,CARDNO.' '16/"/)-.------.- ..--- -_.---,
RETURN
-----ENO-------- ..------.---. ----'----'---_._'-'--'
. i .'-- ._..._-----+-. __....._----_._-_..._-- _ .._---_._----_.- --------_._-_. __._._-----_ ....._.. ---- .- .._.-_...._...~ .._..-
---------------------------------_ .._.~..~._-,_._---- ._-----;--------
~_._--_._._-----_. ------_._-----.........----------------_._---_._ ..__ .•.._-- ...--- .- .. ' - ...-- ..•.,. --.-.._-----
r-] ... ..... . --"-
I,
:_--=-.--+--._._- ._.....-_.._.-
'"
i,
... - -_._---_." .. ---- - ._-----_ .._--------_._._._ .._.,--'_ ..---_ ..--_ ..._----,._-. ,
" __ . _. __ ._ ... _.. '_.' ... __._.. __._. ~_ ... ._v_. __.. .__ . o .-,.._ •
.SU8ROUTINE Q4ST(NQUA4,U~NODAL,XX,YY,ZZ)~----C**--STRESS CALCULATION IN THE QUA4 ELEt-1ENT--..---..--.----.-------._-.. -- _.---.-
. DIMENSION NOD(4)'U(3,NODAL),VC12,12),VT(12,12)------.-_.0Ii"'iENSION T <12r12),XX (NODAL) ,YY CNODAL h ZZ CNODAL )-----.---'-..--...--.-.---
DI~ENSION XL(4),YLC4),DUP(8)
- _-_._-- -- \~R 1TE (6,60) .."._ --- _----------..---,-.--.----.-~---_.~ _- _h_ .. ._.
WHITE(6,5)
---- ....--- -.- DO 200 rQ = 1,l'lQUA4'" - .... --...-----.------.- ..-.-------.--.-.---- ..-----.-.------------
READ(5,15)I,J,M,N,TH,ANU,EE
---._------- NOL) ( 1) = I---- ..• _.--- .. -.._- - ... .. - ....- ..------.------.----------- ----'-"'---'---
NOD(2) = J
. _.. ---- ...- NOD (3) . = r., ._.-_ .... --- ....
1'100(4) = N
.._.c.*. SET UP LOCAL COORDINATE SYSTEM
XJI = XX(J) - XX(I)
.- _._- ---"_._._"'. .-_._- -_... '". -_ ..~._ ..
• • ..-_;_ ._. •.•• __ ._. •• _ ••••..• 0' ••••.• __ •••••• _ •••.••. , •• __ ••• ~ ••.••. _ •••'_._.~._"' ••• _ ••.•• •••• •• _.~ __ .•• • • __ • • •
• • _. • •••• _. • •• - •• • .• • - • • " • - ••••• 0
•
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(xxix)
YJI - YY(J) YY<1)'
ZJI - ZZ(J) ZZ(I)
XNI - XXCN) XX(I)
YNI = YY(N) yy(r)
_.__....-_.- ZIH - ZZ (N) . ZZ (1) ...- .. --
XMI - XX(M) XX(!)
------ - .-.. Yf'.i I - yy (M) YY (I) -.... . -. - .. -.-. -- --.- -.---.-.- ..-- - -.-----.--.-- .. -- .
ZMI = ZZ(M) 2Z(I)
._-._.- -- XNJ - XX(N) XX(J) -- --- -- ---.---.------.- -----. -.-- -.-.-._-.--.-_.--- '"--- -
YNJ = YY(N) YY(J)
------- ZNJ - ZZ (N) Zz (J) ..- --.---- - -.- --..-- -..- --.----.---.--- ------.- ---.-..--
XMJ - XX(M) XX(J) ..
-.-----.- Y1'o1J= yy(~" -.yy(J) .. --- ------.-. - - ..-.-- ..---.-.-;-.,------------.---- -
ZMJ - ZZ(M) - ZZ(J)
.EL = SORT(XJ 1* * 2+YJ I * * 2+ZJ I * *2 )._---..-.--------:----.-----------. --.- ..-..----.-
EH = SGRT(XNI**2+YNI**2+ZNI**2)
---.--- E1 = SORT(XMJ**2+YMJ**2+ZMJ**2) -.-------- ------.---.--------.--
EK - SGRT(XMI**2+YMI**2+ZMI**2)
--------.-E~1 = SGRT(XNJ**2+YNJ**2+ZNJ**2) ....--- ..---....-..----------.------ ..-.--.-
EX = (EL**2 + E1**2 - EK**2)/(2.0*EL)
----wHy = (EH**2 + EL**2 - EM**2)/(2.0*EL)--.---------.-------------.-----
H1 = SGRT(EH**2 - WHY**2)
.H2 = SGRT(E1**2 - EX**2r------.------.------------.-.--------- ..-.----
XL(!> = 0.0 .
---.---- YL (1)' = .0.0---- -- ---- - ..- -- ---.---.----.---.--.-. ------.-- ..-.--------.,---
XL(2) = EL
-------YL (2) -=-.0. O'--- .-..-----._-.---.- ---.- _-.-----.-.-------- ..--.-----.:.-..---
XL(3) = EL-EX
YL (3 )"=-H2 .-- - ------- ..--- ,-.----------.----------------.---.-----
XL(4) = WHY
-;:.------- YL(4) .= Hl--.----.--'----.------ .--...__c ...• _
DO 10 JC = 1,4
L .__.NK' = NOD (JC ).-- -:- _--.- .. - .-. - - -. ------ ..
DO 10 K2 = 1,3
------ .. 10 VCK2,JC)' = U(K2,NK)--" -.._. -----.--.--.-.---- ...-.-------.-------.--
C** TRANSFORMDEFLECTIONS-GLOBAL TO LOCAL
---------- CALL PLATRACI , J , N, Xx, YY, ZZ, NODAL,T)-----.-----------.- ....---------
CALL AMTMUL(3,4,T,V,VT,12)
-----IT ..= .0"-" - .. -- ..- ..-- ..-.-------.- ..-- ..-.--- :--.--
DO 20 IC = 1,4
.------00._.20 IR-= 1,2--'-- -- ---- ------ ..--.-------
IT = IT + 1
--------20-DUP (I T ).= VT( I R, Ie) -- --- -. --..--"" ------.---
AJll = O.25*(XL(2) + XL(3) - XL(4»
AJ21'=O.25*(-XL(2)"+ XL(3)"+ XLC411---
AJ12 = O.25*CYL(3) - YL(4»
-AJ22 = 0.25* (YL (3 ).+. YL (4 »-.----.---.,--------
oETJ = AJ11*AJ22-AJ12*AJ21
---.-- AJSll- = AJ22/DE TJ ---.-- -.--- _.----------.-------.----------.--------
AJS12 = -AJ12/oETJ
------AJS21--= -AJ21/oETJ-- ..-_....
AJS22 = AJll/DETJ
---._---- ...- UXI - 0.25* (-oup (1) . + ouP (3) + DUPC5) .-.._--oUP (7) ) . -,-... .-.L __
UET = 0.25*(-oUP(1) - oUP(3) + DUP(5) + oup(7»
------------ Vx I = 0.25* C-OUP (2) + OUP(4) .+ OUPC6) ._-. oUP (8 »---'- -----.---
VET = O.25*C-DUP(2) - oUP(4) + OUP(6) + oupca» •
----.--.--UX -=. AJSll*UX1 + A..JS12*uET .-.-------.-.--.- ...----.----.- ------.---.--------
Uy = AJS21*UXI + AJS22*uET
.--:----.- -'_..- Vx = AJS11*VX I +. A";S12*'VET' . -...- ..-.-.---... - ..------- ...-.------------- ...- ..----.--.
VY = AJS21*VXI + AJS22*vET
, __ ' • ~ • .0 __ 0_ •• _. " •• __ ~_._ •••••• _._ __ •. ~. __ ._"' .'.'_ • • •• _
-----_. __ ._----------._----- -_._-------------
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- _._--_ .. _ .. _ .. -_ ...._._-------------
....' ,- ... _.,
(xxx l
5IGX - EE/(1.0- - ANU**2)*(UX + ANU*VY)-- --.---.--------.-------------- ..--
SIGY - [[/(1.0 - ANU**2)*(VY + ANU*UX) .SIGXY = EE/(2.0*(1.0 + ANU»*(UY + VX).-.----:-....-~----.----_...-.-.-.--..--.--.--
WRITE(b,55)I,J'M'N'EE,SIGX,SIGY,SIGXY._-..---200 CONTINUE .-.-------..-- --..- -.-.-..-----.-.----.. -..--
5 FORMAT(lOX,'PANEL CONNECTION POINTS t,3X"E-MODULUS',4X,'STRESS-XX- .----.. C', 4X, 'STRESS-Y)" ,4X, 'SHEAR-XY' ,I) . --- ---- --- --. --... --- .---- - _ .. -. -- .---------
15 FORMAT ( )- --- 55 FORrvlAT(lOX, 416, 4E13. 4'-/)--'--.-- ---.---- --.--- ..-------.----.--.-------
60 FORMAT('1',1,30X"QUA4 PLANE STRESS RECOVERY',1'30X,30('*'),/)---~-~- RETURN~ - --_ - ~.- .._-_._-.. _- ..-.-.---- ..--..-.--- ..-------. -----_.-.-----.-------------.---
END
SUGROUTINE SHAPE(II,JJ,XL,YL,B,OETJAC)C ** i F hJU SHAPE FUNCT IONS AND THEIR OER IVAT IVES.-----.---------.. -- ...-..-.--..~-.-_._-.--
C*. II AND JJ ARE COMMUNICATED FROM SUBROUTINE QUA4.----- --' REAL N, NXI, t\ET,JAC -..--'--- -.-..-- . - .---..-.--.------.-----.------
DI~EN5ION XL(4),YL(4),B(3,B),XII(4),ETI(4)
_.__ ._-._-_. OIf'1Et~SIor~ ~f\C (2 ,'2 )-'-NxI (4J-,NET (4,-, N{4- ),-AAl"2 )---.------.--.- ..-------
AA(l) = -1./SCRT(3.0) I
-...--- ..---- AA (2) = -AA (1)> .'---- -_._-----.----- ..~~-\-----------.---------------
XII(1) = -1.0-.---- -~--.'XI I (2) = - ~1 .'0 -.------------
XII(3) = 1.0
XII'(Lt)= --l.~-O--------------------.
ET I (1) = -1 ~O
~-- -- ..-ETI (2)-='-~1-~.0.-------------------------
ETI (3) = 1.0.ET1<4)'-£---1-.-0-----.-----------------.------
DO 10 I = 1,4 .------ DU~11-"=--(-1;0. + -x' I l-(-f''''*-AA-(1 I.)-.f*o-.~-25-------------.--------.- ..----
DU~2 = (1.0 + ETI(I)*AA(JJ»*0.25.----. N (r) = 4. O*DUMl*DUCv12-'-..-.----.-----.---.--.-.-----;-.
NXICI) = XII(I)*DUM2
-TO'NETC I)= ET r (I) *DUflia-'-
C** FIND JACOBIAN,ITS INVERSE AND ITS DETERMINANT:'------- DO 15 I = l' 2- ..----.----. -..-----------------------------~-
DO 15 J = 1'2rs--JAC CI',-J)-= O.O------.----.-----.-.-.--.--~---.--------------
DO 20 I = 1,4
-JAC (1,1)' =-JACrr,'n--+-NXI"( IT*XL-(!)
JAC(1,2) = JAC(1'2) + NXI(I)*YL(I)
--'JAC (2,1) -'=-'- Jf.C( 2,'1 r -+-- NET(n *XL-( I l--------.
20 JAC(2,2) = JAC(2'2) + NET(I).YL(I)r------ DET JAC = JAC (1'1) *JAC (2-,2 r----.-JAC(2,-IT*-JACT1-,Z)--
. DUM1 = ,JAC(l,l)/DETJAC
----JAC (1,1) = JAC (2'2) 10ET JAC----
. JAC(1,2) = -JAC(1,2)/DETJAC:'--'---JAC (2,l) =- -JAC (2,1:)/DET;.JAC..-------------.------------------
• JAC(2,2) = DUMl
r-c-*-*----FORMTHE -.STRAIN-D ISPlACE~lENT -r-'ATRIX-B'~-
DO 50 L = 1,4c--_ ------J -=' 2*C- -.. ---------.------.-------.--.----. ---------~.--
I = J-1
(-------[1 n, I" -=. JAC(1,f,-,.':'i)(nL)-.-..=-JAC(T,-2T*~IET(C,.-----------------
~ B(l,J) = 0.0e-'-.-'. --- B(2,1) ": 0-.0 .. ---.------ ----.-------.----------.--------.----.------- -----.---- ..-.--
8(2,J) = JAC(2,1)*NXI(L) + JAC(2,2)*I~ET(L)
---- B (:5, 1) .~=-B (2 ,J}----.-------.------------.-.------.-
( 50 8(3,J) = B(1,l) .
c----- --.~ RETURN .--.-. ----.--.--------------.--------------.-:------------
END .
._-- -_._----~-_.---_ .. ~- -. _. - _. _ •..~ .._.~ .... _- - '.- ..._- ----_ ...- ._. --~..- _._ ..... _ .._- --- -- --...-- -;:.---- _ .•. - ._. _..- -,"---_."--- -----_. -_.__ .
- _ .. - -- .• -.-- .. _ --.. - --._ .• _ .. _ ~_ ~.. - .- - - -.----- _._ .. - -_ .._._--
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,,-
APPENDIx' A2
An example illustrating the use of AIRSTR
Consider a cantilever box beam as illustrated below in Figure 1
J ----25-0-----<
5'isu~e1-
The beam is made up of 1 mm thick steel sheeting on the top and sides
and 3 ribs which are folded over and riveted to the skin. The Told
has a contact length of 10 mm with the skin. The 4 corners of the
beam are stiffened by 15 x 15 KA mm steel angle irons __
Two loads of 100 N each are applied at the corners as shown.
Computer model
3
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(11)
The angle stiffeners are represented by end-load elements of cross-
sectional area 104 mm2 and an E value of 210 x 109 N/mm2• They
connect nodal points 1,5 7,11 etc.
The rib folds are also represented by end-load elements of cross-
sectional area 10 mm2 and they connect points 7,8 5,7 1
9,11 etc.
The rectangular panels are steel with a thickness of 1 mm,
E 210 x 109 N/mm2 and
\I 0,3.
Three runs were made on this structure.
(aJ Using end-load and 4-C.'S.T. panel elements
(b) Using end-load and Idealized panel elements
(c) Using end-load and Idealized panel elements, no loads but deflec=
tions of 1 mm in the neg. y direction at nodal points 15 and 16.
A sample of the data card deck used and the complete print out from the
three cases follows.
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(iii)
I
!
210.E03
21U.E03
210.E03
210.£03
210.E03'
210.£03
21U.E03
210.EU3
210.E03
210.E03
210.E03
21U.E03
210.E03
210.E03
210.E03
,
,
,
,
, .,
,
,
,0.3
0.3
0.3
0.3
0.3
0.3
0.3
0.3
O.Y
0.3
0.3
0.3
0.3
0.3
-0.:3
,MING,2'201. QRUN EXMPL,186:
2. (;,1ELTII .ELMNTS
3. 1, 5 104., 210.E03
4. 5, 9 , 104. 210.E03
...~- - _._-- ~. 9 - 13", 1 0 4 • . 21 0 • EO:3
6. 3 7, 104. 210.E03
7. 7, 11' 104. ...210.E03
8. 11, l~, 104. 210.E03
9. 2, 6 104. 210.E03
10. 6, 10' 104. 210.E03
11. 10, 14 ,104. 210.E03
12. 4 8 104 •• , 210.E03
13. 8, 12, 104. 210.E03
14. 12, 16' 104. 210.E03
1~ • 5, 7 , 10 • 21 0 • EO:3 . ._-- ---'.' ..-.-
16. 9, 11,' 10. 210.E03.._-----17.- ---------13---,- 15_.,---10.--.--,,'.21 U•EO3 -,..------------,--
18. 6' 8 , 10. 210.E03-19. -------10, 12' 10. 210 .E03-- ---,-,-----.'
20. 14, 16' 10. 210.E03,----.21. 5, 6 --,--'10'-'.-----210.E03
22. 7 8 10. 210.E03
---.--'23. 9, 10--,----10'-'----210.E03
24. 11, 12, 10. 210.E03--_ ....-_. --25. 13, 14, 10. 210.E03
26. 15, 16' 10. 210.EO~
27. 1 ~ S ,"7 3 1.0,
28. 5, 9 , 11' 7, 1.0 ,
29. --.----9 , -13 , -- 15 ,-.. 11-,- 1.0
30. 2, 6 ,8 , 4 , 1.0 ,
_.----'--31.-.-------6, 10--,..-'12--,--8 -,.1.0 ,
32. 10, 14, 16, 12, 1.0 ,33. -....--.5 ---'---.6,-'2---,-7"'1-'-,--1.0-,
34. 9, 10' 6 , 5 , 1.0 ,
35.- - ------13. ,'--14--,-- 10 -'-'-.-9--',.-1.0 - ,
36. 7, 8 , 4 , 3 , 1.0 ,
37.----,--.-11,--12 ,--8---,---7 -.,..,1.0
38. 15, 16, 12, 11, 1.0 ,
-'---.--39.--'.13,---14,16, 15, 1.0 ,
40. 9 10' 12' 11, 1.0
41 • ----- -- 5 -, --6 8, 7 , 1•0 ..
42. QXQT EDDY.AIRSTR
43.-------- - BOX TEST BEAM (RODS + 4-CST PANELS)
44. 16 , 24 , 0,0,15,0,0,0,0,0
-45. --------1" 0.0-.,- 0.0- 0.0 ---- -----.
46. 2 0.0 0.0 250.
- ------ 47 • 3, 0 • 0' , - 80 • 0 - 0 • O. -..,. ..
48. 4 0.0, 80.0 250.
1*9.----.5 200. 0.0,0.0
50. 6' 200. , 0.0 , 250.
-- --51.--.- .-7 ..,.200 .-- ,-R0•0-'-,--o. 0 -
52. 8, 200._ , 80.0 , 250•
.53.----. 9 , 40U• , -0•0 - 0.0 --'----.,
54. 10 , 40U. , 0.0 2~0.
55 •,- 11 -, 40U • , 80•0 ._.0•0 '--:--.
56. 12 , 400. , 80.0 250.
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(iv)
57. 13 , 600. , 0.0 , 0.0
58. 14 , 6UU. , 0.0 , 250.
:>9.' 15,-600.- , 80 •.0---.,--0.0.--------
60. 16 , 600. ,.80.0 , 250.
---.---- 61.' - ------- QADO £LMNTS--------------------------
62. 0 , 14
63.--------.- 1--- , - 1--, - o. 0 ---~---- - -----.... -..---- ---'---- --.- .-
64. 1, 2 , 0.0-------- 65.---------1----- ,---3 ---,--' 0.0------.------.------.-----.- ..------ ..-
66. 2, 3 , 0.0
--.------ 67. ------ --2 --- ,----2' , .0 • 0 -.---------.
68. 2, 1 , 0.0-----,---69. --..--...--.-3 ---'.,'---1 ,...-'';0.0 ----------- -.----..-'--..-.---.--------.-----. -.--."
70. 3' 2 0.0._--.- 71. - ----.-3 ----i- --- 3 , .. O. 0-- --~--.----.----.-.--.-.-----. -.-------.---- - .-.
72. 4, 3 , 0.0--.-----73. -.-----4-------, .. 2 , 0.0-----. ----.--..----.--.--------.----... ------.-.-.---..-
74. 4, 1 , 0.0
7';). 16 , -2 , -1.0 . -.-----------. ---------- -- - --
76. 15 , 2', -1.0
---------77.- -----._.-QAOO-- ECMNTS ..-.-.---.----. -.---.------.---- ...--.....-.---.---.--- ..-
_____18. ~f~~ .. . .__... . .._. . .
--.
\
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G
R
U
.~
M
A
IN
3,
,M
IN
G,
2,
20
r
.
GE
L
T,
I
EL
~1
NT
S
E~
To
o7
R7
1-
3A
04
/0
0/
76
18
:2
9:
46
(,
01
r
.
~,
QX
QT
ED
DY
.A
IR
ST
R
.-..
END
EI.
':'
.
HI
AG
E
CO
uN
T:
39
.-'
~..
••
•
DA
TA
EC
He
••
*
...
B
O
X
TE
S
T
B
E
A
M
(R
O
D
S
+
4-
C
S
T
P
A
N
E
LS
I
16
24
a
0
15
0
N
O
D
A
L
P
O
IN
T
C
O
O
R
[..
I~
A
TE
S
o
o
o
o
,
-.
-._
.-.
_~
--
--
-
r
-..
1
--
.0
00
0
.0
00
0
.0
00
0
-
2
.co
oo
.0
00
0
.2
50
0+
03
3
.0
00
0
.1
30
00
+0
2
.0
00
0
4
.0
00
0
.8
00
0+
02
.2
50
0+
03
-~
..~
._-
,._
.__
.~
-....
5
.2
00
0+
0~
.0
00
0
•0
00
0
6
.2
00
0+
03
.0
00
0
.2
50
0+
03
7
.2
00
0+
03
.8
00
0+
02
.0
00
0
'..
B
.2
00
0+
03
.C
OO
O+
02
.?
50
0+
03
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...
-
-~
..
._-
_.-
.'.
_.-
.
9
.4
00
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03
.0
00
0
.0
00
0
10
.4
00
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03
.0
00
0
.2
50
0+
03
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-
-
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'
-.
.
_--
-
11
.4
00
0+
03
.8
00
0+
02
.0
00
0
12
.4
00
0+
03
.8
00
0+
02
•2
50
0'
r0
3
13
.6
00
0+
03
.0
00
0
.0
00
0
14
.0
00
0+
03
.0
00
0
.2
50
0+
03
r--
---.--
-----
-..--.
...
15
.0
00
0+
03
.B
OO
O+
02
.0
00
0
16
.6
00
0+
03
.e
OO
Or
t'
2
.2
50
0+
03
f
--
-
--
--
-
-F
I.A
N
G
E
EL
EM
EN
T
DA
TA
••
••
•
H
'_
"_
"'
__
"
'
__
"
__
.'_
M
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_
~
"
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"_
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._
"_
'
_
_
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---
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_.
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---
---
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..-
--
..-
-.
-..-
--
-.
.
9
'-
-"
13
.1
04
0+
03
.2
10
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06
-
--
-
-.
-.
-
--
-.
.-
..-
--
I
3
7
.1
04
0+
03
.2
10
0+
06
..
!.
.-.
--
--
--
-.
--
--
--
--
-.
.
7
11
.1
04
0+
03
.2
10
0+
06
I
11
15
.1
04
0+
03
.2
10
0+
06
2
6
.1
04
0+
03
.2
10
0t
06
6
1~
.1
04
0+
03
.2
10
0+
06
..-
10
14
.1
04
0+
03
.2
10
0+
05
..
.-.
--
-.
--..
.--
--
,
4
8
.1
04
0+
03
.2
10
0 +
06
~-
-..-
--
--
-.
--
-
.-.
..
.'8
12
.1
0 1
,0
+0
3
'.
21
00
+0
0'
-
--
--
-..-
-.
-.
-..
..-.
..
..
..
..-
.-
--
--
-.
-..
:
12
16
.1
04
0+
03
.2
10
0+
06
I.
.-.
....
---
.--
-
..
5
7
.1
00
0+
02
.2
10
0+
06
--
--
--
--
---
-
9
11
.1
00
0+
02
.2
10
0+
06
..
..--
--
-1
3
15
.1
00
0+
02
..
..
•21
00
+O
~-
--
--
--
-.
--
-.
-.
-.
--
--
--
--
--
-
6
8
'.
10
00
+0
2
.2
10
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10
12
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00
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02
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06
14
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.1
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6
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02
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-.
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~-
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.-
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--
-.
-.
--
-
..
~-
--
-.
-_
._
--
.-
--
--
_
..-
.-
~-
-.
--
--
--
--
-.
--
.
7
8
.1
00
0+
02
.2
10
0+
06
.-.
..
.--
--
--
--
--
--9'
''
'
10
.1
00
0+
02
.2
10
0+
06
11
12
.1
00
0+
02
.2
10
0+
06
.-
--
--
--
-1
3-
-
14
..
•1
00
0+
02
-.
21
00
+0
6.
-.
-
..
--
-.
--
-.-
--
--
."
."
--
--
--
-.
.-.
-.
,
15
16
.1
00
0+
02
.2
10
0+
06
!-_
._-
-_.
-
-_.
---
--_
..-.
-._
-._..
.._--
-_.
_--
-_
..-_
....-
_.
.._-
_.."_
..
---
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.
__
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.._.
-_.
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--~
-_.
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.._
-_.
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---
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_..
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---
---
---
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-_.
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.
--_
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...
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,
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-_
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-
.
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CS
T
PA
NE
L
DA
TA
._
••
••
_
••
••
••
•
_
4
~
._
.
_
_
._
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--
•.
•
--
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•
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-
~
••
•
-
LO
AD
1
5
7
3
.1
00
0+
01
5
9
11
7
.1
00
0+
01
9
.j
,3
-.
15
11
.1
00
0+
01
2
6
8
4
.1
00
0+
01
6
10
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8. EXPERIMENTAL
81 INTRODUCTION
The aim of the experimental work is to determine the degree of
accuracy of the Finite Element Displacement Method applied to
semi-monocoque structures.
A light three spar wing type structure is loaded under statically
determinate and indeterminate external conditions. Strains are
measured on the structure and a graphical representation of the
results are made for direct comparison between theory and experi=
mente
Stellenbosch University http://scholar.sun.ac.za
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82 DESCRIPTION OF THE STRUCTURE
S 82.1 Construction
A symmetrically tapered three spar box shaped structure was chosen
for ease of construction in our workshops and for ease of geometrical
design.
Figure 82.1.1 shows the general layout and shape of the structure.
Figure 82.1.1 General layout of Structure
It is supported at points 1, 2 and 3 and loaded at various points near
the tip. A centre spar runs straight down the centre line while the
front and rear spars close the structure to form a typical 2 cell wing
type section. The top and bottom is covered with a 0.7 mm thick
aluminium skin (2S - ~H (H4)). The centre spar is an assembled I-beam
having a 0.9 mm thick aluminium web (2S - ~H (H4)), with the top and
bottom flanges made up of two ~" x ~" x ~6" aluminium angles (50S- TF) placed
back to back and gl0ed and pop rivetted to the web. The front and
rear spars are of similar construction except that only one angle is
used top and bottom. Evenly spaced ribs maintain the structure shape
between the tip and the root. They are made of 0.9 mm aluminium
sheeting (2S - ~H (H4)) and have two 50 mm ~ holes punched and dished
Stellenbosch University http://scholar.sun.ac.za
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into them. The ribs are folded over on three sides, i.e. top, bottom
and next to the front or rear spars and there glued and pop riveted
to the adjacent structure. The top and bottom skin panelsJbetween
the spars, are stiffened by a ~" x ~" x _1_" angle running along a
16
line bisecting the distance between the spars. The spar webs are
stiffened by the same size angles directly opposite the rib attach=
ment points and act as the rib attachment to the c~ntre spar.
A typical section through the structure is shown in Figure 82.1.2
o O.:..0'.I. ,10 0, o
Figure 82.1.2 General View of Section through Structure
The glue used was Midbond 10 Epoxy Adhesive with an appoximate cured
shear strength of 29 M.Pa~ After each stage of the construction was
completed the adhesive was allowed to cure for 12 to 15 hours at 350C.
Photographs of both the completed structure and without the top skin
can be seen in Appendix 81. The workshop drawings submitted are also
included in the same appendix.
9 82.2 Computer Model and Experimental Procedure
For analysis with the AIRSTR program, the spar caps, web stiffeners
and rib folds were assumed to be endload or flange elements. The skin
and rib panels were assumed to be plane stress membrane elements
while the spar webs were assumed to be idealized panel elements.
Stellenbosch University http://scholar.sun.ac.za
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Best results are obtained if the actual (experimental) strain readings
are taken in the middle of the elements chosen. This eliminates to a
great extent, the chance of stress concentrations affecting the
readings. Rosette strain gauges (450) were attached to both sides of
the centres of 5 top skin panels, 5 bottom skin panels and the 5 web
panels between the root and the tip. Linear gauges were attached to
the spar caps of the rear spar, centre spar and to.the front skin
stiffeners both top and bottom.
The strain gauges were split up into batches of 30 as the number of
ballancing units was restricted to 30.
The top skin, bottom skin and main spar web, each having 5 panels
with 3 component Rosettes on either side of the panels, were lumped
together to give 30 gauges each,while the linear gauges were analysed
toget~er.
The instrumentation for the experimental readings was set up as shown
in Figure 82.2.1. The linear gauges used on the structure were alumi=
nium temperature compensating KYOWA KFO-5-C1-23 of resistance 120 n
(nominal) and gauge factor 2.14. The rosettes used were Aluminium
temperature compensating KYOWA KFC-5-017-23 of resistance 120 Q
(nominal) and a gauge factor of 2.12. A single linear gauge of the
first type was used as the dummy gauge. This was fixed to a piece of
aluminium sheet of the type used for the webs and skin of the struc=
ture.
Before commencement of each set of readings the Hottinger signal
amplifier was callibrated with the calibration box to ~ive a reading
of 2V = 200 ~ (1 ~ = 10-6 m/m) for a gauge factor of 2. Recorded
readings were thus adjusted by a factor of 2/gauge factor to give the
actual strain in the structure.
It was discovered that the Digital Recording unit, when switched on,
induced a voltage of 14 mV into the bridge circuit. Thus when calli=
brating and zeroing the strain gauges all components of the equipment
Stellenbosch University http://scholar.sun.ac.za
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were allowed to warm up for 30 minutes and left on for the duration of
the experiment.
The o.V.M.'s purpose was two-fold. Firstly to act as an analogue to
digital converter of the bridge signal and secondly to act as an
accurate means of reading off the zero point when ballancing the
strain gauges, because the Hottinger Amplyfier Monitoring Gauge could
only be read off to an accuracy of 20 mV.
Each batch of 30 gauges were ballanced and zeroed and then the
readings for the 4 loading cases taken. 8ecause of the tendency for
the bridges to drift and the gauges to creep, a zero reading was
taken before each loading case was applied to the structure. The
difference between the readings then represented the strain in the
structure.
The loads were applied to the structure by means of two »G» shaped
frames which hung horisontally when a 4,54 kg mass was put onto the
mass-pan. A drawing of the loading G can be seen in Figure 82.2.2.
ho..\f ~ubbe.r hal'
mass pa.n
Figure 82.2.2 Loading »G»
The mass hung underneath the structure while the rubber ball pressed
on the structure at the point required, giving an accurate point load.
The loads were kept small so as to avoid buckling in the underside
Stellenbosch University http://scholar.sun.ac.za
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skin panels as much as possible.
To accomplish the theoretical analysis of the structure it was broken
up into elements corresponding, as near as possible, to that of the
actual structure. The division of the structure and the nodal point
numbering is shown in Figure B2.2.3
The elements singled out for comparison were
r
(i) Top skin panels:
(ii) Bottom skin panels:
12
10
8
6
4
11
9
7
5
3
10
8
6
4
2
9
7
5
3
1
40
38
36
34
32
39
37
35
33
31
42
40
38
36
34
41
39
37
35
33
(iii) Main spar web panels: 69
67
65
63
61
(iv) Spar caps and stiffe=
ners
Rear spar top flange:
Rear spar bottom flange:
67
65
63
61
59.
20
22
24
26
28
19
21
23
25
27
68
66
64
62
60
22
24
26
28
30
21
23
25
27
29
70
68
66
64.
62
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Main spar top flange: 60 62
62 64
64 66
66 68
68 70
Main spar bottom flange: 59 61
61 63
63 65
65 67
67 69
Top skin stiffener: 32 34
34 36
36 38
38 40
40 42
Bottom skin stiffener: 31 33
33 35
35 37
37 39
39 41
Two basic loading cases were used, one symmetrical and the other
assymmetrical. Both were applied to the structure for twc different
support restriction cases, i.e.
(i) Free and
(ii) Fixed.
Free implies that the supports at nodal points 11 and 19 were free to
move in the z-direction while 16 was free in the x-direction.
Fixed implies that the supports 11 and 19 were restricted in all 3 global
co-ordinate directions while at 16, because of the bending effect of the
rear support, it was not absolutely rigid in the x-direction. An equi=
valent endload element was inserted aft of nodal point 16 (16 - 73) and
Stellenbosch University http://scholar.sun.ac.za
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given such dimensions as to be equivalent to the bending effect of the
rear supporting structure.
The structure was thus tested for the following 4 conditions:
Loading Case 1 (1) Free (LC = 1 Free)
(2) Fixed
Loading Case 2 (3) Free
(4) Fixed
For Loading Case 1 Weights of
67,21 N at nodal point 58
and 66,92 N at nodal point 32 were applied to the structure (neg. y-direction)
For Loading Case 2 Weights of
67,21 N at nodal point 2
and 66,92 N at nodal point 34 were applied to the structure (neg. y-direction)
A graphical comparison of the results is given in Appendix 82.
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83 DISCUSSION OF RESULTS
From the computer model prodicted stresses. it was seen that the maximum
strains expected were in the order of 3D ~ (30 x 10-6 m/m). This meant
that a high amplification setting had to be used on the bridge measuring
equipment. i.e. 200 ~ = 2 V. This implies an extremely sensitive instal=
lation in that 10 mV of drift on the bridge means 1 ~ error in the
reading which means a 3% error for every 1 ~ of drift.
Initially using the QUA4 membrane element (linear displacement field.
straight sided quadrilateral) for all the quadrilateral panels and a
uniform Elasticity Modulus for the Aluminium (panels and flanges). a
discrepancy of 25% and worse in the flanges was recorded between expected
and actual strains. It was suspected that localized bending effects were
causing the additional strain in the experimental results.
Using the ASKA program. eccentrically loaded beam elements were compared
with flange elements in a similar type of structura. The difference in
results was negligible' and the error sought elsewhere.
Enauiries directed at the manufacturers of the material revealed that
the Elasticity Modulus of the sheet material was some 7% higher than
that of the angles used and the Poisson's ratio 13% higher than initially
assumed. An experiment carried out on the flange material confirmed the
manufacturers value. using these values a new computer prediction for the
strains was obtained. These predicted values can be seen in the graphs
of Appendix 82 labeled EXACT.
It was still felt however that the correlation should be better.
In Reference 3 (Part Al. mention is made of the bad behaviour of the
linear plane stress quadrilateral (QUA4) under pure bending. In the
derivation thereof. the assumption is made that the panel sides remain
straight and do not curve, as would be expected under pure in plane
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bending. This lead to the conclusion that because the element is stiffer
in bending than it should be, the predicted loads in the spar flanges
and stiffeners would be lower than in reality. Now under pure bending
the Idealized Panel Element conforms exactly to the Elementary Theory
of Bending (Reference 1, Part Al, so these elements were inserted in
place of the QUA4 elements in the webs of the 3 spars. The strain pre=
diction in the spar caps and stiffeners was greatly improved as can be
seen in Appendix B2, Graphs 1 to 6, 12 to 17, 23 to 28 and 34 to 39
curves labeled MIXED. The upper prediction line labeled ETB, on the
fore mentioned graphs, was obtained by using Rod elements and computer
generated idealized quadrilaterals and triangles. It is evident that
this model is wholely inadequate and more careful modelling is required,
by including the whole skin cross sectional area into the shear panel
stiffeners.
Comparing the MIXED prediction and Experimental results of the lower
skin stiffener, (Graphs 4, 15, 26, 37) it can be seen that the stringer
loads between the front supports (Nodal points 11 and 19) and 70% of
the span, tend to be higher than predicted. This was to be expected
because the strain gauge readings on the bottom skin panels indicated
that buckling had taken place and the skin was thus carrying less load
than expected. This is born out by inspection of Graphs 8, 19, 3D and
41 in which the direct strains E__ are lower than those predicted by
XX
the MIXED model. The extreme. deviation from the predicte~ strains
near the supports (10% span) can be attributed firstly to greater
buckling and secondly to the coarseness of the f.E. grid near the sup=
ports which are in effect a discontinuity in the structure and in which
localized effects playa major role.
The main spar flange loads, both top and bottom, Graphs 1, '2, 12, 13, 23,
24. 34 and 35, follow the predicted strains closely in the region 30 to
100% of the span. The deviation at the 10% span reading on the lower
flanges can be attributed once again to the proximity of the supports
and the probable buckling of the skin panels in that region. The g.ood
correlation can be attributed to the fact that the flanges are securely
Stellenbosch University http://scholar.sun.ac.za
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held by the surrounding structure, i.e. the spar web and the skin, and
they thus follow very closely the approximation that they only carry
axial stresses and remain straight.
Inspection of the top skin stiffener (stringer) results Graphs 3, 14,
25 and 36 indicate that the assumptions made in the computer model
follow reality very closely. The maximum deviation being in the order
of 2 ~ which represents a 7,5% error. Considering the sensitivity of
the dat~ acquisition apparatus this is negligible.
The direct strain readings in the top skin panels, Graphs 7, 18, 29
and 40 show a maximum deviation of 12,5% in the results between 30%
and 100% of the span. Support proximity effects appear to playa role
in the panel nearest to it. The 12,5% maximum deviation in the results,
can be attributed to the fact that the QUA4 element sides remain
straight and do not curve and can therefore not follow the exact defor=
mation of the structure. This deformation difference however, cannot
Be too great, as the results converge, towards the tip of the structure.
Tha rear spar flange results, Graphs 5, 6, 16, 17, 27, 28, 38 and 39
suggest that the Idealized Panel assumption is too severe and that an
element somewhere between the QUA4 and the Idealized Panel should be
used in modelling the spar webs. This could be accomplished by using
a higher order element, i.e. one which would curve in bending as well
as maintain it's plane stress membrane characteristics. The correlation-
is, however, still good over 70% of the span with the now characteristic
rise in the experimental results near the supports.
The shear strain components of the top and bottom skin panels are plotted
on Graphs 9, 10, 20, 21, 31, 32, 42 and 43. The large deviations in the
bottom panels nearest the support in the fixed loading case conditions
can be attributed to the fact that, in the theoretical model, a single
panel cannot deform sufficiently to give a realistic prediction of the
strains expected throughout the panel.
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In a 450 three component rosette all three direct strains are needed
to predict the shear strain. From Mohrs strain circle we have
=
It is clear that should there be an error in all three of the strain
components and should they all be in the "wrong" direction, then the
error is four times as large as for a single straiM~ using the same
sensitive bridge setting.
It should be noted at this stage that the sign of the shear strain
component given by the finite element analysis is opposite to that
of the experimental results.
Graphs 11, 22, 33 and 44 show the results of the shear strains in the
main spar web panels. The EXACT prediction in the fixed loading case
conditions on the panel nearest the web is way off the mark: even
the sign is incorrect. This is once again due to the limitations of
the QUA4 element. The error between the MIXED prediction and the
experimental results can be accounted for by the same reasoning as for
the skin shear strains. The trends however are correct as is very
clearly evident in Graphs 33 and 44 for the unsymmetrical loading case.
Stellenbosch University http://scholar.sun.ac.za
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84 CONCLUSIONS
The results show that the finite element method can be used with
confidence in predicting accurately the stresses in a complex struc=
ture. However, care and a knowledge of the limitations of the e1e=
ments to be used, is of great importance.
More sophisticated elements have been developed and are available
in the large Finite Element Systems which are on the market. These
higher order elements do however, take more computer time to assemble
and result in larger sets of equations to solve, so it is ultimately
up to the stress analyst to weigh up the advantages of greater accu=
racy against cost of analysis. It appears though that careful use
of the simpler elements can give adequate accuracy for design purposes
as the predicted strains are slightly higher than those actually measured.
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rAPPENDIX 81
Photographs and Workshop drawings of test structure.
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APPENDIX B2
Graphical representation of predicted and experimental strains
ETB
EXACT
MIXED
•
Prediction curve using computer generated Idealized
Panels and Flange Elements.
Prediction curve using Plane Stress Quadrilaterals,
C.S.T. and Flange Elements.
Prediction curve using Plane Stress Quadrilaterals
and C.S.T. Elements for the skin and ribs, computer
generated Idealized Panels for the spar webs, and
Flange Elements.
Experimental results •
1 ~ =' 1 x 10-6 m/m (strain)
Note: The % span is taken from a line through the front supports to
the free end of the structure.
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